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Prepared
The future is unwritten. It does not exist. Yet it stands
before us, full of hopes and fears, joys and sorrows.
The best we can do is to be prepared, for better or
for worse, to learn from experience and plan for
the unknown, but also to live and enjoy the times
that await us.
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Prepared for the future

At Gjensidige we look to the future. But we always
have with us our experience and knowledge from the
past. This makes us even stronger and puts us in a
position to tackle the changes that the future brings.
To the benefit of both us and our customers.
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Our future and our customers

What kind of future
should we BE preparING for?
Gjensidige is Norway’s largest insurer, its market share and premium volumes are rising,
the company is making money, and it has a growing number of loyal customers in both the
business and household markets. Is it not now time to take it easy and be happy with
what we have?

“Everything we
do, we do to
safeguard our
position and our
existence”

The answer has to be no. At Gjensidige we have a strong tradition of looking to the future, preparing for every conceivable
eventuality, and acting on the basis of both customers’ needs
for security and our own goals.

coordinated across the different channels. Advertising, editorial
coverage, Internet, local offices and call centres all need to send
out the same message and so give us maximum penetrating
power in the marketplace.

In 2005 Gjensidige completed the first stage of a strategic
journey. We set up the company Gjensidige Pensjon og
Sparing so that we could offer occupational pensions to our
existing general insurance customers in the business market, and
we acquired Danish insurer Fair Forsikring as the first step in a
Nordic expansion programme.

RETAIN and develop
All of our activities are to build on our fundamental strategic
challenges: growth and development are essential; our mutual
ownership form is here to stay; our service and organisation are
to remain close to customers; we are to retain ownership and
control of the relationship with the customer; and we are to
generate a competitive return on our capital.

change of TEMPO
Penalty-free mid-term transfers of general insurances were
introduced in Norway at the beginning of the year. A change of
tempo and a great deal of hard work were needed to rise to this
challenge.
In order to offer Norway’s very best Internet portal for general
insurance, the company massively accelerated the technological
development process in autumn 2005. Work originally planned
for 2007 was rescheduled with a view to launching on 1 January
2006. By the end of the year we were ready, and customers
can now carry out complete purchases of general insurance
products from their own PCs.
New playing rules are opening up new opportunities in a market
where competition continues to mount. New players are emerging, and some of our main competitors are taking every opportunity to approach our customers. It is nothing new for banks
to sell insurance, but they have not previously been able to offer
the customer the chance to switch insurer there and then.
This challenge is being met by ensuring that all of our customerfacing activities are pulling in the same direction and are being
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With this as our point of departure, our strategy is two-pronged.
One element is to retain and develop our relationship with existing customers. If we are to achieve this, we need to broaden our
product range and offer our customers a comprehensive range
of financial products.
The other element is more aggressive and entails growth at
corporate level. We need to protect and strengthen our position
as the leading general insurer in Norway.
Several of our main competitors are Nordic players with activities in two or more of our neighbouring countries. This enables
them to realise economies of scale which they can exploit when
competing for customers.
Our acquisition of Danish insurer Fair Forsikring was a first step
towards attaining a position where we too can exploit economies of scale in order to assure our customers quality insurances
at competitive prices.
Despite these strategic challenges, it is important that, in their
day-to-day work, our employees concentrate on the most
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important thing of all – providing the best possible customer
service. The new rules on penalty-free mid-term transfers effectively mean that every day is a renewal day. Above all, this spells
opportunities for Gjensidige.

“Our guiding
stars of
openness and
honesty are nonnegotiable”

Honesty and openness
One key aspect of our move into pensions and savings products
is investing customers’ money in such a way as to generate the
best possible return. But this is not just about maximising the
financial gain. Customers need to feel sure that, as a customerowned company, we conduct our investment activities in an
ethically acceptable manner. Our guiding stars of openness and
honesty are non-negotiable.
We have expressed our support for the UN Global Compact in
order to strengthen and demonstrate our ethical commitment.
The principles of the Global Compact provide a good guide when
considering which companies we are to invest in.

Our decentralised organisation, with local autonomy and local
employees who feel that they have the expertise and authority
both to handle and to approach the media locally, led to
Gjensidige once again being the most widely covered insurer
in the Norwegian media in 2005.
For us this is entirely natural. As the leading general insurer in
Norway, Gjensidige aims to be actively involved in the public
debate when it comes to the insurance industry and its regulatory framework. This also means that we need to keep our own
house in order and make sure that we practise what we preach.
The future
2006 is the year when we will take strategic steps to protect
and safeguard our position, building on our strategic challenges.
We will be doing this in order to be prepared – prepared for a
future where Gjensidige is a major player in the Nordic insurance
market.

Our membership of Transparency International is another clear
sign that Gjensidige is serious about demanding certain ethical
standards of the companies in which we invest.
Simplification
Inspired by the slogan “Simpler, quicker, better”, we made
numerous improvements, both large and small, to our internal
working processes in 2005. This work is ongoing, and more
initiatives are planned, all so that we can perform our duties
more simply, more quickly and more economically. We consider
this important for maintaining and increasing customer
satisfaction.
GJENSIDIGE annual report 2005
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OUR customers and
what they THINK OF us
Gjensidige has the best name in the business and scores well on credibility both
with customers and in the media. We have the highest levels of loyalty among our own
customers, and are also a potential alternative for many of our competitors’ customers
if they were to switch.
BRAND strength
The watchman logo is one of the strongest
brands in the Norwegian financial services market,
Gjensidige was the most widely profiled insurer in
the Norwegian media in 2005, and image surveys
tell us that our credibility is high.
“Good editorial coverage is important for brandbuilding and strengthens the business in the
longer term,” explains CEO Helge L. Baastad.
But a strong brand alone is not enough. We must
never allow ourselves to rest on our laurels when it
comes to meeting customers’ needs and expectations. As a customer-managed company, we have
a particular obligation to ensure that we have the
market’s best understanding of customers’ needs
and purchasing patterns, and of how we compare
with our competitors.
This too is not enough on its own. Besides understanding customers’ needs, we need to know
what changes we need to make, and how we can
turn words into actions. It can all too often be the
putting into practice which proves the sticking
point, especially at a large company like Gjensidige.
In autumn 2005 we conducted a series of
customer and brand surveys in order to gain
the best possible picture of our customers and
their needs and expectations of Gjensidige as an
insurer. In spring 2006 we will be using the results
to check that we have chosen the right way forward in terms of meeting customer requirements
and maintaining a strong brand.
GJENSIDIGE annual report 2005

So who are OUR customers, what are
their needs, and what do they THINK OF US?
In many ways our customers represent a broad
cross-section of the Norwegian population, but
our customer and brand surveys have made it
even clearer to us that the insurance market
consists of customer groups with very different
needs and preferences.

The choice of Gjensidige as a supplier seems to be
closely linked to which company family and friends
use, which suggests that we have many good
ambassadors for the company among our customers. As the table below shows, our customers also
attach more importance to a local presence when
choosing a supplier than our competitors’
customers do.

Although price is an important criterion when
choosing an insurer, our surveys show that both
household and business customers also attach
importance to a number of other factors – factors
such as local presence, customer relations and
brand which help to give the customer a sense of
security.

REASONS GIVEN FOR CHOICE OF SUPPLIER
– HOUSEHOLD
(per cent)
Gjensidige Others
Best price
39.8
44.6
Same as family
21.0
12.0
Other
16.7
19.1
Recommended
14.2
15.3
Office where I live/work
12.0
8.2
Good advisers
11.2
11.5
Arbitrary
10.7
8.1
Bought house
8.1
6.4
Changed car
4.4
5.8
Don’t know
2.7
1.7
Contacted by salesperson
2.7
7.7
Good website
2.5
2.7
Advertising
0.9
1.3

Customers have also made it clear that they want
to communicate with their insurer via a number
of different channels depending on the situation.
But they expect to be recognised when they get
in touch, whether they are phoning, visiting a local
office or using the Internet. One clear trend that
we are seeing is for customers to make more and
more active use of the Internet and want to use
this channel in more and more situations, including
when buying insurance.
THE Household market
A number of recent surveys have confirmed that,
on average, Gjensidige’s customers are more loyal
than competitors’ customers. Gjensidige is also a
potential alternative for many of our competitors’
customers if they were to switch – we are their
“natural second choice”.

In the household market it is normal to use
criteria such as age and address when designing
service models. However, it seems that such
models provide little insight into the customer’s
actual service needs and preferences.
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Extensive customer surveys have enabled us to
identify four different customer segments with
very different service needs. These four segments
span all age groups and all parts of the country,
but there are major variations between geographical areas, highlighting the need for local customisation of our service model.
Customers appear to know little about the
differences between insurers, and instead choose
a supplier on the basis of their subjective perception of the various companies. Clear messages
and clear communications are therefore extremely
important for attracting customers.
THE Business market
Gjensidige also commands a very strong
position among its customers in the business
market, and again many of our competitors’
customers see us as a potential alternative if they
were to switch. Gjensidige’s customers are far
more likely to have chosen us as their supplier
because they view us as a reliable and professional
player or because they have a good relationship
with the company. Price is only the fifth most
important reason for choosing Gjensidige cited by
our customers, but is the most important reason
of all given by competitors’ customers (see table).

REASONS GIVEN FOR CHOICE OF SUPPLIER –
BUSINESS.
(per cent)
Gjensidige Others
Reliable/professional player
47.7 28.1
Best price
28.7 36.3
Good relationship with supplier
35.1 27.7
Good experience of supplier
as business customer
35.6 23.2
Has local office
33.3 15.0
Good experience of supplier
as household customer
24.1 17.2
Best solution for our needs
21.2 16.5
Union/industry agreement
17.8 15.0
Recommended by broker
5.7 11.6
Best industry insight
13.8
3.0
Offers loss prevention
10.9
4.1
Other
2.3
7.5
Arbitrary
5.8
4.1
In this market too we have identified customer
segments with very different service needs and
preferences. The composition of these segments
varies from industry to industry and between
geographical areas, again highlighting the need
for local customisation of our service model.
Customers in the business market also know little
about the differences between insurers in areas
such as pricing and the ability to advise on loss
prevention. However, we are proud that Gjensidige
is being more widely perceived as being professional and customer-oriented and having higher
ethical standards than its competitors.

the Agricultural market
Gjensidige has a long tradition and a strong
position in Norwegian agriculture, with a market
share of more than 70 per cent.
The main reasons given by agricultural customers
for choosing Gjensidige include our local presence
and our good understanding of the farming
business. Our agreements with the Norwegian
Farmers’ Union and the Norwegian Farmers’ and
Smallholders’ Union are also often cited as the
reason for choosing Gjensidige as a supplier of
general insurance.
the service model of the future
The findings of our customer and brand surveys
provide important pointers for the design of our
future service model. To preserve our position as
the leading supplier in the Norwegian market, our
service model needs to be:
• Differentiated – tailored to the needs
of different customer segments
•	Proactive – so that we can exploit
opportunities in the market
• Dynamic – so that we adapt continuously to
changes in the market
•	Efficient – so that we can keep costs down
while still living up to customers’ expectations
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Number one in NORWAY

In 2005 Gjensidige cemented its position as the largest general insurer in Norway, its
share of the onshore general insurance market climbing to 32.9 per cent. Premium volumes
increased by 8.1 per cent, insurances of the person accounting for most of this growth.

Gjensidige iN 2005
• Reintroduction of the watchman logo and the
Gjensidige name
•	Formation of Gjensidige Pensjon og Sparing
• Acquisition of Danish insurer Fair in December
•	Time-change programme – systematic focus
on physical activity, health and wellbeing of
employees
• New PC platform
• Sponsor of Norway’s celebrations of 100 years
of independence
•	Launch of Næringsnett self-service system for
business customers

•	Expression of support for the UN Global
Compact
• Introduction of socially responsible investing (SRI)
•	Expansion in the occupational health market

ced for customers in both the business and household/agricultural markets, as well as for claims
settlement. The aim is more efficient dealings with
customers and increased customer satisfaction.

Premium volumes totalled NOK 13.1 billion at the
end of 2005, an increase of almost NOK 1 billion
during the year.

business
Gjensidige is the market leader with a particularly
high market share in insurances of the person.
Premium volumes grew by 11.7% overall during
the year. The growth came from insurances of the
person, while there was a slight decrease in buildings and contents cover.

More efficient customer service was a key focus
area for all aspects of Gjensidige’s customer-oriented activities. New service models were introdu-

CEO / PRESIDENT
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BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGY

GROUP STAFF
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market share – BUSINESS

including insurances of the person
(%)		
2003
Gjensidige
32.1
If		
27.9
Vesta
20.2
Others
20.0
Premiums earned
Motor
Buildings
Contents/interruption
Liability
Person (business)
Marine/transport

2004
34.2
28.2
18.2
19.0

2005
35.0
28.9
18.3
17.8
(NOK m)
920
989
509
197
2,696
371

2004 brought an unusually low number of major
losses, with the result that the overall loss ratio
for Gjensidige’s business products was low that
year (68.9 per cent). The loss ratio is rising and was
73.8 per cent in 2005 (relative to premiums earned).
2006 will bring growing competition, especially for
the best customers in the business market. Both
new and existing players are being aggressive,
which is putting pressure on prices.
Claims
The proportion of major losses in the business
market in 2004 was only half that in a normal
year, and rose to 75 per cent of the normal level in
2005. Forecasts suggest that the number of major
losses will return to normal in 2006 and grow further in 2007.

Stable and long-term pricing policy
2005 saw good results and fierce competition.
Good times encourage new players to enter the
market, resulting in stiffer price competition. This
in turn means that large insurance contracts are
often concluded at prices which cannot pay in the
longer term. Gjensidige has chosen to retain a
stable and long-term pricing policy which will give
customers smaller fluctuations in premiums.
Improved customer service
In 2005 Gjensidige launched a new Internet
solution for business customers. The purpose of
this major investment was to strengthen the company’s position in the business market. The aim is
to be a more attractive supplier, increase customer
satisfaction/loyalty and raise efficiency. The solution will give both customers and brokers better
access to their insurance details and will also
simplify the company’s administration.
Considerable resources were invested in skills
development for regional sales representatives and
sales managers in 2005. On completing the programme, participants are to be perceived by the
customer as the best advisers in the business
market. This includes personal planning, building
relationships, implementing sales and service, and
making a good impression. A lot of time is going
into sales training at regional level to raise skills
levels.
Business customers dialling 03100 are to encounter high levels of availability and be served by
experienced and knowledgeable business special-

ists. The number of call centres was reduced with
positive results in 2005. The centres have been
made more efficient, including in the form of better availability and increased employee specialisation. The levels of service we provide over the
telephone are high, and customers are very satisfied with the service they receive. To ensure more
efficient and professional service, some renewalrelated activities have been standardised and are
now being performed on the basis of a set template for the entire country.
Going forward we will be thoroughly analysing
customers’ service needs and preferences in order
to develop Gjensidige’s distribution further.
Expansion in the business market
Gjensidige aims to grow its market share in
industry and the rest of the business sector. This
applies equally to buildings, contents, interruption
and liability cover.
Brokers
Gjensidige also supplies insurance to business
customers wishing to use independent brokers
as their advisers. Around a third of all volumes in
the business market come through brokers. This
share has fallen somewhat in the last year, but we
do not believe this to be a continuing trend. Large
customers with complex risks and insurance needs
often prefer to use a broker, and Gjensidige
services these customers through good relationships with most brokers operating in Norway.
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The situation for insurance brokers changed
significantly in 2003 when the largest insurers in
Norway stopped paying commission to brokers.
Brokers must now agree their fees directly with
the customer. The change has resulted in
customers showing more interest in brokers’ fees,
increased competition between brokers, and so a
sharper focus on the value created by brokers for
the customer.
Gjensidige feels that this has led to growing
professionalism among Norwegian brokers and
expects this trend to continue.
HOUSEHOLD/agriculture
Premium volumes for the key products are
growing, but not as fast as before. For example,
the average premium for motor policies has fallen.
premiUM Volumes

(NOK m)

Motor

3,100

Home
Leisure
Person (households)
Agriculture

1,569
459
1,063
988

Claims levels are stable in all of the key areas, and
the loss ratio fell by 0.8 percentage points to
65.7 per cent in 2005.
The introduction of penalty-free mid-term transfers at the beginning of the year has opened up
new opportunities in the market. It means that
customers can transfer their business to another
insurer at one month’s notice without incurring
penalties at any time and not just at renewal.
Product adjustments to reflect this challenge will
be considered.
Three new home insurance products – Pluss, Flexi
and Mini – were launched on 1 February 2005:
•	Pluss is Gjensidige’s premier home insurance
product, and includes cover for fungal attack
and rot, and top-notch cover for consequential
losses due to leaking roofs and poor work
manship.
GJENSIDIGE annual report 2005
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•	Flexi is a product which offers all of the most
important types of cover, but customers themselves can include and exclude perils according
to their needs.
•	Mini is our cheapest product and includes the
basic perils of fire, water and theft. The target
group for this product is customers concerned
primarily with price.
These new products mean that customers need
to make a more active choice when buying insurance. Insurance is not just about price but also
about security. With these new products we want
to give customers a better understanding of their
insurance cover, which may help to narrow the
expectation gap in the event of a claim.
The number of home buildings and contents
policies in Gjensidige’s portfolio grew by almost
5,400 in 2005, compared with 1,300 in 2004.
Market share for selected key products
(%)		
2004
2005
Buildings
26.7
26.8
Contents
19.9
21.2
Holiday home
26.1
26.2
Travel
23.5
26.7
Pleasurecraft
32.1
32.6
Motor
30.8
31.1
The rollout of Gjensidige’s new service concept
for the household market was completed in early
2005. It was launched together with a new
concept and system for event-driven customer
follow-up and activity management.
The new service concept will enable Gjensidige
to live up to customers’ expectations as best
possible. Calls from customers are to be routed
primarily to one of our 11 call centres for the
household market, while the local offices are to
concentrate primarily on outbound customer
activities. We are also now offering ever better
Internet solutions with self-service facilities.

20

Personal security
insurance

44.5
44.2

Occupational injury
Group life business

2003

2004

2005

The concept has been warmly welcomed by the
local offices, which have been able to focus more
on outbound sales and service. This focus has had
an immediate impact on customer satisfaction:
our surveys show that satisfaction among
multiple-policy customers has risen from 70
to 76 points.
Customers dialling 03100 are to find Gjensidige
different to and better than its competitors in
terms of both availability and service. The levels
of service we provide over the telephone are high,
and customers are very satisfied with the service
they receive. In 2005 we extended our call centres’
opening hours to 8 pm, and we plan to extend
opening hours further by using a joint call centre
in the evening.
Agricultural market
At the end of 2005 Gjensidige had a 74.3 per cent
share of the agricultural market, the same as a
year earlier, and premium volumes were approaching NOK 1 billion.
Norwegian agriculture is undergoing major changes.
Farm-based business development is an important
growth area. While large owner-operated farms
are expanding and becoming more professional,
tenant-operated farms are a growing customer
group. To provide more efficient and professional
service for both groups, Gjensidige has chosen to
tailor its customer service accordingly.
Owners of tenant-operated farms will be serviced
by our call centres and local offices, where they will
encounter high levels of availability and good local
follow-up for all of their household policies. Owneroperators will be serviced both through specialist
call centres (accessed through the central switchboard on 03100), which offer high levels of availability and agricultural expertise, and through farm
visits by agricultural specialists. The aim is to offer
the market’s best products, availability, and breadth
and depth of agricultural insurance expertise.
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The Internet
Gjensidige has added a number of new services
to its website, including the option of purchasing
buildings, contents and travel cover online, and a
“My page” feature – the customer’s own personalised interface and insurance overview. Another
new feature on the website is a call-back service
which ensures good and efficient follow-up from
the closest local office following the making of a
purchase or claim over the Internet.
Our multi-channel strategy means, among other
things, that our various channels for contact with
customers are to be organised in such a way that
the customer always receives the best possible
service. It is important for Gjensidige that customers feel that they receive a personal and individual
service whether contacting a call centre or local
office or using the Internet.
Our goal is still to “know the customer best and
care the most”.
Insurances of the person
Gjensidige is a major player in the market for
insurances of the person, with a considerable
market share for several types of product in both
the business and household markets.
MarkeT SHARES
Overall
Individual life
Individual accident
Group life (household)

(%)
35
44
34
26

Child policies
Critical illness (household)
Occupational injury

43.3
14.6
44.6

In 2006 the market will feature fierce price competition for the “good” customers in the business
market.
CLAIMS
The telephone is an important service channel
when settling claims. The company has strict
standards for the service customers receive when
they dial 03100 – customers calling the hotline are
to have their claims dealt with quickly and professionally.
The Internet is also set to become a more important channel for the settlement of both personal
injury and property claims. Gjensidige’s Internet
services are to be developed further, and new
solutions will continue to be added.
Gjensidige strives constantly to optimise claims
settlement processes in terms of both efficiency
and customer orientation. The development and
improvement of support tools for settlement have
high priority, and tools which ensure good/
optimum data capture and process management/
support are a focus area.
Number of claims
Home
Holiday home
Travel
Pleasurecraft

2004
24,200
2,300
27,000
2,700

2005
26,000
2,500
30,000
2,800

Faster settlement of claims will remain a priority
for Gjensidige. Where cases take longer to settle
for some reason, Gjensidige will ensure that the
customer is kept informed about the case’s status
and progress. This applies particularly to the
settlement of personal injury claims. Improving the
flow of information to the customer is therefore
an important area for all parts of the settlement
operation. Claims settlement staff are to be pro
active in their communication with the customer.
Gjensidige has specialist units for areas such as the
settlement of buildings and livestock claims. The
need for, and effects of, increased specialisation
will be assessed regularly with a view to improving
both efficiency and quality at Settlement.
When it comes to motor policies, the Alltid Bil fullservice repair concept has been a great success.
Feedback from customers indicates considerable
satisfaction with having Gjensidige take over the
entire process from getting the car to the garage
to checking the repairs made, while the customer
has the use of a rental car throughout the repair
period.
Active Personal Injury Management
For more than a decade Gjensidige’s Active
Personal Injury Management claims-handling and
rehabilitation concept has been a key element in
the settlement of personal injury claims. Today it
is also naturally and closely associated with the
company’s overall vision of “knowing the customer
best and caring the most”.
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The aim of Active Personal Injury Management is
to settle claims in good time and provide rehabilitation in such a way that the need for compensation is reduced, while ensuring that the customer
is satisfied with the service provided.
The design of the concept means that the case
officer plays an active role in helping the injured
party to receive quicker and better treatment and
results.
Following an injury, Gjensidige quickly establishes
contact with the customer or injured party by telephone. The discussion focuses on the extent of
the injury, living circumstances and work situation,
and the need for treatment and assistance. The
case officer can tailor the information provided as
appropriate.
An invitation is extended to attend a detailed
examination by a doctor with specialist expertise.
Gjensidige has arrangements with scores of doctors and specialist centres to ensure a rapid and
appropriate service professionally independent
of the company. The specialist will only examine,
diagnose and advise the injured party with regard
to treatment, levels of activity, exercise and so on.
The doctor’s report is discussed by the case officer
and the customer/injured party, and this paves the
way for appropriate follow-up.
This service is voluntary, but the vast majority accept the invitation and feel that they are
being looked after in a professional and reassuring
manner. An estimated 10,000 people have been
GJENSIDIGE annual report 2005

invited to take advantage of this service since the
concept was first launched.
In many cases there is a need for further help,
such as adaptation of the workplace and collaboration with public bodies with regard to various
support schemes. This is particularly the case following severe injuries such as paraplegias, amputations and serious head injuries. In a jungle of public bodies and legislation, the company sees its role
as a catalyst and facilitator.
Arrangements with independent social workers
ensure professional and practical help with coordinating the support available from public bodies and ensuring that the injured party receives
his or her entitlements under applicable legislation. Thanks to its much shorter decision paths,
Gjensidige can accelerate the necessary actions
and maintain the tempo of the process. There are
good examples of seriously injured people being
helped back to a partially active working life after
being written off by the authorities. The company
has been praised for its approach and efforts in
this area by customers and injured parties in both
the household and business markets, as well as by
various external players and public bodies.
External evaluation of the Active Personal Injury
Management concept as a whole has concluded
that the results show a clear improvement in the
health and quality of life of those suffering injuries.
In its rehabilitation work Gjensidige collaborates
with a number of institutions where the develop-

ment of new concepts paves the way for innovation and new possibilities. The aim is an active and
rewarding everyday life for those with disabilities.
Collaborating institutions
* 	The Cato Centre in Son, which focuses on
opportunity and mastery, where Gjensidige is
guaranteeing and taking up an ever-growing
number of places
* 	The Telenor Handicap Programme, a training
and occupational therapy programme for the
physically disabled, with practical placements at
different companies
* 	The Lucas Centre at the Norwegian University
of Science and Technology in Trondheim, which
promotes increased access to both education
and employment, irrespective of disability
* 	The recruitment group Aktiv Rehabilitering
Norge (RG), where sport and activity are used
as a means to mastery and improved physical
and mental health for those with spinal injuries
Purchasing
Gjensidige’s Group Purchasing unit aims to add
value by buying goods and services on the basis of
specifications of requirements. Purchases are to
be made on competitive terms as cost-effectively
as possible, and always on the basis of the com
pany’s ethical rules.
Through its activities Group Purchasing is to
develop and integrate purchasing and logistics
functions in the company and promote multidisciplinary collaboration.
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LOSS RATIO DISTRIBUTED
2004
BY REGION
75

%

COMBINED RATIO DISTRIBUTED
2004
2005
BY REGION

2005

95
72.8

72.4

71.6

90

70
65

92.3
90.3

83.3

62.5

80

60
55

Øst

Innlandet

Syd

75

Vestlandet Nord

Group Purchasing has the following duties and
responsibilities:
• Being a demanding customer
• Analysing purchasing needs
•	Managing all purchasing activities
• Setting up group/company-wide purchasing
agreements
•	Managing purchasing agreements entered into
• Acting as a centre of excellence and running
internal purchasing networks
•	Publicising and implementing agreements
entered into
• Having supplier market expertise
• Owning the management of the supplier
relationship
Gjensidige draws a functional distinction between
those who need/consume and those who handle
the purchasing process. This helps to ensure that
there are always several people/functions involved
in purchasing processes.
Gjensidige is keen to acknowledge its social
responsibilities in its purchasing. To ensure that
suppliers comply with applicable laws and
regulations, especially in sectors which are under
considerable pressure, in 2006 all suppliers in the
construction sector, for example, will have to be
qualified under the StartBANK scheme set up by
the Norwegian Construction Industry Association.
Gjensidige makes large volumes of purchases in
connection with the settlement of claims, particularly repair services for motor vehicles, buildings,
contents and personal property. Gjensidige also
makes extensive administrative purchases, especially IT services, telephony, payroll and personnel services, office and computer equipment, and
travel services.
Purchasing 2005

(NOK m)

Motor vehicles
Buildings
IT		
Contents/property
Administrative

2,300
1,900
500
500
900

NOK
billion

3.7
3.1

3
85.6

85

64.3

4

94.0

%

PREMIUMS WRITTEN DISTRIBUTED
2004
2005
BY REGION

2.2

2.2

2.0

2
1

Øst

Innlandet

Syd

Vestlandet Nord

The company’s policy is for all qualifying suppliers
to be approached, but not all are used due to the
aim of leveraging purchasing power and volumes
to obtain competitive terms from the suppliers
selected.
A Customer-ORIENTED Organisation
One goal at Gjensidige is to have the minimum
number of tiers between customer contact and
CEO. Decisions, whether they concern sales
or settlements, are to be taken as close to the
customer as possible.
Customer contact at Gjensidige is handled mainly
by the regional call centres and local offices,
but the Internet is growing in importance as a
customer channel.
At its headquarters in Lysaker the company has
two customer-oriented organisational units:
Marketing and Product/Claims.
Marketing’s main role is to further develop
customer-oriented activities. Marketing supplies
services to the regions covering:
• Service solutions and sales support
• Customer concepts and loyalty programmes
•	Technological development and systems support
• Decision support and management information
(market/segment/channel)
• Broker market
Marketing is also to be a facilitator in key areas:
• Continued development of distribution channels
• Development of customer segments
•	Effective ICT solutions
In this way Marketing is to help Gjensidige to be
the most customer-centric player in the market and
ensure channel efficiency and segment profitability.
Product/Claims is responsible for product ownership and profitability, and for the settlement of
personal injury and property claims. This includes
responsibility for product development, pricing
and portfolio composition.

0

Innlandet

Øst

Syd

Vestlandet Nord

Customer CONTACT POINTS

•	Local offices
• Call centres
• Claims centres
• Internet
•	Extranet
All of the above are considered channels at
Gjensidige.
Support for the various sales and distribution
channels, as well as their further development, is
handled by the Channel Development unit at Marketing. Channel Development is also charged with
coordinating adjustments between Product/Claims
and the various sales and settlement channels.
RegionS

Customer-facing activities are organised into five
geographical regions. National responsibility for
dealings with large customers is delegated to one
of these regions, and contact with brokers is
handled centrally in Lysaker.
In the regions customers encounter the company
either face-to-face at one of our 176 offices or on
the telephone to one of our call centres.
The five regions – Øst, Innlandet, Syd, Vestlandet
and Nord – are organised along largely the same
lines.
The regions are responsible for paying out on
property claims, while the settlement of personal
injury claims is handled centrally by the settlement
unit at Product/Claims.
Hjelp 24 bht
Through a series of mergers and acquisitions,
Gjensidige has built up Norway’s largest occupational health company, Hjelp 24, which supplies
services to some 2,700 businesses with a total of
around 180,000 employees. The company has 30
offices across Norway and is growing all the time.
Hjelp 24 generated sales of around NOK 270 million in 2005 and has 330 employees. It is a wholly
GJENSIDIGE annual report 2005
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owned subsidiary of Gjensidige held through
Glitne Invest AS.

supplier of business insurances and insurances
of the person in the country.

2005 saw the launch of a new helpline service
called “Your health visitor” which enables customers who have taken out one of our new child
policies to speak to a health visitor in the evenings
and ask about everything from breast-feeding to
the problems of adolescence.

“Simpler, quicker, better” is an equally appropriate
goal to work towards in this area, where Gjensidige
aims to make it easier for customers to obtain
both preventive and curative health services.

Hjelp 24 offers national occupational health
services through local offices in Oslo, Akershus,
Østfold, Vestfold, Buskerud, Agder, Rogaland,
Hordaland, Møre og Romsdal and Trøndelag. The
network is to be strengthened further through
collaboration with local service providers.
Besides basic occupational health and safety
services, there is a 24-hour helpline manned by
trained nurses who can refer callers to doctors,
psychologists and so on as required. Another key
product is 24-hour follow-up of sickness absence.
Hjelp 24 Trygghetsalarm AS (formerly Lev Vel
Helse AS) was formed in December 2002. Previously a division of Falck Norge AS, the company
has more than 20 years’ experience in personal
security alarms.
Health
Gjensidige’s move into health services was
prompted by the combination of high levels of
sickness and disability in the Norwegian population and Gjensidige’s position as the largest
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Through Hjelp 24 Gjensidige supplies services
intended to give companies the highest possible
levels of predictability and the lowest possible
levels of sickness absence. The services supplied
aim to minimise the duration of sickness absence
following an accident or illness.
Occupational health is an area which is constantly
evolving. The challenges faced by the modern
workplace differ from those of the past, when
the working environment could be plagued by
dust, noise, physical strain and exposure to harmful chemicals. While these problems have not been
eradicated completely, other problems have now
come to the fore. Hi-tech businesses and other
types of knowledge company face very different
challenges. Psychosocial issues in the working
environment can cause as much trouble as the
physical issues of former times, only in different
ways. The transition to tackling these new challenges demands resources, both human and
financial. A large provider is able to offer a faster
response to changes in market requirements, and
Hjelp 24 BHT intends to command the leading
position in this market.

Gjensidige aims to “know the customer best and
care the most”. One important element in the
company’s move into health services is personal
security alarms for the elderly and infirm. Skilled
employees at our three response centres deal with
around 1,000 people requiring help of various
kinds every day of the year.
Often they simply want someone to talk to in their
loneliness and insecurity, but other times they
may have fallen ill or had an accident. Maybe they
just need a helping hand to get back into bed – a
minor incident, but an important service for those
who are no longer able to do things themselves.
Support in this kind of situation is perhaps the
closest we can get to “caring the most”.
Having response centres staffed with health care
professionals 24/7 also enables Gjensidige to offer
its customers other forms of help. One such
service is access to an expert in mental health.
Specially-trained health professionals and a network of psychologists mean that help is on hand
for those under psychological strain. The service
guarantees a consultation with a psychologist
where necessary within 48 hours. This is an important addition to the range of services which
Gjensidige now offers its customers following
traumatic events.
Your health visitor
Today’s children are tomorrow’s customers, and
their parents need a helping hand from time to
time. One in three children is born without an
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older sibling, and so every new situation presents
a fresh challenge for the parents.
A child policy from Gjensidige also gives the
customer access to the reassuring expertise of
a health visitor outside surgery opening hours.
Experienced health visitors who have encountered
pretty much everything that can befall a small
child are available throughout much of the day
and night through our response centres. Health
advice will also be available for older children who
may not wish to talk to their parents about all of
life’s challenges.
Hjelp 24 is to be there as Gjensidige’s service in
the health market and help to ensure simpler,
quicker and better access to health services – to
“know the customer best and care the most” and
so make life as easy as possible for the company’s
customers.
Pensions and savings
Several market surveys have shown that large
parts of the market still associate the Gjensidige
name with pensions and life assurance. Following
the end of the strategic alliance with DnB NOR in
autumn 2005, it was natural once again to consider a broader range of activities in Norway.
In September 2005 an application was submitted
for a licence to carry on life insurance business,
and in December 2005 an application was submitted for a licence to set up a securities business so
that we could claim our share of the rapidly growing savings market.
A licence to carry on life insurance business was
received at the end of the year, and the companies Gjensidige Pensjon og Sparing Holding AS
and Gjensidige Pensjonsforsikring AS were duly
formed. Gjensidige Pensjonsforsikring AS is a
wholly owned subsidiary of Gjensidige Pensjon
og Sparing Holding AS, which is in turn a wholly
owned subsidiary of Gjensidige Forsikring.

It is still early days for Gjensidige Pensjonsforsik
ring AS. The company is initially offering definedcontribution occupational pensions, and the product range will be extended gradually. The savings
operation will start up as soon as a licence is
granted in spring 2006.

Fair Forsikring IN BRIEF

Sales in 2005 (DKK m)
Net profit in 2005 (DKK m)
Combined ratio (%)
No. of customers
Market share (household)
Employees

310
40
89
50,000
2%
around 135

Glitne Eiendom AS
Founded on 1 January 2004 and owned by
Gjensidige through Glitne Invest AS, Glitne Eiendom aims to manage Gjensidige’s commercial real
estate interests by buying, selling, letting and
developing properties.

Following lengthy talks, Danish insurance company
Fair Forsikring was taken over towards the end of
2005. It is considered to be an exciting and successful contender in the Danish market.

Glitne Eiendom serves as a centre of excellence for
property management in the group and attaches
importance to close follow-up of tenants and a
high-quality property portfolio.

Fair moved into the black for the first time in
2004, when it reported net profit of around DKK
49 million on sales of around DKK 300 million.
2005 brought a net profit of DKK 40 million and
premium volumes of around DKK 310 million. Fair
has its offices in the Danish capital, Copenhagen.

As at 31 December 2005 the company managed a
total of 263,000 square metres, divided into:
• 186,000 square metres of offices and
education facilities
• 62,000 square metres of shopping centres
• 15,000 square metres of hotels
Fair Forsikring
Fair Forsikring was formed in 1998 and focuses
exclusively on the household market, servicing
customers over the telephone and the Internet.

Gjensidige has been on the lookout for a bridgehead into the Danish insurance market. As a wellpositioned and well-run company, Fair was a good
choice. The company is to serve as Gjensidige’s
strategic platform for expansive growth in the
Danish market. The aim is for Fair to win a substantial slice of the market.

Gjensidige Forsikring
100 %

100 %

100 %

Gjensidige
Pensjon og Sparing
Holding AS

Glitne
Invest AS

Fair
Financial Ireland
Limited

100 %

100 %

100 %

100 %

100 %

Gjensidige
Pensjonsforsikring AS

Hjelp24
Glitne AS

Hjelp24
Trygghetsalarmer AS

Glitne
Eiendom
AS

Fair
Forsikring AS
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Corporate governance
at GJENSIDIGE
Gjensidige’s ultimate financial goal is expressed as a required rate of return on equity.
To ensure good management, principles have been formulated for corporate governance.
The company’s management model takes account of the relationship between strategy,
operational management/reporting and separate procedures for risk management.

Corporate governANCE
The Norwegian recommendations for corporate
governance have been formulated with listed limited companies in mind, and cannot therefore be
applied directly to cooperative entities such as
mutual insurers. Nevertheless the board of directors has decided that Gjensidige is to comply with
these recommendations where appropriate.
The company’s values are in line with international
cooperative principles, and its aim is to carry on
business in the interests of its members.
The board of directors has approved a policy for
corporate social responsibility and ethical rules,
and approves annual strategies for the group and
its various business areas. All employees have
access to policies, guidelines, ethical rules, rules of
procedure and so on through the group’s intranet.
The company’s charter, rules of procedure and
management/reporting systems clearly set out the
duties and responsibilities of various bodies in the
group. This is discussed in more detail below.
Operations
Gjensidige’s charter sets out its objects and the
scope of its operations. The company’s objects are
to meet members’ needs for good and reasonable
insurance schemes.
The company may carry on any business that is
lawful for a general insurance company, including
• indirect general and life insurance;
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• taking over pure risk insurances of no more
than one year’s duration in life insurance; and
• owning companies that carry on financing
business, securities business, credit insurance
or other business naturally associated with the
business of insurance.
The company is also to act as a joint body for the
mutual fire insurers with which the company has a
principal agreement, and to look after their interests, which includes administering a joint reinsurance contract for fire business.
The framework for the company’s operations is
concrete, but also dynamic in terms of developments in the industry and in society. The company
is now the largest general insurer in Norway, and is
looking to expand on a Nordic basis. Work is also
under way on developing the Norwegian venture
into health services, as well as other relevant areas.
Equity capital and dividends
The company is well-capitalised, and well-placed to
make substantial investments. Customers do not
have a personal financial interest in the company’s
results in the same way that the shareholders in a
limited company do. Various different models are
currently being discussed for distributing parts of
the company’s profits to customers or using them
in other ways that are in the interests of customers.
Equal treatment
Gjensidige is not a limited company and so does
not have shareholders. The customer plays a dual
role in the company as both owner and customer.

The influence wielded by individual customers is
not dependent on how big a customer they are.
Each customer has one vote in elections. Ethical
guidelines and various control measures have
been introduced to ensure that there is no conflict
between the personal interests of customer
representatives or employees and the interests of
the company.
All transactions between companies in the same
group or between companies and related parties
are on commercial terms. They are based on
independent valuations where observable market
values are not available.
Free transferability
Customers have no rights to the company’s
assets or profits, but are free to participate or
discontinue their relationship on the expiry of their
insurance contracts.
General meeting
The company’s ultimate governing body is the
general meeting, which consists exclusively of
customer-elected representatives. With a million
customers it would be impossible for everyone to
take part in the company’s general meetings. Participants are therefore elected indirectly through
open and democratic elections.
These representatives are elected by regional supervisory boards. The distribution of votes at general meetings is based on the number of customers from each region. Thus the company’s general
meeting is an elected meeting of representatives
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from all parts of Norway. The general meeting
elects a central supervisory board, which in turn
elects the company’s board of directors. The command structure at the company is therefore traditi
onal, and complies with financial services legislation.
Participants in general meetings receive extensive
information on which to base their decisions at
least two weeks in advance, and the meetings are
held over a weekend.
Electoral committees
The company has both regional electoral committees and a central electoral committee. Its governing bodies are to have broad representation, and
priority is given to a good distribution of genders,
ages, professions and geographical locations when
recruiting members to these bodies.
The electoral committee puts forward candidates
for the supervisory board and board of directors,
and puts forward proposals for the fees to be paid
to members of these bodies.
Supervisory boards and boards of directors –
composition and impartiality
Customers/owners exercise their rights through
local and democratic elections of regional supervisory boards. The regional supervisory boards in turn
elect representatives to attend the general meeting. Electronic voting has now been introduced in
parts of Norway, and information on the candidates
is clearly presented. The regional supervisory boards
are also involved in the governance of the company’s regional operations, e.g. through the election

of regional boards of directors to which the regions’
executive management teams report.
The central board of directors has 12 members, of
whom four are elected by employees. The central
supervisory board elects the chairman and vicechairman of the central board of directors. The
supervisory board elects members of the board of
directors on the basis of recommendations from
the electoral committee. The board of directors
and other governing bodies are appointed on the
basis of the general requirements for their composition (expertise, gender, age, location) in the
company’s charter. For some bodies there is still a
need for planned recruitment work to achieve the
desired mix.
The company has regional boards of directors
which head its regional operations, and one member of each of these regional boards is recruited to
the central board of directors. Members of these
bodies must be customers and members of the
company, and may not hold directorships etc at
competing companies. Members are elected for a
term of two years, half being reelected each year.
The work of the boards of directors
The central and regional boards of directors have
set rules of procedure and work to a fixed annual
schedule. Given current levels of activity, the central board of directors has as yet decided not to
set up sub-committees to prepare matters for
consideration by the board. Each year the board
of directors assesses its performance and its combined expertise in relation to the challenges faced.

Gjensidige has an annual strategy process with a
three-year rolling horizon which is considered by
the board of directors. Overall goals and strategic
choices are determined in a dynamic process, first
at group level and then in the business areas. The
goals and strategies adopted are then used to prepare budgets and risk-weighted profitability targets for all units where this is natural.
The board of directors has adopted a policy document entitled “Key principles and frameworks for
internal controls”. The purpose of internal controls
is to ensure that the company is managed properly and responsibly in such a way as to safeguard
owners’, customers’ and creditors’ funds, sustain
other stakeholders’ confidence in the company,
and comply with relevant laws and regulations.
Internal controls form an integral part of the
group’s planning and budgeting process. The status of risks and control processes is reported
up the organisation to the board of directors as
described below.
Each manager reports back from his or her own
area to confirm that a risk assessment has been
performed. The report covers the process carried out, the results of the risk assessment, and
an overview of measures and contingency plans
which have been or are due to be put into place.
The idea is to keep risks at acceptable levels. The
report also covers other areas where the chief
executive officer requires confirmation that action
has been taken. The report concludes with an
appraisal of whether risks are at acceptable levels,
GJENSIDIGE annual report 2005
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taking into account the measures and contingency
plans which have been or are due to be put into
place. The report is submitted in writing to the
manager’s superior at least once a year.
Each manager also reports back from his or her
own area on whether the measures and contingency plans put into place to manage risk factors
in that area have been implemented and are functioning as intended. Information is also provided
on any departures from planned measures and any
new measures introduced. This reporting presupposes that managers at every level of the organisation monitor the control measures put into place
in their areas. The structure for such monitoring
is systematic and subject to regular reviews. The
report is submitted in writing to the manager’s
superior at least once a year.
Remuneration of the board of directors
and senior executives
Each year the central electoral committee reviews
the remuneration of the members of the central
board of directors, and puts forward proposals to
the central supervisory board, which is the deciding body in such matters. Remuneration reflects
responsibilities and the time involved in carrying out the duties in question. No members of
the board of directors receive performance-based
remuneration or are awarded commercial assignments by the company.
The remuneration of the board of directors is
specified in note 21 to the financial statements.
The remuneration of the chief executive officer is
determined by the board of directors. All elements
of the chief executive officer’s remuneration are
specified in note 21 to the financial statements.
In accordance with the new requirements of the
Norwegian Financial Reporting Act coming into
force in 2006, the company will provide information on the remuneration of each individual executive and board member with effect from this year.
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Takeovers
Due to its mutual form, the company cannot be
acquired or taken over.
Internal audit
The company has its own internal audit unit. Group
Audit is an independent and objective supervisory
function which, on behalf of the boards of directors and senior management, reviews and assesses
whether adequate, effective and appropriate management and controls have been established and
implemented at the company. It is also responsible
for investigating any internal irregularities. Group
Audit was set up and functions in accordance
with international standards and the requirements
laid down in the Norwegian financial supervisory
authority Kredittilsynet’s Internal Control Regulations. Group Audit reports to the board of directors, attends board meetings, and submits reports
on risk management and internal controls. The
audit reports are also presented to the audit committee and the external auditor.
The board of directors approves Group Audit’s
resources and annual plan. The head of Group
Audit is appointed and dismissed by the board of
directors.
External auditor
The external auditor is appointed by the supervisory board on the basis of the recommendations
of the electoral committee. The board of directors
has adopted a policy and guidelines for relations
with the appointed auditor.
Several different audit firms are normally to be
invited to submit tenders for the statutory audit at
least every seventh year. The company’s guidelines
set out limits for purchases of additional services
from the appointed auditor. The auditor is to
present the main features of the audit plan to the
board of directors, and participate in board meetings when the annual financial statements are considered. The auditor’s report on internal controls
is considered by the board of directors. The
appointed auditor is to attend meetings with

the company’s audit committee at least twice
a year. Current practice is for the external auditor to attend all meetings of the audit committee.
A breakdown between audit fees and consulting
fees is provided in note 21 to the financial statements.
Management model
The premises for operational management are
based on the company’s vision and strategy. The
company’s overall goals and strategies are used
to prepare business plans and action plans for the
various business areas. As an integral part of this,
risk management processes are implemented at
every level of the organisation. These are communicated and anchored internally.
Operational management
Personal scorecards have been produced for the
company’s employees. These set out key performance indicators, targets and actions which impact
on the group’s earnings and value creation. Bud
gets, various financial and non-financial measurement criteria, powers of authority and trend analyses are also used in the management of the group.
A dedicated Internet portal has been developed
where the company’s management information
has been brought together and made available.
The strategic plan is an important premise for the
scorecards. Considerable importance is attached
to the indicators being balanced and covering matters of a financial, operational and organisational
nature, including the individual’s need for skills
development.
Return on equity is the company’s key profitability
measure. Equity and return requirements have
been assigned to various parts of the business. Any
earnings over and above the company’s required
rate of return are a measure of real value creation.
Reporting
Internal reports are prepared for the board of
directors and management each month. These
reports cover both financial and non-financial
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measurement criteria, and provide a basis for decisions on actions and responsibilities to ensure that
targets are met. This monthly reporting is based
on a budget approved by the board of directors.
The chief executive officer holds regular performance review meetings with the managers who
report to him, where the focus is on future measures to safeguard results and performance.
External reports are prepared quarterly in line
with Norwegian Accounting Standards and regulations issued by Kredittilsynet. These reports are
approved by the board of directors.
Risk and CAPITAL management
Good all-round risk management is a strategic tool
for maximising value creation by putting the company in a position to cope with threats, negative
outcomes, uncertainty and unrealised/unexploited
opportunities.
Risk management has enabled the company to
make better use of its capital by seeing the risks
associated with different parts of the business in
context, and has reduced surprises in the form of
unforeseen events and losses associated with its
operations. The risk management processes introduced have also left the company better equipped
to exploit any opportunities which arise.
The following looks at the company’s risk and capital management.
Capital management at Gjensidige
General insurance is about assuming risks for customers. It is therefore essential for an insurance
company to have the ability to manage its risks
– to measure them and to control them. In order
to bear risks – in other words to tolerate losses –
the company needs equity capital. The company’s
financial strength should therefore be an important factor for customers. On the other hand,
equity capital is expensive, and it is important to
keep the cost of capital as low as possible. One
aspect of capital management involves balanc-

ing these two considerations. Risk management
and capital management are therefore two closely
related concepts.
How much capital an insurer needs can be considered from three different perspectives: the statutory minimum set by the authorities, the levels
required by the credit rating agencies, and internal
requirements based on the level of risk which the
company wishes to take. Gjensidige is well-capitalised and has more capital than its insurance business needs from all three of these perspectives. So
that the insurance business is not therefore burdened with overly high capital costs, it is allocated
only part of the company’s equity capital. The
remainder is either held as a buffer for additional
capital needs in the insurance business, or used to
finance the group’s growth strategy.
To determine just how much capital is required to
absorb risk using internal models, a critical event
is defined of which there is only a tiny likelihood.
Gjensidige has decided that equity must be sufficient to be expected to meet the statutory capital
adequacy requirements even in the one per cent
worst scenarios, measured over a two-year period.
These calculations are based on assumptions for
normal levels of insurance earnings and interest
rates. This is a more exacting requirement (results
in a higher capital requirement) than the statutory
or rating-related requirements.

2003

2004

2005

Developments in
capital requirement and equity
The graph shows how equity capital requirements have developed over the last three
years from both a statutory (solvency margin requirement) and risk-based perspective.
It also shows developments in actual reported equity during the same period.
It can be seen that, while there was an
increase in reported equity of more than
60 per cent during the period due to good
results, the risk-based requirement increased only by just over 20 per cent, and the
statutory requirement entails a lower equity
capital requirement than before, due to the
reduction in the holding in DnB NOR. Thus
Gjensidige’s growth capacity has increased substantially in the last three years.
The final perspective on the capital requirement is what the rating agencies require.
Gjensidige’s capitalisation meets the criteria
for an AAA rating from Standard and Poor’s
by a good margin. Thus the company is also
extremely well-capitalised from this perspective.
The table above does not include unrealised gains on real estate and strategic investments.

The capital which is tied up in the insurance business is allocated to products and organisational
units according to their contribution to the overall
level of risk to enable inclusion in long-term profitability assessments. Real economic profitability
takes account of the costs associated with making
equity capital available. Account is also taken of
capital costs when evaluating Gjensidige’s reinsurance programme and asset allocation.

to different parts of the business according to
their contribution to the overall level of risk. This
ensures good management of overall risk, and the
company is very much at the forefront in this field.

Gjensidige has therefore developed its own model
for measuring the overall impact of several different types of risk on its capital requirement,
and how this capital requirement can be allocated

Organisation
The Corporate Finance, Strategy and Business
Development unit, led by the deputy CEO, is
responsible for the company’s work in the capiGJENSIDIGE annual report 2005
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tal management and investment fields. However,
capital management work also involves a number
of other functions, including the actuarial, reinsurance, finance and product departments, which
have also been involved in the design of the company’s internal models. The capital management
department analyses and presents opinions on
the capital effects of different reinsurance programmes, while the actual purchasing of the programme is handled by the reinsurance department.
A reinsurance committee chaired by the chief
financial officer has been set up as a multidisciplinary body to promote the best possible decisions
in this area. The corporate controller department
is responsible for the structure of the company’s financial management reports, which are also
to reflect the cost of capital. The profitability of
the various products in the long term is weighed
against the return they are expected to generate
on allocated capital.
Investments and asset allocation
Work on the company’s investments is divided
into two parts: strategic asset allocation and risk
management on the one hand, and the actual
investments on the other.
Gjensidige’s strategic asset allocation is decided on
annually by the board of directors, and the capital
management department is responsible for preparing the basis for this decision. The strategic
asset allocation is to give the best possible balance
between expected financial returns and risks. The
starting point is the insurance business’s need to
balance expected future outflows (premium and
GJENSIDIGE annual report 2005

claims provisions) against inflows from investments, while other funds in the insurance business are invested in such a way as to optimise the
return on the company’s equity. Funds which are
not allocated to the insurance business make up
a well-diversified and highly liquid portfolio which
can be used to finance growth initiatives as they
arise. The return on the strategic asset allocation
is measured retrospectively relative to what the
return would have been on the allocation which
would have given the lowest level of risk (capital
requirement). This provides an answer as to whet
her allocating more capital to the insurance business in order to be able to take investment risks
was the right approach. In 2005 this was the case.
Besides deciding on the strategic asset allocation
as a benchmark against which the company’s management can measure itself, the board of directors also sets limits for how far the actual asset
allocation can depart from the benchmark weightings. The capital management department also
continuously monitors risks in the insurance business, measured as the probability of achieving a
given minimum level of earnings for the financial
year. Both the probability and the minimum level
of earnings are set by the board of directors.
In the event of poor financial performance, the
capital management department will lower the
level of risk by reducing exposure, primarily by
reducing the weighting of equities and increasing
the weighting of fixed-income securities. Similarly,
exposure will be increased in the event of good
financial performance, following an assessment of

the markets. This ensures dynamic asset allocation
during the year within the limits set by the board
of directors.
The investment department starts from this strategic asset allocation and is then responsible for
adjusting it on the basis of market conditions. This
means selecting the best actual asset allocation
at all times (tactical asset allocation) and deciding which managers are to be used and how the
management mandates are to be formulated. The
investment department’s limits for active risk are
based on the risk relative to the strategic asset
allocation (tracking error), and are compared with
the return that a passive approach would have
given. In 2005 the contribution from active risk
was virtually zero.
Besides comparing actual returns with returns on
the strategic asset allocation, returns are also compared with a selection of competitors in the Nordic
countries, adjusted for differences in the returns
on government bonds in the different countries.
Asset allocation and profitability measurement
One important principle for Gjensidige’s approach
to capital management is ensuring that capital
costs are consistently reflected in various strategic
decisions and profitability assessments. The capital requirement calculated for the insurance business is therefore allocated to individual products
according to their contribution to the business’s
overall risk as a basis for measuring profitability
after investment income and capital costs. This is a
long-term profitability assessment which will apply

corporate structure

over a whole cycle in the insurance market. The
profitability targets for each individual year in the
budget are based on the current market situation.
The same approach is seen in the internal perfor
mance reports for the organisational units, where
performance is measured on the basis of capital
costs, unlike in the official financial statements.
The capital requirement, both overall and for individual products and organisational units, is measured after the effects of reinsurance. A separate
evaluation is made of the capital savings which can
be made relative to the expected cost of the reinsurance programme. This gives an implicit capital cost for the capital which the reinsurers make
available to Gjensidige by relieving the company of
risk, and this can be compared with Gjensidige’s
required rate of return on equity. Thus the scope
of reinsurance purchases is assessed in a manner
which is consistent with other profitability assessments at the company.
Monitoring and reporting financial risk
Absolute risk is monitored in two main ways. The
first is through the dynamic allocation described
above, where the probability of achieving a certain
minimum level of earnings for the year is continuously assessed. This takes account of both insurance and investment risks. Both the probability
and the minimum level of earnings are set by the
board of directors.
The other way in which absolute risk is monitored
is using stress tests. This means specifying a negative scenario for developments in the capital markets, calculating what losses this would entail for
the company with a given asset allocation, and
assessing whether the company would still meet
statutory capital adequacy requirements in this
scenario. For a company of Gjensidige’s financial
strength, this requirement has been exceeded by
some margin in recent years. Both of these measures of absolute risk are communicated to the
board of directors and executive management in a
monthly financial report.

Relative risk is also monitored, in other words
the risk of the level of earnings actually achieved
departing significantly from a passive implementation of the asset allocation decided on by the
board of directors. This is done both by reporting
allocation relative to limits for each asset class, and
by reporting the tracking error of the overall actual
allocation relative to the benchmark. In principle
both absolute and relative risk are measured daily,
even though they are reported only monthly.
Finally there is also regular evaluation of the external managers employed by the company, where
returns are measured relative to the chosen
benchmark indices. Importance is also attached to
more qualitative criteria, such as quality of reporting and changes in the management organisation.
This evaluation is performed quarterly for all mandates managed externally.
Management of operational risks
Operational risks are the risks of losses due to
weaknesses or shortcomings in processes and
systems, errors made by employees, or external events. The company is keen to manage operational risks effectively and responsibly, and to
be able to document low levels of risk and high
standards of quality with respect to procedures
and internal controls.
The policy document “Key principles and frameworks for internal controls” sets out premises for
risk management. Importance is attached to a
good control environment with commitment to
risk management and quality at every level of the
group. The control environment covers aspects
such as integrity, employees’ ethical values and
skills, management’s attitudes, and the way in
which management delegates responsibility and
authority. Ethical rules have been introduced for
employees, managers and customer representatives. The discussion of ethical issues has been
put on the agenda of management groups and
employee meetings.

The board of directors requires constant attention
to risk through regular risk analysis and reporting. Work on identifying and analysing factors
which could prevent the group from achieving its
goals is performed at every level of the group, and
the results of this work are reported through the
various tiers of management to the chief executive officer. The board of directors receives periodic reports on the status and development of the
group’s risk picture, and on the implementation of
agreed control measures.
The key principle is that the resources and costs
for the implementation of safety measures and
contingency plans are to be in reasonable proportion to the likelihood and consequences of the
risk materialising. All control measures must also
be assessed relative to the need for the group to
be viewed as solid and well-organised by the outside world.
On the basis of the aforementioned policy document, the chief executive officer has issued
guidelines for managers’ responsibility for internal controls. All managers are to adopt a proactive
approach to the risks which threaten the achievement of targets by the areas for which they are
responsible. This demands active commitment to
the process of evaluating risks and choosing control measures. Each manager is to ensure that individual employees are involved in planning and risk
assessment processes and other improvement
processes as far as is practical and appropriate in
terms of cost-benefit.
When it comes to the implementation of large
projects, separate risk assessments are produced
in addition to the annual process linked to the
planning and budgeting process.
Group Audit plays an important role on behalf of
the board of directors in reviewing and assessing
whether risk management and internal controls are
functioning in practice. Group Audit concentrates
on areas with substantial inherent risks.
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

In accordance with the requirements of Norwegian
accounting legislation, the board of directors
confirms that the company is a going concern
and that this has been assumed in preparing the
annual accounts.

The strategic alliance with DnB NOR was terminated in autumn 2005 and has been replaced with
a commercial distribution agreement for the sale
of insurances of the person for the household
market. The joint arrangement for purchasing and
office/branch operation was also terminated.

Gjensidige Forsikring, hereinafter referred to as
Gjensidige, has its head office in Oslo and is the
only large Norwegian-owned general insurer
operating in the Norwegian market.

A new Insurance Act came into force in Norway on
1 January 2006. The act introduced penalty-free
mid-term policy transfers, as well as changes to
the regulatory framework and competitive
situation in the insurance industry.

OPERATIONS
The company entered 2005 as the market leader,
and the board of directors expected this position
to be strongly challenged by its competitors.
Thanks to an active focus on marketing and customer service, the company was able to further
strengthen its position, and its market share rose
to 32.9 per cent at the end of 2005. The company
also delivered a historically strong financial performance, with operating profit of NOK 3.9 billion
and a combined ratio as low as 91.5 per cent.
Work on simplifying and further developing
products and service solutions for customers
continued. Several new products were launched in
2005, and the loyalty programme was enhanced.
An extensive customer survey was also conducted
to provide a basis for the design of future office
and service solutions.
The health business was further developed through
Hjelp 24 AS, and Gjensidige is now Norway’s
largest player in occupational health services.
Danish insurer Fair Forsikring was acquired in
December as part of the group’s Nordic expansion
in general insurance.
A licence to carry on life insurance business in
Norway was granted in December, and Gjensidige
Pensjonsforsikring AS was formed. The new
business will offer both individual/group pension
products and savings products.
GJENSIDIGE annual report 2005

Gjensidige is moving into banking in partnership
with the regional savings bank Sparebanken Sogn
og Fjordane, whose executive committee passed
a resolution on 28 February 2006 to apply to the
authorities for permission to demutualise and have
Gjensidige acquire a 34 per cent stake in the
resulting company. The remaining 66 per cent
will be held by a newly-formed foundation called
Stiftelsen Sparebanken Sogn og Fjordane. At the
same time Gjensidige will launch a national bank
under the name Gjensidige Bank with Sparebanken
Sogn og Fjordane as its foundations and with its
head office in Førde. The creation of Gjensidige
Bank will also entail investing in other services
which naturally belong under a bank, such as real
estate brokerage.
On 3 March 2006 Gjensidige signed an agreement
to acquire insurance company Parekss, which has
operations in Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia. The
acquisition is in line with Gjensidige’s strategy of
Nordic expansion, as the Baltic States are considered to be a natural extension of the Nordic
insurance market.
STRATEGY
The company’s overall goals are to:
• ensure high levels of equity and a competitive
return on this equity through profitable and
efficient operation
• be the largest and most customer-centric player
in the Norwegian market with the highest levels
of customer loyalty

• offer a modern workplace which attracts,
develops and challenges motivated and skilled
managers and employees
The board of directors is of the opinion that
growth and expansion are essential if Gjensidige is
to retain the position of market leader in Norway
in the longer term. Future growth and development are to be based on continued mutual ownership, and the company’s service and organisation
are to remain close to customers.
Further growth is to be achieved both by expanding geographically in the Nordic region in general
insurance and by extending the product range to
include life insurance, pensions and savings products, new health concepts, and sales of insurance
through banks.
Nordic expansion in general insurance will bring
access to new customers, economies of scale and
a broader spread of risk.
A broader product range is expected to increase
customer satisfaction and loyalty, and also to give
the company a broader revenue base for maintaining its extensive local service network.
Pan-Nordic competitors are realising synergies
across national borders, and new niche players
with low operating costs are moving into the Norwegian market. The boom in the general insurance
market is also expected to run its course, leading
to rising loss ratios. Low nominal cost growth is
therefore key to maintaining Gjensidige’s current
position. New, simpler and more customeroriented products and service concepts are to
ensure efficient operation. The plan is for all
processes and activities which do not create value
for customers to be discontinued.
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Financial performance
(The main figures refer to the parent company
Gjensidige Forsikring, with consolidated figures for
the Gjensidige Forsikring group shown in brackets.)
Gjensidige Forsikring generated operating profit
of NOK 3,857 (3,854) million, against NOK 2,149
(2,112) million in 2004. Profit after tax and security provisions was NOK 3,398 (3,398) million,
against NOK 1,715 (1,715) million in 2004. This
equates to a return on equity of 31.7 per cent,
an increase of 10.8 percentage points on 2004.
The combined ratio (claims and operating expenses
relative to premiums) was 91.5 per cent, against
89.5 per cent in 2004.
The very good results for the year were due both
to good underlying insurance results and high
returns on the company’s equity investments.
The company’s capital position is very solid after
several years of good results, and the company is
well positioned for further growth and development.
Premiums and profitability
Gross premiums written totalled NOK 13,638
(13,640) million in 2005, an increase of 8 (8) per
cent. This growth was due to both premium hikes
in selected sectors and an increasing number of
customers choosing Gjensidige as a supplier.
Premiums earned amounted to NOK 13,133
(13,133) million, against NOK 12,126 (12,117)
million in 2004, an increase of 8 (8) per cent.
Claims for own account totalled NOK 9,345
(9,346) million, an increase of 11 (11) per cent.
The loss ratio edged up 1.5 (1.8) percentage points
during the year to 71.1 (71.2) per cent at the end
of 2005.
Claims levels were very satisfactory in most sectors. The increase in the number of people with
disabilities is still giving cause for concern, and is
resulting in weaker results for insurances with sick-
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ness and disability cover. The authorities’ increased
focus on this area is considered positive.
Premium volumes totalled around NOK 13.5 billion
at the end of the year. Premium volumes in the
household portfolio, which includes agricultural
policies and insurances of the person, amounted
to NOK 7.6 billion, while premium volumes in the
business portfolio amounted to NOK 5.9 billion.
There was good volume growth in both the
household and business portfolios in 2005, the
greatest growth being in insurances of the person.
The gross loss ratio was 65.7 per cent for the
household portfolio, which is a slight improvement, and 73.8 per cent for the business portfolio,
which is higher than in 2004, due partly to an
increased proportion of insurances of the person
in the portfolio.
2005 brought fewer medium-sized and large
losses than would normally be expected in both
the business and household portfolios. However, the level of major losses was slightly higher
than in 2004, and the board of directors expects
the company to see more large and medium-sized
losses over time than has been the case in recent
years.
Operating expenses
Operating expenses amounted to 20.4 (20.5) per
cent of premiums, against 19.9 per cent in 2004.
Operating expenses totalled NOK 2,717 (2,727)
million, against NOK 2,454 (2,464) million in 2004.
The 2005 figures include accounting provisions
of NOK 122 million to cover the costs associated
with new signage, transfers, employee bonuses
and skills development activities.
Besides these accounting provisions, general
wage growth and extraordinary write-downs, the
increase in operating expenses is due primarily to
higher pension costs as a result of using a reduced
discount rate to calculate future pension obligations.

** Includes capital gain of
NOK 1.3 billion on the
sale of shares in DnB
NOR.

In isolation, the expected slower premium growth
will have a negative effect on the company’s cost
ratio if growth in nominal expenses stays at current levels. However, Gjensidige will be focusing
sharply on everyday rationalisation and improving
the efficiency of key processes in order to limit
growth in operating expenses.
Investments
(All figures refer to the parent company Gjensidige
Forsikring.)
Net investment income totalled NOK 2,784 million, compared with NOK 915 million in 2004. The
2005 figure includes a gain of NOK 1,319 million
on the sale of 41 million shares in DnB NOR, which
reduced the holding in DnB NOR to 2.2 per cent.
The return on investment was 8.9 per cent, or
4.7 per cent excluding the sale of shares in DnB
NOR. The equivalent figure for 2004 excluding
the investment in DnB NOR was 4.1 per cent. The
unrealised gains of around NOK 1.2 billion on the
remaining shares in DnB NOR at the year-end have
not been recognised in the accounts as the investment is carried at cost. Nor have unrealised gains
on the property portfolio been recognised.
Investment income in 2005 was affected by low
interest rates both in Norway and abroad, and by
higher returns on foreign stock markets than in
2004.
Most of the company’s current-asset equity portfolio is invested in foreign stock markets, which
generated a substantially lower return than the
Norwegian stock market in 2005.
Norwegian and foreign equities generated returns
of 50.5 and 16.3 per cent respectively
(2004: 36.2 and 9.7 per cent), bonds (including
those held as fixed assets) 4.0 per cent (2004:
5 per cent), money-market instruments 2.2 per
cent (2004: 2.2 per cent) and real estate 4.0 per
cent (2004: 8.5 per cent).
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The board of directors considers the group’s
capital position and financial strength to be very
satisfactory. The company has a rating of A from
Standard and Poor’s.
Distribution and market position
Market share increased by 0.5 percentage points
in 2005 to 32.9 per cent at the end of the year.
The company has more than a million customers
served through a variety of distribution channels,
including local offices, household and business call
centres, and the Internet.
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Product areas
Motor

Gjensidige is the largest player in Norwegian motor
insurance in terms of customer numbers. There
was growth in the number of direct motor insurance policies in 2005, and premium volumes
ended the year at more than NOK 4.2 billion. The
loss ratio for motor policies was its best since the
early 1990s. Market share grew by 0.5 percentage
points to 31.3 per cent during the year.
A new pricing model was launched in the first
quarter of 2005 to promote better pricing on the
basis of the level of risk represented by each
particular policy.
The company has had a cooperation agreement
with the Norwegian Automobile Association since
1974 covering areas like quality control and recovery services.
The gross loss ratio for the sector was 71.3 per
cent in 2005. The loss frequency is rising somewhat, and profitability is expected to be slightly
weaker in 2006.
Insurances of the person

In 2005 Gjensidige acted as insurance provider for
Vital Skade on an agency basis. This agreement
has not been renewed for 2006, and this in isolation will reduce market share by just over one
percentage point in 2006.
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Gjensidige’s capital ratio was 58 per cent at
the year-end, against 54.7 per cent a year earlier.
The group’s capital ratio was 50.8 per cent,
against 54.2 per cent a year earlier.
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Capital base
The company’s solvency capital amounted to
NOK 17,878 million at the year-end, against
NOK 14,015 million a year earlier, an increase of
27 per cent. The solvency margin improved to
134.4 per cent at the year-end, against 113.8 per
cent a year earlier.
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Insurances of the person showed slightly improved
profitability in 2005 despite continued growth in
the number of people with disabilities in Norway.
Gjensidige reinforced its position as market leader,
its overall market share growing by 0.7 percentage
points to 41.5 per cent during the year. Premium
volumes totalled more than NOK 3.9 billion at the
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Member of the board of
directors since 1999,
chairman since 2002.
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end of 2005. Premiums grew by almost 30 per
cent during the year overall; the portfolio taken
over from Vital Forsikring accounted for just over
nine percentage points of the growth in both the
household and business markets.
Although the profitability of Gjensidige’s disability
products has improved substantially in recent
years, it is still unsatisfactory. This is due to
increased disability rates. The disability rates in
Gjensidige’s portfolio reflect those of society as a
whole. The pricing of this type of product will to
a great extent reflect developments in disability
rates in society. A sharp focus on rehabilitation is
one way of improving profitability.
Market share is expected to be somewhat reduced
in 2006.
Agriculture

The company’s share of the Norwegian agricultural insurance market exceeds 70 per cent.
Premium volumes totalled around NOK 1 billion
at the end of the year.
Norwegian agriculture is undergoing major
changes, with a decrease in the number of farms
and concentration into larger units. There is also
strong growth in new businesses based on alternative land uses.
Thanks to long-term cooperation agreements
with the farming unions, Gjensidige is assured of a

Vice chairman
Jorund Stellberg
Austrheim (1951)
Registered accountant (self-employed).
Member of the board of director since
1999, vice chairman since
2005. Representative of
the regional board
of directors for the
Vestlandet region.

Magnhild Egge
Voss (1953)
Customer adviser.
Member of the
board of directors
since 1999.
Employee
representative.
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strong position with respect to Norwegian agriculture and the changes now under way.
Larger units and more intensive production,
together with new businesses based on alternative land uses, entail new risks in terms of disease,
major losses, etc. These changes also demand new
and modified products. The company is expected
to handle these developments effectively with
new product solutions and risk assessment tools.
Gjensidige has issued loans to finance fire alarm
systems at more than 15,000 farms. These loans
totalled more than NOK 700 million at the end of
2005. The systems have helped to save a great
deal of property.

Profitability was good in all sectors in 2005 and
is expected to remain so in 2006. Various measures to help customers reduce the risk of losses
enjoyed high priority. Discounts on the installation
of water stop valves and inspections of electrical
systems have been warmly welcomed by customers.
ConTENTS/buildings/interruption – business

Premium volumes totalled around NOK 1.5 billion
at the end of 2005, a slight decrease on a year
earlier, due largely to work on customer and risk
selection. The loss ratio was good, but there were
also fewer major losses than normal. Long-term
underlying profitability is good, and stronger than
for many years, thanks largely to earlier premium
hikes and better risk assessment.

Home/leisure – household

This product area covers the following product
groups: home (buildings and contents), holiday
home, pleasurecraft, travel and valuables. Premium
volumes totalled NOK 2.2 billion at the end of 2005.
Three new home products – Pluss, Flexi and Mini
– were launched on 1 February 2005. These products allow customers to tailor cover to their particular needs, and highlight the relationship between
types/levels of cover and price. In a market where
there is a sharp focus on price, it is important for
customers to be aware of what they are buying.
The new products have been well received, and
the number of home buildings and contents
policies in Gjensidige’s portfolio grew by more
than 5,000 in 2005.

Sverre Groven
Skien (1942)
Farmer.
Member of the board of
directors since 2003.
Representative of
the regional board
of directors for
the Syd region.

The company aims to grow in this product area,
but competition for good customers is stiff.
Marine

The portfolio comprises cover for vessels, aquaculture and transport. Premium volumes totalled
around NOK 350 million at the end of the year.
Profitability is good.
Gjensidige’s market share in the various marine
segments is around 25 per cent. Price competition
is fierce, especially from small new players, and
so profitability is expected to come under pressure in 2006 and beyond, even with unchanged
claims levels.

Odd Kristian
Hamborg
Ås (1958)
Senior union
representative.
Member of the board of
directors since 1999.
Employee
representative.

Claims settlement
Claims payments totalled around NOK 9.3 billion in
2005. When claims are settled, customers are to
feel a sense of security and feel that the company
is there for them in a crisis, and this is key to realising the company’s vision and values.
The company strives constantly to improve efficiency and customers’ perception of service and
quality in connection with claims. The proportion of claims settlements completed with just one
telephone call is rising. Contracts have also been
entered into with suppliers to guarantee customers good service, quality and prices for repairs and
replacement purchases, which also reduces the
company’s costs.
As the largest supplier of insurances of the person in Norway, the company is focusing sharply on
rehabilitation with the aim of returning people to
as normal a life as possible. Gjensidige has entered
into alliances with a number of companies and
institutions to ensure the availability of services
which can increase quality of life and open up
opportunities for training and employment suited
to the life situation of the person in question.
The tsunami disaster on Boxing Day 2004 had a
major impact on Gjensidige. The company’s contingency plans were quickly activated, and the
specialist and settlement departments were able
to provide support and assist customers the very
same day. As the largest general insurer in Norway, Gjensidige also played an important part in

Marit Lund
Degernes (1957)
Union representative/
commercial secretary.
Member of the board of
directors since 2003.
Employee
representative.
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the industry’s overall claims settlement practice in
this context. A total of 47 personal injury claims
and 339 other losses were reported to Gjensidige,
leading to total claims payments of NOK 25 million. 34 of those who lost their lives had policies
with Gjensidige.
Internet
A million people used the company’s website in
2005, and traffic stabilised from 2004. Sales and
referrals from the website increased by 40 per
cent. In autumn 2005 the company developed
several new Internet services, and customers can
now calculate premiums and buy buildings, contents, holiday home, travel and motor insurance
online. Customers can also gain an overview of
their policies with e-documents, and request a call
from a customer adviser for direct service between
8 am and 8 pm.
Continued strong growth in this distribution
channel is anticipated, and Internet services will
be developed continuously in line with customers’
needs and demands.
Brand and media
The company has adopted a proactive strategy
to editorial exposure in the media. Measurements
carried out by media agency Observer show that
Gjensidige was the best profiled insurer in the
Norwegian media in 2005, with twice as many
editorial mentions as its closest competitor, and
95 per cent of these were positive. Editorial coverage helps to strengthen the company’s brand
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and reputation, so creating value for its business
operations.
Best liked and the best reputation in the business
A survey carried out by agency EPSI Rating found
that Gjensidige’s customers are the most satisfied in the business. Gjensidige appeals to all age
groups, and is the company that best lives up to
customers’ expectations.
Gjensidige also has the best reputation in the
business, according to a new survey conducted by
TNS Gallup based on 1,750 interviews and covering the 34 most widely mentioned companies in
the Norwegian media.
Corporate governance
Good corporate governance is a priority for the
board of directors, which has resolved to follow
Norwegian recommendations. The company’s
compliance with these recommendations is
discussed in more detail in a separate section of
the annual report.
RISK
Risks are managed by various parts and levels of
the organisation. The company has a moderate
risk profile. In the opinion of the board of directors, no single event could seriously damage the
company’s financial position.
Strategic risks
The company’s strategy is regularly reviewed in the
light of its results and changes in the market, com-
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petition and legislation. There is a particular focus
on factors identified as critical to the company
achieving its goals. Strategic risks are managed
through continuous surveillance of competitors
and markets, product development and planning
processes to ensure that the company is at the
forefront of developments in general insurance.
Gjensidige can look back on years of good profitability and considerable growth in market share.
Profitability in general insurance has traditionally been cyclical, and it is expected that profitability will decline in the coming years. As the largest player in the Norwegian market, Gjensidige
will be challenged by its competitors, and a loss of
business combined with weaker technical results
will impact negatively on the company’s return
on equity and other key figures. In this situation
there is a risk of the company not adapting quickly
enough to consumers’ demands to be served
through new channels, or not making effective
use of modern technology and support systems.
Work is therefore under way on developing new
and customised products and service concepts,
and processes and value chains are being reviewed
and standardised in a bid to cut costs and increase
efficiency. Outbound customer activities will be a
priority going forward.
Customers are asking ever more of the expertise
of the company’s employees. There is a risk of
insufficient or outdated expertise reducing the
company’s chances of realising its commercial and
strategic aims. It is therefore working actively on

Marthe Sondov
Høvik (1954)
Graduate, vice president of the
Aker Kværner Global Learning
Centre. Member of the board
of directors since 2003.
Representative of
the regional board of
directors for the Øst
region.
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skills development at every level of the organisation. The skills required by different roles are
clearly defined.
Insurance risks
Insurance risks associated with major individual
losses or events are managed through the ordinary business’s powers and reporting lines. There
are clearly formulated guidelines for what insurances may be underwritten, what amounts may
be paid out following losses, and how this is to be
reported up the organisation.
Each year the board of directors sets out the limits for the group’s reinsurance programme. This
programme is designed on the basis of the need
to protect equity against losses beyond a level
that can be deemed acceptable, and the need
to limit fluctuations in earnings. Insurance risks
are deemed to be moderate with the reinsurance
cover the group has in place.
Financial risks
Gjensidige has financial investments worth around
NOK 35 billion. These consist primarily of interestbearing securities, real estate, equities and strategic holdings in subsidiaries and DnB NOR ASA, and
are exposed to changes in economic factors.
The last three years have generally brought good
and stable growth internationally. Norway is one
of the countries to have benefited most from this
mainly strong international growth. Various risk

factors could change this picture and undermine
economic stability.
High levels of household debt, increased pressure
on raw material prices as a result of strong growth
in the real economy, and lower oil prices could lead
to higher interest rates and reappraisal of the profitability of a series of investment projects, including in the energy market. There is also a risk of
economic policy in key countries focusing on rapid
correction of imbalances which have built up.
Gjensidige has good financial strength and a good
capital position, and is well-equipped to ride out
fluctuations in the financial markets.
The strategic asset allocation and dynamic risk
management model adopted by the board of directors provide limits which facilitate rapid adjustment
to changes in economic conditions while ensuring
compliance with statutory requirements.
Exposure to price, interest rate and exchange
rate risks is monitored partly using stress tests to
ensure that the company’s buffer capital is always
sufficient to cover simultaneous sharp falls in
equity and bond prices. Further information on
interest rate risk can be found in note 10 to the
accounts.
Limits have been drawn up for necessary access to
liquid funds. These are taken into account in the
strategic asset allocation. Liquidity risk is believed
to be very low.

Randi B. Sætershagen
Tangen (1958)
Graduate of the Norwegian
School of Management, CEO of
Swix Sport AS. Member of the
board of directors since 2005.
Representative of the
regional board of
directors for the
Innlandet region.

Hans Ellef Wettre
Vettre in Asker (1946)
Farmer, vice president of the
Norwegian Farmers’ Union.
Member of the board of
directors since 2005.
Representative of
the Norwegian
Farmers’ Union.

The group is also exposed to credit risks through
investments in the bond and money markets and
through its lending activities. The board has set
limits for credit activities. Credit losses have been
immaterial to date.
Claims outstanding against the company’s
reinsurers can represent a substantial credit risk,
and counterparty risk in the reinsurance market
is assessed regularly. The company’s reinsurers
must have a minimum rating of A from Standard
& Poor’s or an equivalent rating from another well
reputed rating agency. The board has considered
the risk of losses on loans, guarantees and other
receivables, and the appropriate provisions have
been made in the accounts.
Operational risks
Operational risks are the risks of losses due to
weaknesses or shortcomings in processes and
systems, errors made by employees, or external
events. To reduce this risk, importance has been
attached to organising the business on the basis
of well-defined and clear reporting lines and
responsibilities.
Set procedures have been established for risk as
sessment, and the board of directors assesses the
status of the established internal controls each year.
Ethical issues are discussed by management
groups and at employee meetings. This is
expected to reduce the risk of non-compliance

Tor Øwre
Tromsø (1941)
Graduate of the Norwegian
School of Management.
Member of the board of
directors since 2003.
Representative of
the regional board
of directors for
the Nord region.
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with procedures and guidelines, and also to help
to create a good working environment.
The company’s internal audit unit plays an important role on behalf of the board of directors in
reviewing and assessing whether risk management
and internal controls are functioning as intended.

Human resources
Gjensidige’s employees have an average age of
44.9 and have been with the company for an average of 12 years. A total of 72 men and 53 women
with an average age of 33.3 were recruited in
2005, while 82 employees left the company,
which gives staff turnover of 5 per cent.

For further information on the company’s risk
management activities, see the separate section
on page 25 of the annual report.

The results of the annual employee satisfaction
survey were very good and suggest high levels of
wellbeing and motivation among the workforce.

Social responsibility
Gjensidige’s social responsibilities cover the
management and governance of the group, people
and skills, administration, operations and business
development.

Relations with employees and the Finance Sector
Union of Norway were healthy. The cooperation
and working environment committee convened
regularly. The board of directors considers the
working environment to be good.

Gjensidige is reporting on its performance on the
basis of the Triple Bottom Line for the first time in
this annual report. The aim is to present the value
created by the company over and above its financial results more completely than before, and to
report on social and environmental value creation
as well as economic impacts.

Staff levels

The company’s sustainability reporting can be
found on pages 81-91 of the annual report.
Gjensidige aims to comply with the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) guidelines for the financial services sector. These have recently been revised, and
Gjensidige will comply with the new standard with
effect from 2006.
Environment
The group’s activities result in minimal pollution
of the environment. The group’s environmental
work focuses on energy efficiency, reducing travel through increased videoconferencing, standardised printers and copiers which use both sides of
the paper, and responsible waste management.
Further information on this work can be found in
the sustainability report on pages 81-91 of the
annual report.
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2005
2004
2003

Gjensidige
2,272
2,261
2,245

Gjensidige group
2,611
2,451
2,266

Skills
In 2005 Gjensidige invested an average of around
NOK 8,300 per employee in skills development
activities, which is slightly lower than in 2004. A
total of 2,396 days of internal training were provided during the year, and 1,144 employees took
part. There were also 22,011 hours of e-learning
in 2005, an average of 9.7 hours per employee.
2005 saw the launch of a general programme
called Skills Lift which aims to raise performance
levels in the organisation. Improved performance
is to be achieved by defining performance and
skills requirements, and by using this to identify
the need for development activities, changes and
recruitment. A separate professionalisation programme was also introduced for employees working in the business market.
The collaboration with the Norwegian School of
Management was continued, and 41 employees

took part in the company’s “mini-university” in
2005.
Equal opportunities
Gjensidige employed 1,135 women at the end of
the year, equivalent to 50.3 per cent of the workforce. Of these, 424 were below 40 years of age,
and 723 were over. The company had 255 employees in managerial positions, an increase of 12 during the year, of whom 88 or 34.6 per cent were
women. The proportion of women in senior management increased by around 5 percentage points.
This indicates that Gjensidige’s active recruitment
policy to increase the proportion of female managers is working. The greatest impact so far has
been in junior management.
In 2004 Gjensidige introduced a dedicated programme for female managers. This was followed
up in 2005 with interviews of all participants.
Several have also been given their own mentor.
In order to increase the proportion of women
in senior management, a number of promising
female managers have been selected to take part
in a programme in 2006 together with other
candidates from the financial services industry.
With effect from February 2006 the group
management team includes one woman.
The proportion of women on the board of directors was unchanged from 2004 at five out of 12
members.
Occupational health and safety
Work on occupational health and safety (OH&S)
was stepped up in 2005. OH&S reviews were
carried out in all areas, and the dialogue between
managers and employees when it comes to following up on sickness absence was further improved.
The Norwegian Labour Inspection Authority
carried out an OH&S audit during the period.
The conclusion of its audit was favourable.
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Collaboration with the group’s occupational health
services company Hjelp 24 BHT progressed well.
Procedures for collaboration have been establis
hed at all levels, and employees of the company
have given positive feedback. Concrete action
plans have been prepared in all areas for collabora
tion between Gjensidige and Hjelp 24 BHT in 2006.

also has a 20 per cent stake in Lindorff Group AB
and small holdings in SOS International, Scalepoint
AS and Sector Asset Management.

A revised Inclusive Working Life agreement will
apply from 2006 for a period of three years.
Under the terms of the new agreement Gjensidige
is to improve its work on integration and retaining
older workers.

Hjelp 24 Glitne group
The group is a leading provider of occupational
health services and aims to deliver services tailored
to the challenges of both today and tomorrow.
Besides preventive work, Hjelp 24 BHT aims to
promote Active Personal Injury Management by
providing rapid specialist assistance following an
accident. Services are also offered which focus
on the working environment as a business development parameter. Hjelp 24 supplies services to
some 2,700 businesses with a total of around
180,000 employees. The group has 30 offices
across Norway and 190 employees, and is growing all the time.

Sickness absence was 5.13 per cent, a slight
increase from 5.0 per cent in 2004. This breaks
down into 6.8 per cent (15,326 days) for women
and 3.64 per cent (9,228 days) for men. There was
a pleasing reduction in the number of people on
long-term sick leave, which can be attributed to
a good dialogue between manager and employee
and to effective OH&S procedures. The goal of
bringing sickness absence below 4 per cent stands.
The company’s Time-change programme is a new
initiative which aims to give individual employees
an opportunity to take more responsibility for
their own health and lifestyle. The idea is to help
people to improve their work-life balance and gain
the energy needed to perform in a hectic and
demanding working environment.
There were no material injuries, damage to property or accidents in the group in 2005.
Group companies
Glitne Invest AS
The company is a holding company for Gjensidige’s
strategic and non-insurance-related investments.
Its wholly owned subsidiaries include Hjelp 24
Glitne AS, Hjelp 24 Trygghetsalarmer AS and
Glitne Eiendom AS. Hjelp 24 Glitne is developing
the group’s move into occupational health services and related activities, including the operations
of Hjelp 24 Trygghetsalarmer. With effect from 1
January 2006 these two subsidiaries merged with
Hjelp 24 Bedriftshelsetjeneste AS. Glitne Invest

Glitne Invest generated net profit of NOK 9.7 million in 2005, against a net loss of NOK 27 million
in 2004.

The group generated sales of NOK 146.2 million
and a net loss of NOK 0.5 million in 2005, against
sales of NOK 53.6 million and a net loss of NOK
2.7 million in 2004.
Hjelp 24 Trygghetsalarmer AS
The company is Norway’s largest supplier of
security services for elderly and infirm people who
live alone. The company’s three response centres
receive around 1,000 calls a day. The centres are
manned by specially trained medical personnel
who ensure that customers receive the help that is
needed. The company has 136 employees.

office buildings, shopping centres, hotels and education facilities. The company’s property managers
attach importance to close follow-up of existing
customers. Continuous maintenance programmes
help to sustain high standards of quality in the
portfolio.
Gjensidige Pensjonsforsikring AS
In autumn 2005 Gjensidige submitted an appli
cation for a licence to carry on life insurance
business. The licence was granted by the end of
the year, and Gjensidige Pensjonsforsikring AS was
formed. As required by the authorities, a separate
holding company Gjensidige Pensjon og Sparing
Holding AS was also formed.
Neither company had any activities or generated
any revenues in 2005, but they did prepare to
begin trading in 2006. Gjensidige Pensjonsforsik
ring had four employees at the end of the year.
The company is ready to compete in the market
for mandatory occupational pensions, and will
gradually also become an active player in the
general market for individual and group pension
products.
The company is also preparing to move into the
general savings market in Norway.

The company generated net profit of NOK 6.5 million in 2005, against NOK 4.8 million in 2004.

Gjensidige NOR Kredittforsikring AS
After the company sold the bulk of its portfolio in
1999, its goal has been to ensure the reassuring
and proper run-off of outstanding guarantee and
other commitments, and to maximise the recovery
of amounts outstanding. Guarantee commitments
in respect of directly underwritten business were
wound up in 2005. The company generated net
profit of NOK 4.1 million in 2005.

Glitne Eiendom AS
The company is responsible for the management,
operation, maintenance and development of
Gjensidige’s real estate portfolio. The company
currently manages around 263,000 square metres
of commercial real estate. The portfolio consists of

Norge Forsikring AS, formerly
Gjensidige Marine & Energy Insurance AS
This company, which handled the run-off of
Gjensidige’s commitments in energy, marine and
aviation insurance, sold its insurance portfolio to
the parent company Gjensidige Forsikring during
GJENSIDIGE annual report 2005
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the year. The company generated net profit of
NOK 0.4 million before being wound up on 1 July
2005.
OUTLOOK
Gjensidige’s investment income will be heavily
influenced by movements in the Norwegian and
global economy. The economic outlook seems
bright, although changes in oil prices could alter
this picture. The board of directors expects that
interest rates will remain low in 2006, and that
growth in the economy will hold at satisfactory
levels. Low interest rates have a negative impact
on the company’s portfolio of fixed-income instruments, but a positive impact on developments in
the equity markets.
The insurance market is currently in a phase where
companies are enjoying good profitability. Continued good profitability is anticipated in 2006, but
with a more normal level of major claims. Generally
speaking, the board of directors expects a gradual
deterioration in technical results in the coming
years. New players are emerging with price and
cost structures which will challenge the established
players, and market share in the sector will grad-

ually be redistributed. Growth in the number of
claims is also anticipated.
The new Insurance Act in Norway has introduced
penalty-free mid-term policy transfers. This could
impact on customer loyalty and encourage competitors to focus more on growth and new concepts to win customers.
The Norwegian insurance and financial services
industry is becoming increasingly international,
and new financial reporting and capital adequacy
rules will impact on companies’ pricing and adjustment. For Gjensidige it is crucial that all companies
operating in the Norwegian insurance market have
to play by the same rules, whatever their sector or
home country. Gjensidige will be actively lobbying
the authorities to ensure that this is the case.
The ongoing move into life insurance and savings
is expected to strengthen the company’s platform
for growth, and the investments made outside
Norway will provide useful experience for further
expansion.

The work under way on improving customer and
segmentation models will continue in 2006, and
outbound customer activities will have high priority.
The board of directors is of the opinion that the
company is well-positioned to rise to the challenges of future years.
The board of directors would like to thank the
group’s employees for their hard work and contribution to the company’s results in 2005. The
board has decided to open a savings account at
Gjensidige Pensjon og Sparing for every employee
with a balance of NOK 20,000 for full-time staff
and a vesting period of one year.
distribution of profit
The board of directors recommends that Gjensidige Forsikring’s net profit for the year of NOK
3,398 million be distributed as follows:
To equity fund
NOK 3,398 million
Total
NOK 3,398 million
Besides Gjensidige’s move into banking and acquisition of Parekss mentioned earlier in this report,
there have been no post-balance-sheet events
material to the company’s results and position.

Oslo, 8 March 2006
The board of directors of Gjensidige Forsikring

Jørgen Tømmerås
Chairman

	Magne Revheim

Jorund Stellberg	Magnhild Egge

Sverre Groven

Odd Kristian Hamborg 	Marit Lund

Randi B. Sætershagen

Hans Ellef Wettre	Tor Øwre

Deputy chairman 		

Einar Rist	Marthe Sondov
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Profit and loss account
gjensidige forsikring and consolidated
NOK million
	  Gjensidige Forsikring			                             Gjensidige Forsikring consolidated

2004

2005	TECHNICAL ACCOUNT GENERAL INSURANCE	

Note

2005

2004

			
Premiums
12,680.5 13,638.4
Gross premiums written		
(378.9)
(336.0)	Outward reinsurance premiums		

13,640.3
(335.6)

12,671.6
(371.0)

Premiums written, net of reinsurance		

13,304.7

12,300.6

(163.7)	Change in the gross provision for unearned premiums		
(4.9)	Change in the provision for unearned premiums, reinsurers’ share		

(163.4)
(7.9)

(167.0)
(16.2)

4

13,133.4

12,117.4

697.0 	Allocated return on investments transferred from the non-technical account		

699.8

619.5

			
Claims
(7,187.4) (7,331.8)
Gross paid claims		
157.7
145.5 	Paid claims, reinsurers’ share 		
(1,263.6) (2,041.8)	Change in the provision for claims, gross		
(145.3)
(116.6)	Change in the provision for claims, reinsurers’ share		

(7,353.5)
148.5
(1,995.0)
(145.4)

(7,270.8)
196.0
(1,126.4)
(212.2)

4

(9,345.5)

(8,413.5)

Premium discounts and other profit agreements		

(4.2)

(7.8)

5, 21
4

(2,732.6)
5.4

(2,470.0)
5.7

(2,454.2) (2,716.7)	Net operating expenses		

(2,727.2)

(2,464.2)

1,837.5

1,765.2 	Underwriting result before changes in security provision etc.		

1,756.4

1,851.4

			Change in security provision etc.
0.0
3.3 	Change in provision for insufficient premium level		
(192.5)
(224.4)	Change in security provision		
10.8
(31.3)	Change in reinsurance provision		
(55.9)
(119.5)	Change in administration provision		
(305.0)
(99.6)	Change in natural perils fund		
(44.0)
13.1 	Change in guarantee scheme		

9.8
(224.4)
(29.0)
(119.1)
(99.6)
13.5

7.4
(170.0)
20.2
(54.2)
(305.0)
(43.8)

(448.8)

(545.5)

1,307.6

1,305.9

12,301.6 13,302.4
(170.4)
(5.1)

12,126.2 13,133.8 	Earned premiums, net of reinsurance
611.9

(8,438.6) (9,344.6)	Claims incurred, net of reinsurance
(7.8)

(4.2)

			Operating expenses
(2,460.4) (2,722.1)
Administrative expenses including sales expenses
6.2
5.4 	Reinsurance commissions

(586.6)
1,250.9

(458.3)	Total changes in security provision etc.		
1,306.9
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	  Gjensidige Forsikring			                             Gjensidige Forsikring consolidated

2004

Note

2005

2004

			Financial income
29.4
6.2
Income from shares in subsidiaries
2
6.8
5.0
Income from shares in associates
2
263.0
239.4
Income from buildings and real estate		
1,114.4 1,207.4
Income from other financial assets		
0.0
462.2 	Unrealised gains and reversal of unrealised losses on financial assets		
0.0
0.0 	Reversal of assessment on financial assets		
1,388.8 1,949.7
Income on sale of securities		

0.0
5.0
277.1
1,244.2
465.8
0.0
1,950.1

0.0
6.8
263.0
1,106.8
0.0
0.0
1,390.7

3,869.9 	Total financial income 		

3,942.2

2,767.3

			Financial costs
(104.1)
(95.8)
Administration costs on buildings and real estate		
(9.2)
(15.1)	Other administration costs		
(441.5)
(586.1)
Interest costs		
(135.1)
(103.3)	Other costs related to financial assets		
(410.6)
0.0 	Unrealised losses and reversal of unrealised gains on financial assets		
0.0
(13.1)
Write-downs of financial asset		
(778.7)
(268.0)	Loss on sale of securities		

(111.9)
(15.2)
(611.5)
(112.2)
(0.1)
(13.1)
(269.9)

(104.1)
(9.3)
(441.8)
(135.3)
(411.2)
0.0
(780.1)

(1,879.1) (1,081.5)	Total financial costs		

(1,133.8)

(1,881.8)

2,802.3

2005	NON-TECHNICAL ACCOUNT GENERAL INSURANCE	

(611.9)

(697.0)	Allocated return on investments transferred to the technical account		

(699.8)

(619.5)

0.0
0.0

0.0 	Other income		
0.0 	Other expences		

252.9
(263.5)

91.8
(96.7)

311.3

2,091.5

Balance on the non-technical account		

2,098.0

261.2

1,562.2

3,398.5

Profit before tax		

3,405.5

1,567.1

152.7
1,714.9

(0.3)	Tax
3,398.2

17

(7.4)

147.8

PROFIT FOR THE YEAR		

3,398.2

1,714.9
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balanCe SHEET
gjensidige forsikring and consolidated
NOK million
	  Gjensidige Forsikring			                             Gjensidige Forsikring consolidated

2004

2005	ASSETS	

Note

2005

2004

14
17
14

301.2
143.2
136.2

365.4
153.7
166.7

493.3 	Total intangible assets		

580.5

685.8

13, 14, 15
2
3
2

7,587.6
0.0
0.0
7.5

2,880.3
0.0
0.0
3.2

Financial fixed assets except group companies		
1,011.2 	Shares and similar interests
6A, 10
6,087.5
Bonds held to maturity
6B, 10
769.7 	Loan
11, 12
0.0 	Other financial fixed assets		

1,151.6
6,087.5
792.9
18.5

2,441.1
4,747.1
1,027.4
0.0

Financial current assets
1,453.6 6,796.6 	Shares and similar interests
7, 10
14,226.6 11,951.0
Bonds and other fixed-interest securities
8, 10
1,066.3 1,537.6
Deposits with financial institutions		
1.5
1.6 	Reinsurance deposits		

6,796.6
11,951.0
1,575.4
1.6

1,453.6
14,644.8
1,086.2
1.5

28,389.0 33,343.4 	Total financial fixed assets		

35,970.1

28,285.2

			Receivables
1,974.2 2,216.3 	Receivables arising out of direct insurance operations
24
17.9
354.0 	Short term group receivables		
59.6
250.3 	Other receivables
24

2,221.5
0.0
323.8

1,999.9
0.0
67.3

2,545.2

2,067.2

14
22, 10
16

323.1
1,087.9
517.6

259.9
588.8
520.8

Total other assets		

1,928.7

1,369.5

			Intangible assets
344.1
213.5
Goodwill
138.6
144.3
Deferred tax benefit
166.3
135.6 	Other intangible assets
649.1

			Financial assets
2,547.7 2,602.5
Financial fixed assets
827.4 2,578.1 	Shares in subsidiaries
328.2
0.0
Group receivables
3.2
7.5 	Shares in associates
2,291.0
4,747.1
896.3
0.0

2,051.7

2,820.6 	Total receivables		

			Other assets
254.8
299.7 	Tangible fixed assets other than buildings and real estate
510.9
714.7 	Cash and cash equivalents
518.7
516.7 	Pension funds
1,284.4
191.2

1,531.1

24

264.2

191.4

32,565.3 38,452.5 	TOTAL ASSETS		

264.2 	Prepaid expenses and accrued interest

41,288.8

32,599.1
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	  Gjensidige Forsikring			                             Gjensidige Forsikring consolidated

2004

2005	EQUITY AND LIABILITIES	

Note

2005

2004

			Earned equity
9,109.2 12,487.1
Equity fund		

12,487.1

9,109.2

18

12,487.1

9,109.2

			Technical provisions
5,093.9 5,253.8 	Provision for gross premiums		
(11.0)
(9.0)	Reinsurers’ share		
5,082.9 5,244.8 	Provision for premium, net of reinsurance
4
12,370.7 14,500.8 	Claims provisions gross		
(429.3)
(407.7)	Reinsurers’ share		
11,941.4 14,093.1 	Claims provisions, net of reinsurance
4
9.7
6.2 	Provision for premium discounts		

5,253.8
(9.0)
5,244.8
14,502.6
(407.7)
14,095.0
6.2

5,094.7
(16.6)
5,078.1
12,697.6
(616.3)
12,081.3
9.7

		Security provision etc.
0.0
0.1 	Provision for insufficient premium level		
1,799.8 2,038.6 	Security provision		
10.9
47.3 	Reinsurance provision		
748.0
871.1
Administration provision 		
1,851.4 1,950.9 	Natural perils fund		
496.1
483.3
Guarantee scheme		

0.1
2,041.6
47.3
871.4
1,950.9
483.6

9.9
1,817.3
21.7
752.2
1,851.4
497.1

4,906.2

4

5,394.9

4,949.5

21,940.2 24,735.5 	Total technical provisions, net of reinsurance		

24,740.9

22,118.5

16
24

148.6
121.8

141.1
107.6

260.6 	Total provisions for other risks and liabilities		

270.4

248.6

24
3
25
24

222.8
0.0
2,672.5
755.9

252.9
0.0
0.0
685.7

830.2 	Total liabilities		

3,651.1

938.6

9,109.2 12,487.1 	Total equity

5,391.4 	Total security provision etc.

		
Provisions for other risks and liabilities
140.1
138.9 	Pension liabilities
107.6
121.8 	Other provisions
247.7

			Liabilities
244.5
220.9 	Liabilities arising out of direct insurance operations
188.6
0.0
Group liabilities
0.0
0.0
Amounts owed to credit institutions
652.0
609.3 	Other liabilities
1,085.1

24

139.4

184.1

32,565.3 38,452.5 	TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES		

183.2

139.1

Incurred expenses and prepaid income

41,288.8

32,599.1

Oslo, 8 March 2006
The board of directors of Gjensidige Forsikring

Jørgen Tømmerås
	Chairman

Jorund Stellberg

Magnhild Egge	Sverre Groven	Odd Kristian Hamborg

Marit Lund

Deputy chairman 		

Magne Revheim
Einar Rist
Marthe Sondov	Randi B. Sætershagen
Hans Ellef Wettre	Tor Øwre
			
								
						
Helge Leiro Baastad
						Chief Executive Officer
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cash flow statement
gjensidige forsikring and consolidated
NOK million
	  Gjensidige Forsikring			                             Gjensidige Forsikring consolidated

2004

2005			

2005

2004

			Cash flow from operational activities		
12,211
13,056	Premiums paid, net of reinsurance		
(7,037)
(7,210)	Claims paid, net of reinsurance		
(1,321)
(3,155)	Operating expenses paid, including commission		
80
15
Group contributions and liquidation proceeds received		
1,036
2,899
Interest and other financial income		
			Other income (net)		
178
(247)	Change in related party balances with other entities in the Gjensidige Group		
(2)
(5)	Taxes paid		

13,056
(7,211)
(3,193)
15
2,801
324
(210)
(15)

12,273
(7,084)
(1,383)
76
1,038

5,352	Net cash flow from operational activities (A)		

5,566

5,094

					
			Cash flow from investment activities		
(635)
455	Net cash flow from loans to customers etc		
1,043
(4,063)	Net cash flow from shares and similar interests		
(7,441)
935	Net cash flow from bonds and certificates		
137
(55)	Net cash flow from real estate		
(122)
(1,755)	Net cash flow from other financial assets		
13
(14)	Net cash flow from tangible fixed assets etc		

432
(4,063)
1,223
(3,569)
(1,755)
(14)

(635)
1,043
(7,873)
137
(122)
13

(B)		

(7,746)

(7,437)

				
			Cash flow from financing activities		
898
105	Payment for portfolio transferred		
		
1
Group contributions paid / Equity in subsidiaries		
		
(290)	Net cash flow from subordinated loan capital		
			Net loans		

(52)
(183)
451
2,555

898
16

(C)		

2,772

911

671	Net cash flow for the period (A+B+C)		

592

(1,431)

				
6
4
Effect of currency fluctuations of cash and cash equivalents		

4

5

675	Net change in cash and cash equivalents		

596

(1,426)

				
2,532
1,577
Holdings of cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the period		
			
Merged, added and disposed companies		
2,532
1,577
Adjusted holdings at the begining of the period		
1,577
2,252
Holdings of cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period		

1,675
391
2,066
2,663

3,101
3,101
1,675

675	Net change in cash and cash equivalents		

597

(1,426)

				
			
Holdings of cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year		
1,066
1,537
Investments with financial institutions		
511
715	Cash and cash equivalents		

1,575
1,088

1,086
589

2,663

1,675

5,146

(7,006)

898

(4,497)	Net cash flow from investment activities

(185)	Net cash flow from financing activities

178
(3)

(3)

				
(961)

(955)

(955)

1,577

2,252	Total		
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NoteS
gjensidige forsikring and consolidated
NOK million

1 Accounting policies
GENERAL
The financial statements have been prepared in
accordance with Norwegian financial reporting
legislation, regulations issued by the Norwegian
financial supervisory authority (Kredittilsynet),
and Norwegian generally accepted accounting
principles.

In the parent company financial statements for
Gjensidige Forsikring, investments in subsidiaries and
associates are reported using the equity method.

BASIS OF CONSOLIDATION
Consolidation of subsidiaries
The consolidated financial statements include
Gjensidige Forsikring and subsidiaries in which
Gjensidige Forsikring has a controlling influence.
Normally these will be companies where Gjensidige
Forsikring, either directly or indirectly through
subsidiaries, holds more than 50 per cent of the
voting shares. Subsidiaries are consolidated from
the time that control is obtained. The consolidated
financial statements have been prepared using
the purchase method, and present the group as a
single economic entity. Balances and transactions
between companies in the group are eliminated
in the consolidated financial statements. Material
gains and losses arising from transactions between
companies in the group are also eliminated.

RECOGNITION OF REVENUE AND EXPENSES
Insurance premiums are recognised over the term
of the policy. Expenses are recognised as they are
incurred.

The cost of shares in a subsidiary is offset against
its equity at the time of acquisition. Any excess
over the underlying equity of the subsidiary is
assigned to the balance sheet items to which it
relates. Any amount that cannot be assigned to
specific assets or liabilities is reported as goodwill.
The length of time over which goodwill is amortised
is based on an assessment of the future earnings
of the company acquired. Goodwill is carried at cost
and written down to fair value if the diminution in
value is not expected to be temporary.
Where a subsidiary’s equity exceeds its cost, the
difference is included in revaluation reserves.
Where a subsidiary’s equity is less than its cost, the
difference is offset against the equity fund.
Associates
Holdings in companies in which the group has
a significant but not a controlling influence are
reported using the equity method. Normally these
will be companies where the group has a stake
of between 20 and 50 per cent, the group has a
significant influence, and the holding is a long-term
investment. This means that the group’s share of
the year’s earnings, amortisation and write-downs
of goodwill, and capital gains and losses is reported
on a separate line of the profit and loss account.
In the consolidated balance sheet, investments in
associates are reported as the group’s share of the
companies’ equity adjusted for goodwill.

The special rules applying to general insurance companies are also taken into account when preparing
the consolidated financial statements.

Prepaid income and unpaid expenses at the end of
the year are accrued and reported as a liability in
the balance sheet. Unpaid income at the end of the
year is accrued and reported as a receivable in the
balance sheet. Dividends are recognised in the year
they are received.
Foreign exchange
Profit and loss transactions in foreign currencies
which relate to the insurance operation are converted into NOK at the average rate of exchange
during the month in which the transaction took
place. Receivables and liabilities denominated in
foreign currencies are converted into NOK at the
rate of exchange on the balance sheet date.
Profit and loss transactions which relate to the
purchase and sale of securities and financial
instruments denominated in foreign currencies are
converted into NOK at the rate of exchange at
the time of the transaction. Holdings of foreign
securities and financial instruments are converted
into NOK at the rate of exchange on the balance
sheet date. Liquid assets are also converted into
NOK at the rate of exchange on the balance sheet
date. The exchange rate risk associated with foreign securities is largely eliminated through hedging
transactions.
Allocated return on investments
The allocated return on investments is calculated
on the basis of average total technical provisions
during the year, using the average yield during the
year on government bonds with a remaining maturity of three years. Kredittilsynet has calculated the
average technical yield for 2005 and 2004 to be
2.88 and 2.97 per cent respectively. The allocated
return on investments is transferred from the nontechnical account to the technical account.
VALUATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF
ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
Assets for long-term ownership or use are classified as fixed assets. Other assets are classified

as current assets. Bonds held as fixed assets are
classified as fixed assets until maturity, while other
receivables maturing within a year are classified as
current assets. Corresponding criteria are applied
when classifying liabilities.
Fixed assets are carried at cost and written down to
fair value if the diminution in value is not expected
to be temporary. Tangible fixed assets are reported
net of depreciation. Current liabilities are reported
at their historical nominal value.
In accordance with the Norwegian Financial Reporting Act and the Norwegian Financial Reporting
Regulations for Insurance Companies, some items
are subject to special valuation rules. Reference
should be made to the following sections.
REAL ESTATE
Real estate is recorded at cost adjusted for previous
years’ write-ups and write-downs, and net of depreciation. All real estate is subject to straight-line depreciation to reflect normal wear and tear and ageing.
Real estate is valued on a portfolio basis. Its fair
value is reviewed and assessed annually by internal
experts. This review is based on a long-term
assessment of the properties’ standard, location,
cash flows, development potential and potential
realisable value.
If the excess of fair value over book value for the
remaining portfolio is sufficient, individual properties will not be written down if their estimated fair
value falls below their book value.
If the fair value of the portfolio falls below its book
value, and this is not deemed to be temporary, the
portfolio is written down.
Properties due to be sold are excluded from the
overall valuation and valued individually, and are
written down if their estimated fair value falls
below their book value.
FINANCIAL FIXED ASSETS
Shares and similar interests
Investments in cooperating companies and strategic
investments intended to be long term are recorded
at cost. Write-downs are made on an individual
basis if their fair value falls below their book value
and this situation is not deemed to be temporary.
Investments in general partnerships and limited
partnerships are included in the financial statements using the equity method. Income from these
investments is reported net under income from
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financial assets.
Bonds held to maturity
Bonds intended to be held to maturity are managed
in accordance with the Norwegian Financial Repor
ting Regulations for Insurance Companies. These
bonds are recorded at cost at the time of purchase.
The difference between cost and nominal value is
amortised over the bond’s remaining time to maturity and recognised as interest using the effective
interest rate method.

late gains/losses.
Equity and interest rate futures
Norwegian and foreign equity and interest rate
futures are reconciled daily and recognised immediately in profit/loss.

Loans
Loans are managed in line with the Norwegian
Valuation of Loans and Guarantees Regulations of
14 November 1991. Gjensidige Forsikring will be
implementing Norway’s new Accounting for Loans
and Guarantees Regulations for Financial Institutions dated 21 December 2004 in 2006. Loans are
included in the balance sheet at their nominal value
net of specific and general provisions for credit
losses. Specific provisions for losses are made on
the basis of an evaluation of each non-performing
loan. General provisions for losses are made on the
basis of experience, economic outlook and portfolio
structure.

Forward rate agreements (FRAs)
These contracts are valued on the balance sheet
date and recognised in profit/loss on the settlement date.

Interest and commission cease to be recognised
as income once a loan has been in default for
more than 60 days. Interest and fees in respect
of non-performing loans credited to the profit
and loss account in the current financial year are
reversed if they have not been paid. Interest and
fees from previous years that have not been paid
are recorded as losses.
Loans are granted on market terms. Interest-free
loans are issued to finance fire alarm systems in
agriculture for loss prevention purposes. These
loans are repaid using the discount granted on the
main policy when the alarm system is installed.
FINANCIAL CURRENT ASSETS
Certificates and bonds not held to maturity, and
shares and similar interests not intended for longterm ownership, are carried at fair value.
Financial derivatives
Financial derivatives are used in the management
of the company’s exposure to equities, bonds and
foreign exchange in order to achieve the desired
level of risk and return. These instruments are used
both for trading purposes and for hedging balance
sheet items.
All trading of financial derivatives is subject to strict
limits. The instruments are classified as current
assets and carried at fair value.
Options
Options are used for equities, bonds, futures,
forward rate agreements, interest rate swaps and
foreign exchange. The premium is capitalised when
the contract is entered into, and recognised in
profit/loss when the option expires or is exercised.
Market value and exercise price are used to calcu-
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Interest rate, equity and currency swaps
These contracts are valued on the balance sheet
date. Accrued interest is recognised directly in
profit/loss.

premium provisions also include provisions for fully
paid whole-life cover (after payment of disability
capital) and an option fund (provisions for the right
to renew without supplying a new health certificate).
Claims provisions
These provisions comprise provisions for anticipated future claims payments in respect of losses
incurred but not fully settled at the end of the year.
These include both losses that have been reported
to the company and those that have not yet been
reported. Provisions for known losses are assessed individually by the claims organisation, while
provisions for unknown losses are based on the
company’s empirical data and actuarial methods.
Claims provisions are not discounted.

Currency futures
Currency futures are used in the portfolio management of foreign securities and technical provisions
in foreign currency. The contracts are carried at
their market value on the balance sheet date, and
unrealised values are recognised in profit/loss.

Unexpired risk provisions
These provisions are intended to cover insufficient
premium levels, and are amortised in line with
reductions in the underlying risks.

Reinsurance deposits
Some reinsurers retain cash reinsurance deposits
equivalent to the value of outstanding claims provisions in respect of reinsurance accepted. These
deposits are adjusted in line with changes in these
provisions, and these adjustments are recognised
as income and expense. The deposits themselves
are reported in the balance sheet as receivables.

Security provisions
The premium and claims provisions are intended
to cover the company’s anticipated future claims
payments under current insurance contracts. The
security provisions are intended to protect the
company’s finances against unforeseen increases in
claims payments. The premium, claims and security
provisions together must, with at least 99 per cent
probability, cover all of the company’s commitments on the balance sheet date.

TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS OTHER
THAN BUILDINGS AND REAL ESTATE
Tangible fixed assets for own use are classified as
other assets in the balance sheet and recorded at
cost less accumulated depreciation and write-downs.
Depreciation is calculated on the basis of cost and
distributed on a straight-line basis over the asset’s
estimated life. Gains and losses on the disposal of
tangible fixed assets for own use are recognised in
profit/loss as ordinary income and expense.
TECHNICAL PROVISIONS
Technical provisions are valued in accordance with
section 8-6 of the Norwegian Insurance Act and
associated regulations. Kredittilsynet has set separate minimum requirements for the various types of
provision. Technical provisions comprise provisions
for unearned premiums (premium provisions),
claims provisions, security provisions, reinsurance
provisions and administration provisions. With
the premium and claims provisions, the minimum
requirements must also be met by each sector;
with the security provisions, they must be met by
each sector group.
Premium provisions
These provisions reflect the accrual of insurance
premiums and comprise the unearned portion of
premiums written during the year. No deduction is
made for any expenses before the premium due is
accrued.
In the case of group life for the business market, the

The security provision for one-year risk insurances
must exceed a statutory minimum, and is included
in the security provisions for business insurances.
Reinsurance provisions
The purpose of these provisions is to cover expenses
incurred if one or more of the company’s reinsurers
cannot meet their share of total claims payments.
Administration provisions
The purpose of these provisions is to cover administration expenses incurred in settling claims in the
event of the company being liquidated.
Natural perils fund
The operating surplus from mandatory natural perils
insurance must be allocated to a separate natural
perils fund, which may be used only in respect of
claims related to natural perils. Natural perils denote
losses directly associated with natural disasters
such as landslides, storms, floods, earthquakes and
volcanic eruptions.
Guarantee scheme provisions
The purpose of these provisions is to guarantee
that claims submitted under direct general insurance
contracts entered into in Norway are settled in full.
PENSIONS
The company and the group account for pensions in
accordance with the Norwegian Accounting Standard
for pension costs. The pension schemes are defined-
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benefit schemes. Pension liabilities are calculated on
the basis of linear accrual and assumptions for length
of service, discount rate, future return on pension
funds, and future growth in wages, pensions and social security benefits, as well as actuarial assumptions
for mortality, staff turnover, etc.
Pension funds are carried at fair value, and are
deducted from liabilities in the net pension liabilities
figure in the balance sheet. Any overfunding is
capitalised if it is likely that it can be put to use.
DEFERRED TAX, INCOME TAX EXPENSE
The calculation of deferred tax in the profit and
loss account and balance sheet has been performed
using the provisional Norwegian Accounting Standard for the treatment of taxes.

The tax expense recognised in profit/loss consists
of tax payable and changes in deferred tax assets/
liabilities. Tax payable is calculated on the basis of
the taxable profit for the year. Deferred tax assets/
liabilities are calculated on the basis of temporary
differences between accounting and tax values,
and the tax effects of losses carried forward. The
nominal rate of tax is used for these calculations.
Positive and negative differences within the same
period are offset.
Deferred tax assets arise when temporary differences can be offset against tax in the future, and
are capitalised. Deferred tax assets recognised as
intangible assets are valued in line with the general
valuation policies.

RELATED-PARTY TRANSACTIONS
Commissions
The mutual fire insurers perform a number of functions on behalf of Gjensidige Forsikring, for which
commissions are paid. Correspondingly, refunds
are received for those services that Gjensidige
Forsikring provides for the mutual fire insurers. Due
to the fire policy reinsurance scheme, Gjensidige
Forsikring also manages assets on behalf of the
mutual fire insurers, in respect of which interest is
paid to the mutual fire insurers.
Related-party purchases and sales
Related-party purchases and sales are carried out
on commercial terms.

2 THE CONSOLIDATED ACCOUNTS INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING COMPANIES
NOK million

Gjensidige Forsikring			Registered	Interest		
Profit/	    Share capital		
Subsidiaries			
office
held	Cost
loss	Acquired* 31.12.04 31.12.05
Drammen Torget Vest AS			 Drammen
100 %
72.0
(1.3)
72.0		
70.8
Gjensidige NOR Forsikring Eiendom AB			Stockholm
100 %
322.9
8.5
322.9
0.6
309.0
Gjensidige NOR Forsikring Eiendom AS			Oslo
100 %
0.1
0.3
0.1		
0.8
Gjensidige NOR Kredittforsikring AS			Oslo
100 %
137.9
5.6
68.3
22.7
22.9
Gjensidige Pensjon og Sparing Holding AS			Oslo
100 %
240.0
(18.1)
240.0		
221.9
Gjensidige NOR Sikkerhetspartner AS			Oslo
100 %
0.9		
0.9
0.4		
Glitne Invest AS			Oslo
100 %
325.1
9.7
325.1
468.5
293.7
HPS Handel AS			Stavanger
100 %
156.4
0.0
156.4		
156.5
Norge Forsikring AS			Oslo
100 %
365.6
0.4
195.7
331.3
3.2
Oslo Areal ASA**			Oslo
100 % 1,489.7
6.6 1,489.7		
1,496.2
Samtrygd Eigedom AS			
Førde
100 %
3.0
(0.2)
3.0
2.9
2.7
Storgata 90 AS			Tromsø
100 %
15.7
0.0
1.3
0.1
0.1
Strandtorget Drift AS			Lillehammer
100 %
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.2
Strandtorget Eiendom AS			Lillehammer
100 %
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.1

293.7
156.5
3.2
1,496.2
2.7
0.1
0.2
0.1

Total shares in subsidiaries					

2,578.1

2,578.1

Gjensidige Forsikring			Registered	Interest		
Profit/	    Share capital		
Associates			
office
held	Cost
loss	Acquired* 31.12.04 31.12.05
Bilskadeinstituttet AS			Oslo
30 %
0.4
0.0
0.4
1.3
1.3
Forsikring og Finans Sandnes AS			Sandnes
34 %
0.0		
0.0
0.2
0.1
Forsikringskontoret Johansen og Torkelsen AS			Sandnes
34 %
0.0		
0.0
0.2
0.2
Fossmark Assuranse AS			Stavanger
34 %
0.0		
0.0
0.1
0.1
Vervet AS			Tromsø
25 %
0.1
(0.4)
0.1
1.3
5.9

Book
value
1.3
0.1
0.2
0.1
5.9

Total shares in associates 					

3,129.6

(0.4)

2,875.7

0.5

827.4

7.5

7.5

Total shares in subsidiaries and associates					
3,130.1
11.2 2,876.2
830.5 2,585.7
									
Equity movements in subsidiaries					Equity movements in associates
Equity as at 01.01.			
827.4 		Equity as at 01.01.					
Group contributions / Dividend paid (Specified in note 3)		
(351.4)		Dividend paid 			
Group contributions paid net of tax / Dividend (Specified in note 3)			Dividend received				
Profit for the year			
11.6 		Profit for the year					
Net equity paid			
2,110.7 		Net equity paid					
Adjustments for previous years			
(21.6)		Adjustments for previous years				
Conversion/rounding errors			
0.0 		Conversion/rounding errors				

2,585.7

Equity in subsidiaries as at 31.12.			

0.5

11.6

3.1

Book
value
70.8
309.0
0.8
22.9
221.9

2,578.1 		Equity in associates as at 31.12.				

3.1
(0.4)
4.9
0.0
7.5

*) Equity at time of acquisition adjusted for any new issues. The equity in companies that have been acquired indirectly when buying another company, is valued at its original cost.
**)	Our share is 99,6% as of 31 Desember 2005. Oslo Areal is consolidatet as if it was owned 100%.
							
			
In all cases the percentage of votes held is the same as the percentage of shares held.
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3 Related party TRANSACTIONS AND BALANCES WITHIN THE GROUP AND COOPERATING COMPANIES *
NOK million

A  GROUP CONTRIBUTIONS AND DIVIDENDS						      2005 			      2004
Gjensidige Forsikring						Additions	Disposals		Additions	Disposals
Contributions by subsidiaries
Gjensidige NOR Kredittforsikring AS 						
5.4			
14.0
Glitne Invest AS									
4.2
Norge Forsikring AS (Previous Gjensidige Marine & Energy Insurance AS)					
5.2			
203.7
Gjensidige NOR Sikkerhetspartner AS									
6.0
Dividends received
Norge Forsikring AS (Previous Gjensidige Marine & Energy Insurance AS)							
Gjensidige NOR Sikkerhetspartner AS**						
5.2

188.8

Total group contributions and dividends						

213.0

10.6

5.2 		

203.7

B Additions and disposals of assets						      2005 			      2004
Gjensidige Forsikring						Additions	Disposals		Additions	Disposals
Subsidiaries	Asset	Type
Norge Forsikring AS (prev. GME AS) ***
Insurance portfolio 						
0.0
Glitne Invest AS	
Energy Venture l		Shares (8 %)			
8.3
Gjensidige Pensjon og Sparing Holding AS	 Gjensidige Pensjonsforsikring AS		Shares (100 %)					
50.0
Glitne Invest AS	
Gjensidige NOR Sikkerhetspartner AS		Shares (100 %)									
Gjensidige NOR Sikkerhetspartner AS	
Inventories, receivables and liabilities												

0.9
2.6

Cooperating companies	Asset	Type
Norges Automobil Forbund	Norsk Assistansesentral AS		Shares (50 %)											

10.0

C  related party balances						      2005 			      2004
Gjensidige Forsikring						Receivable Payable		Receivable Payable
Within the group
Norge Forsikring AS (Previous Gjensidige Marine & Energy Insurance AS ) 					
0.1 			
188.6
Gjensidige NOR Kredittforsikring AS						
0.0 			
14.0
Gjensidige Pensjon og Sparing Holding AS						
75.5
Glitne Invest AS consolidated						
0.9 			
1.8
Total due for payment of less than one year						

0.1 		

17.9

Gjensidige NOR Forsikring Eiendom AS						
3.6 			
HPS Handel AS						
135.0
Drammen Torget Vest AS						
141.0
GF Eiendom AB							
4.8 		

76.4

4.4
323.9

Total due for payment of more than one year						

279.5

4.8 		

328.2

0.0

Total related party balances within the group						

356.0

4.9 		

346.1

188.6

Cooperating companies*
Fire mutuals							

130.3 			

D  GUARANTEES
Cooperating companies
Gjensidige Forsikring is responsible externally for any insurance claim arising from the cooperating mutual fire insurers’ fire insurance business.
*) 	Cooperating companies are defined as companies with which Gjensidige Forsikring has entered into a long-term strategic alliance.
	The alliance with DnB NOR was terminated in autumn 2005, and so transactions and balances are not shown in this note.
**) Gjensidige NOR Sikkerhetspartner was liquidated in 2005, as a result of which Gjensidige Forsikring received liquidation proceeds of NOK 5.2 million.
***) Gjensidige Forsikring has taken over all liabilities associated with the portfolio transferred, and has received assets corresponding to the value of these liabilities.
	No payment has been made beyond the net value of assets and liabilities.
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4

underwriting result and TECHNICAL provisions

NOK million

A  underwriting RESULT 										
					 	Private insurances		
		 Of which				 Yachts &
	Comlegal	Motor	Of which	Of which pleasure-	Accident	Travel	Other	Total
bined expenses		
liability
other
craft 		
private
private
Premiums written										
Gross premiums written
1,608.4
96.1 3,661.5
1,828.1 1,833.4
181.8
437.2
390.1
75.8
Outward reinsurance premiums
(32.3)
0.0
(20.7)
0.0
(20.7)
(3.9)
(2.6)
(0.2)
(1.6)

6,354.8
(61.3)

Premiums written, net of reinsurance

6,293.5

1,576.1

96.1

3,640.8

1,828.1

1,812.7

177.9

434.6

389.9

74.2

										
Gross business										
Premiums earned
1,592.9
94.7 3,610.1
1,826.7 1,783.4
173.2
416.1
377.9
78.5 6,248.7
Claims incurred
(951.5)
(64.2) (2,610.4) (1,374.7) (1,235.7)
(107.2)
(291.7)
(212.7)
(52.7) (4,226.2)
Operating expenses
(351.0)
(19.5)
(711.8)
(352.3) (359.5)
(54.7)
(129.8)
(116.6)
(18.3) (1,382.2)
Underwriting result

290.4

7.5

640.3

										
Reinsurers’ share										
Premiums earned
(32.3)
0.0
(20.7)
0.0
(20.7)
(3.9)
(2.5)
(0.2)
(1.6)
Claims incurred
0.0
0.0
(1.6)
0.0
(1.6)
0.0
17.6
0.0
0.0
Operating expenses
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Commission received
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

(61.2)
16.0
0.0
0.0

Underwriting result

(45.2)

(32.3)

11.0

0.0

287.9

(22.3)

99.7

0.0

188.2

(22.3)

11.3

(3.9)

(5.4)

15.1

48.6

(0.2)

(1.6)

										
Underwriting result, net of reinsurance

258.1

11.0

265.6

99.7

165.9

7.4

9.7

48.4

5.9

595.1

										
Gross claims incurred 										
Incurred during the year
(956.2)
(58.1) (2,539.3) (1,316.0) (1,223.3)
(93.0)
(340.9)
(252.3)
(55.4) (4,237.1)
Incurred in previous years
4.7
(6.1)
(71.1)
(58.7)
(12.4)
(14.2)
49.2
39.6
2.7
10.9
Total for the accounting year

(951.5)

(64.2) (2,610.4)

(1,374.7) (1,235.7)

(107.2)

(291.7)

(212.7)

(52.7) (4,226.2)

				
						
Claims incurred, net of reinsurance										
Incurred during the year
(956.2)
(58.1) (2,540.8) (1,316.0) (1,224.8)
(93.0)
(340.9)
(252.2)
(55.4) (4,238.5)
Incurred in previous years
4.7
(10.2)
(71.1)
(58.7)
(12.4)
(14.2)
66.8
39.5
2.7
28.4
Total for the accounting year

(951.5)

(68.3) (2,611.9)

(1,374.7) (1,237.2)

(107.2)

(274.1)

(212.7)

(52.7) (4,210.1)
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underwriting result and TECHNICAL provisions (cont.)

NOK million

A  underwriting RESULT
			     Industry and commercial insurances			
Industrial	Com-	Of	Motor	Of	Of	Liability	Workers	Collective	Live-	Fish	Trans-	Other Annual
		 bined which		 which which
and compen- disease stock farms
port industry
pure
legal
liability
other guaran- sation accident					 insur			 expense				
tees							
ance

Total
industry

Premiums written															
Gross premiums written
920.9 1,128.1
25.1 705.5 254.6 450.9 232.6 1,046.8
750.3
91.5
76.1 81.9
149.0 1,595.3 6,778.0
Outward reinsurance premiums
(38.5) (23.4)
0.0
(5.6)
0.0
(5.6) (12.6)
(8.9)
0.0
(5.3) (15.1) (5.5)
0.0
(21.0) (135.9)
Premiums written, net of reinsurance

882.4 1,104.7

25.1

699.9

254.6

445.3

220.0 1,037.9

750.3

86.2

61.0

76.4

149.0 1,574.3

6,642.1

Gross business															
Premiums earned
979.3 1,114.4
24.7 689.1 249.5 439.6 211.7 1,029.2
730.1
87.9
79.1 79.8
142.0 1,557.6 6,700.2
Claims incurred
(529.1) (586.4) (13.2) (586.4) (235.0) (351.4) (191.7) (997.8) (693.7) (71.0) (34.2) (30.1) (136.7) (1,031.1) (4,888.2)
Operating expences
(194.5) (233.5)
(4.9) (163.7) (57.8) (105.9) (50.7) (99.1) (150.8) (21.8) (17.4) (15.3)
(27.8) (268.0) (1,242.6)
Underwriting result

255.7

294.5

6.6

(61.0)

(43.3)

(17.7)

(30.7)

(67.7)

(114.4)

(4.9)

27.5

34.4

(22.5)

258.5

569.4

Reinsurers’ share
Premiums earned
Claims incurred
Operating expenses
Commission received

(40.5)
(4.5)
(1.5)
1.7

(24.5)
3.6
(2.3)
3.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

(5.6)
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

(5.6)
0.0
0.0
0.0

(12.7)
2.1
0.0
0.5

(8.9)
1.9
0.0
0.0

0.0
12.4
0.0
0.0

(5.2)
(0.1)
0.0
0.0

(15.1)
0.0
0.0
0.0

(5.5)
1.4
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

(21.1)
0.1
0.0
0.0

(139.1)
16.9
(3.8)
5.2

Underwriting result

(44.8)

(20.2)

0.0

(5.6)

0.0

(5.6)

(10.1)

(7.0)

12.4

(5.3)

(15.1)

(4.1)

0.0

(21.0)

(120.8)

Underwriting result, net of reinsurance

210.9

274.3

6.6

(66.6)

(43.3)

(23.3)

(40.8)

(74.7)

(102.0)

(10.2)

12.4

30.3

(22.5)

237.5

448.6

Gross claims incurred
Incurred during the year
Incurred in previous years

(565.6) (604.7)

(76.3) (106.3)

(8.6)

(11.4)

Total for the accounting year

(529.1) (586.4)

(13.2) (586.4) (235.0) (351.4) (191.7) (997.8)

(693.7)

(71.0)

(34.2) (30.1)

(136.7) (1,031.1) (4,888.2)

Claims incurred, net of reinsurance
Incurred during the year
Incurred in previous years

(563.1) (604.4)
29.5
21.6

(13.8) (617.8) (224.8) (393.0) (115.2) (891.5)
0.6
31.4
(10.2)
41.6
(74.4) (104.4)

(685.0)
3.7

(59.6)
(11.5)

(32.3) (32.6)
(1.9)
3.9

(142.2) (1,095.3) (4,839.0)
5.5
64.3
(32.3)

Total for the accounting year

(533.6) (582.8)

(13.2) (586.4) (235.0) (351.4) (189.6) (995.9)

(681.3)

(71.1)

(34.2) (28.7)

(136.7) (1,031.0) (4,871.3)
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36.5

18.3

(13.8) (617.9) (224.8) (393.1) (115.4) (891.5) (685.1) (59.6) (32.3) (32.7) (142.2) (1,098.0) (4,845.0)
0.6

31.5

(10.2)

41.7

(1.9)

2.6

5.5

66.9

(43.2)
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underwriting result and TECHNICAL provisions (cont.)

NOK million

A  underwriting RESULT
							   Industry and commercial insurances
	Marine insurance	Energy	Inward reinsurance	Other	Total	Subsidiaries	Total
		
Hull	Costal/	Total		Propor-	Non	Total
Avia-	Pool Gjensidige Norge GNK Elim- Gjensidige
		insurance fishing Marine		 tional* propor- inward
tion schemes Forsikring Forsikr,	Credit inati- Forsikring
			 vessel insurance		
tional* reinsur.		
		Energy/		 ons
consol.
												Mar.Hull			
Premiums written														
Gross premiums written		 (0.1)
206.2
206.1
0.0
22.5
1.6
24.1
0.0 275.4 13,638.4
Outward reinsurance premiums		 0.7
(28.6)
(27.9)
(0.3)
0.0
(1.0)
(1.0)
1.0 (110.6)
(336.0)

1.7
0.4

0.1
0.0

0.1 13,640.3
0.0
(335.6)

Premiums written, net of reinsurance		

2.1

0.1

0.1 13,304.7

0.6

177.6

178.2

(0.3)

22.5

0.6

23.1

1.0

164.8

13,302.4

Gross business														
Premiums earned		 (0.1)
198.8
198.7
0.4
22.4
1.6
24.0
0.0 302.7 13,474.7
1.7
0.5 0.0 13,476.9
Claims incurred		 15.5
(145.8) (130.3)
2.9 (12.2)
0.0 (12.2)
0.3 (119.9) (9,373.6) 24.0
1.0 0.1 (9,348.5)
Operating expenses		 0.0
(42.2)
(42.2)
(0.1)
(0.4)
(0.1)
(0.5)
0.0
0.0 (2,667.7) (6.9) (1.0) (1.8) (2,677.4)
Underwriting result		 15.4

10.8

26.2

3.2

9.8

1.5

11.3

0.3

182.8

1,433.4

18.8

0.5

(1.7) 1,451.0

Reinsurers’ share				
Premiums earned		 0.7
(28.7)
Claims incurred		 (6.0)
0.4
Operating expenses		 (0.7)
0.0
Commission received		 0.0
0.1

										
(28.0)
(3.0)
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0 (110.6)
(340.9) (2.5)
0.0 (0.1)
(5.6)
(5.1)
0.0
0.0
0.0
(0.3)
7.0
28.9 (25.9)
0.0 0.1
(0.7)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
(4.5) (0.7) (0.1) 0.0
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
5.4
0.0
0.0 0.0

(343.5)
3.1
(5.3)
5.4

Underwriting result		

(6.0)

(28.2)

(34.2)

(8.0)

0.0

0.0

0.0

(340.3)

Underwriting result, net of reinsurance		

9.4

(17.4)

(8.0)

(4.8)

9.8

1.5

11.3

(311.1) (29.1)

(0.1)

0.0

1,122.3 (10.3)

0.4

(1.7) 1,110.7

Gross claims incurred														
Incurred during the year		 0.0
(149.6) (149.6)
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0 (112.3) (9,343.9) 0.2
0.0
Incurred in previous years		 15.5
3.8
19.3
2.8 (12.2)
0.0 (12.2)
0.3
(7.6)
(29.7) 23.8
1.0

0.0 (9,343.7)
0.1
(4.8)

Total for the accounting year		 15.5

0.1 (9,348.5)

Claims incurred, net of reinsurance													
Incurred during the year		 0.0
(147.6) (147.6)
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0 (112.3) (9,337.2) 0.2
Incurred in previous years		 9.5
2.2
11.7
(2.4) (12.2)
0.0 (12.2)
0.0
(0.6)
(7.4) (2.1)

0.0
1.0

0.0 (9,337.0)
0.0
(8.5)

Total for the accounting year		

1.0

0.0 (9,345.5)

(135.9)

2.9

(2.2)

(12.2)

(12.2)

0.0

0.0

(12.2)

79.2

1.0

(145.4)

(130.3)

1.0

(9,373.6) 24.0

9.5

(145.8)

0.7 (103.6)

(12.2)

0.3 (119.9)

0.0 (112.9)

(9,344.6)

(1.9)

B TECHNICAL Provisions
Industry and commercial insurances	Private
insurance

Industry
Marine
Energy	Re-	Other
Total	Subsidiaries		
Total
and
insur-		
insur-	Pool Gjensidige	Norge
GNK Gjensidige
comm.
ance		
ance schemes Forsikring Forsikring	Credit Forsikring
insurance						
Marine		 consolid.
Technical provisions, net of reinsurance						
		
Hull		
Provision for insufficient premium level			
Premium provisions
2,891.5 2,186.8
NFSA minimum requirement
2,891.5 2,186.8
Claims provisions
4,173.8 9,521.0
NFSA minimum requirement
3,938.5 8,755.6
Security provision
927.2 1,069.0
NFSA minimum requirement
927.2 1,069.0
Reinsurance provision
0.1
41.5
NFSA minimum requirement
0.1
1.5
Administration provision
387.9
468.1
NFSA minimum requirement
387.9
468.1

0.1				
0.1
47.8
0.0
0.0
118.7 5,244.8
47.8
0.0
0.0
118.7 5,244.8
141.6
78.6
52.7
125.4 14,093.1
111.9
47.5
52.7
125.4 13,031.6
27.4
7.1
7.9
0.0 2,038.6
27.4
7.1
7.9
0.0 2,038.6
4.0
1.7
0.0
0.0
47.3
1.2
1.7
0.0
0.0
4.5
9.4
2.7
3.0
0.0
871.1
9.4
2.7
3.0
0.0
871.1

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.1
0.0 5,244.8
0.0 5,244.8
1.8 14,094.9
1.8 13,033.4
3.0 2,041.6
2.3 2,040.9
0.0
47.4
0.0
4.5
0.3
871.4
0.2
871.3
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5

insurance related SALES and operating EXPENSES

NOK million

Gjensidige Forsikring
2004
2005		
630.6
286.9
585.1
1,502.5
957.8
2,460.4

Gjensidige Forsikring consolidated
2005
2004

640.9 	Salaries
309.1 	Commission
616.6 	Other sales expenses
1,566.6

Total insurance related sales expenses

640.9
309.1
616.7

630.6
286.9
585.6

1,566.7

1,503.0

1,105.5	Other insurance related operating expenses

1,116.0

967.0

2,672.1

2,682.6

2,470.0

Total insurance related operating expenses

6 FINANCIAL FIXED ASSETS
NOK million

A  SHARES AND SIMILAR INTERESTS
Number	Cost
of shares
value
Public listed
DnB NOR Holding ASA

Book
value

		 29,472,696

661.4

935.6

Unlisted
Berger Eiendom AS	
1,750
Fjord Invest AS	
8,570
Grenland Investeringsfond AS	
3,000
Helgeland Vekst AS	
40,000
Norinnova AS	
578
Prior Sør Eiendom AS	
1,500
Rogaland Kunnskapsinvest AS	
2,500
Sikon Øst AS	
112,760
Såkorninvest Sør AS	
		 1,428,600
Trøndelag Vekst AS	
20,252
Tun Media (Landbrukets Medieselskap AS)
		 1,553,872
Viking Venture AS	
		
108,044
Viking Venture II AS	
50,000
Other shares and similar interests				

1.8
8.7
3.0
4.0
3.0
1.5
1.6
22.6
5.0
2.0
3.7
9.8
5.0
18.2

1.8
8.7
3.0
4.0
3.0
1.5
1.6
20.0
1.5
2.0
3.7
9.8
5.0
10.2

Total shares and similar interests Gjensidige Forsikring				

751.0

1,011.2

Shares in subsidiaries
Lindorff Group
Sector Asset Management
ScalePoint Technologies Limited
SOS International
Bo Trygt Prinsegården

807,561
106,000
802
4,603
250

133.9
24.8
5.5
4.2
0.3

105.5
24.8
5.5
4.2
0.3

Total shares and similar interests Gjensidige Forsikring consolidated				

919.7

1,151.6

The book value of shares held as fixed assets are considered to be equal to marked value, with the exception of the investment in DnB NOR.
The market value of this investment at the year-end was 2,122 mill.
Book value as at 01.01.			
Additions			
Disposals			
Write-down of share capital			
Capital return			
Reclassification			
Reversal of write-downs			
Actual loss			
Write-downs			

2,291.0
1.5
(1,259.1)
(1.1)
0.5
(14.8)
(0.0)
(0.2)
(6.6)

Book value as at 31.12.			

1,011.2
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6 FINANCIAL FIXED ASSETS (cont.)
NOK million

B BONDS HELD TO MATURITY
					
Gjensidige Forsikring		
Par
Book	Market
	Cost
value
value
value
Norwegian bonds			
Public listed
Government and state guaranteed bonds
1,273.6
1,157.3
1,256.8
1,283.5
Bonds issued by counties and municipalities
151.5
146.7
150.5
155.4
Bonds issued by financial institutions
1,773.7
1,716.6
1,767.2
1,749.7
Bonds issued by industrial institutions
1,434.6
1,338.0
1,405.5
1,400.3
Unlisted
Government and state guaranteed bonds 			
Bonds issued by counties and municipalities
40.7
38.0
42.5
39.5
Bonds issued by financial institutions
574.6
570.0
572.7
572.3
Bonds issued by industrial institutions
100.0
100.0
100.0
101.5
Total Norwegian bonds

5,348.8

5,066.6

Surplus/
deficit
value

26.8
4.9
(17.5)
(5.2)

(3.0)
(0.4)
1.5

5,295.1

5,302.2

7.1

Foreign bonds			
Public listed			
Government and state guaranteed bonds
112.2
29.0
Bonds issued by financial institutions
302.3
36.0
Bonds issued by industrial institutions
97.1
92.0
Unlisted
Government and state guaranteed bonds
105.5
100.0
Bonds issued by financial institutions
200.0
200.0

112.1
281.7
94.6

105.9
282.1
94.1

(6.2)
0.3
(0.5)

103.9
200.0

103.3
214.2

(0.6)
14.2

Total foreign bonds
Total bonds held to maturity

817.1

457.0

792.4

799.6

7.3

6,165.9

5,523.6

6,087.5

6,101.8

14.4

			
					
Gjensidige Forsikring		
Par
Book	Market
	Cost
value
value
value
Foreign bonds by currency			
NOK
418.7
407.0
414.3
427.3
EUR	
208.8
24.0
206.6
198.2
USD
189.7
26.0
171.5
174.1
Total foreign bonds

817.1

457.0

792.4

Surplus/
deficit
value
13.0
(8.4)
2.7

799.6

7.3

			
The effective yield on foreign and Norwegian bonds held to maturity has been calculated as 3.71% and 3.62% respectively based on their market value, and
4.30 % and 3.68 % respectively when calculation is made on book value. The calculation method is the same as is used for bonds in the trading portfolio.
Book value as at 01.01.			
Additions			
Acquisitions			
Write-ups/-downs			

4,747.1
3,000.7
(1,604.2)
(56.2)

Book value as at 31.12.			

6,087.5
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7 SHARES AND SIMILAR INTERESTS HELD AS CURRENT ASSETS
NOK million

NORWEGIAN SHARES
			
Gjensidige Forsikring and Gjensidige Forsikring consolidated			

Number		
of shares

Cost	Market
value
value

Energy
Aker Kværner			
DNO 			
Fred Olsen Energy			
Norsk Hydro			
Statoil			
Subsea 7			
TGS-NOPEC Geophysical			

25,080
134,650
82,500
97,246
371,326
87,581
50,204

6.1
3.9
12.4
53.2
44.2
6.4
9.7

11.6
8.0
20.0
67.4
57.6
7.0
15.9

Materials
Norske Skog A			
Yara International 			

54,200
140,572

4.8
13.2

5.8
13.8

Industry
Aker Yards			
Kverneland			
Tomra Systems			
Wilh Wilhelmsen A			

14,021
34,962
201,474
63,692

2.9
2.8
7.7
9.6

4.5
2.6
9.7
15.8

Consumer discretionary
Ekornes			
Schibsted			
Troms Fylkes Dampskibsselskap			

28,892
41,900
56,397

3.6
6.7
10.4

3.6
8.4
4.3

Consumer staples
Cermaq 			
Orkla			

225,230
94,262

10.8
19.8

12.3
26.3

Financials
Aktiv Kapital			
Storebrand			

23,800
52,270

2.5
2.8

2.5
3.0

Information technology
EDB Business Partner			
Fast Search and Transfer			
NextGenTel Holding 			
Tandberg			
Tandberg Television			

161,744
499,844
119,905
196,431
53,533

7.3
8.0
5.0
13.2
4.0

7.9
12.4
5.7
8.1
4.8

Telecommunication services
Telenor			

680,240

37.9

45.1

Unlisted shares
Daldata			
11,200
Industrifinans			
6,760
Marin Vekst			
210,000
NOS Holding 			
222,100
Ofotens og Vesterålens Dampskipsselskap			
335,700
Other Norwegian shares and similar interests				

1.8
4.1
22.8
0.5
7.2
17.9

2.0
1.1
27.3
3.4
21.8
8.7

Total Norwegian shares and similar interests				

363.0

448.6

DnB NOR Global (V)			 29,873,484
DnB NOR Globalspar			
652

2,470.2
0.2

2,800.5
0.2

Total Norwegian equity funds 				

2,470.4

2,800.7

Total Norwegian equity options				

2,833.5

3,249.3
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7 SHARES AND SIMILAR INTERESTS HELD AS CURRENT ASSETS (Cont.)
NOK million

FOREIGN SHARES						
			
Number
Cost	Market
Gjensidige Forsikring and Gjensidige Forsikring consolidated			 of shares		
value
value
Bermuda
Frontline			

19,800

4.8

5.1

Liberia
Royal Caribbean Cruises			

61,440

16.4

18.6

Luxembourg
Stolt-Offshore			
Stolt-Nielsen			

221,594
71,804

11.1
14.7

17.4
16.0

Sweden
SAS			
68,976
Unlisted
Findus A			
111,907
Findus B			
451,292
POCT Holding AB			
46,105
Salcomp A			
2,528
Salcomp C			
8,597
Tradex Converting B			
27,235
Others				

4.2

6.0

0.1
3.9
0.8
0.1
1.7
1.1
3.3

0.6
2.6
1.8
0.5
1.8
0.9
0.3

USA
Unlisted
CEREP I				
CEREP II				
Private Equity				
Others				

93.1
11.6
311.0
0.0

93.1
11.6
311.0
0.0

Total foreign shares				

478.0

487.4

DnB NOR Investment				
Genesis Investment Fund				
Partners Group				
Partners Group ABS				
Russell Alternative Strategies 				
Sector CogniMetrica				
Sector ERV 				
Sector Healthcare				
Sector Maritim				
Sector Speculare				

280.6
457.9
1,160.5
99.5
406.8
49.9
50.7
25.1
49.9
30.1

311.0
704.6
1,272.3
101.9
428.2
52.0
42.6
27.4
53.2
30.5

Total foreign shares and similar interests				

2,610.8

3,023.8

MSCI Basket Nov 06 Call 100%				

28.2

36.1

Total foreign share options				

28.2

36.1

Total foreign shares and similar interests				

3,117.0

3,547.3

Total shares and similar interests				

5,950.5

6,796.6

The company’s foreign shares is managed using a set of “MSCI World Net Dividends Index“ as benchmarks.
Norwegian shares are managed using “OSEBX” deducting the effect of DnB NOR.						
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8

BONDS AND OTHER FIXED INTEREST SECURITIES

NOK million

Gjensidige Forsikring
Gjensidige Forsikring consolidated
	Cost	Market value		Cost	Market value
			Norwegian bonds
Public listed
112.4
113.0
Government and state-guaranteed bonds
112.4
113.0
1,385.5
1,379.6
Bonds issued by banks and financial institutions
1,385.5
1,379.6
82.8
84.1
Bonds issued by counties and municipalities
82.8
84.1
217.8
218.3
Bonds issued by industrial companies
217.8
218.3
Unlisted
562.7
562.5
Bonds issued by banks and financial institutions
562.7
562.5
50.0
50.0
Bonds issued by counties and municipalities
50.0
50.0
2,411.4

2,407.6

Total Norwegian bonds

			Norwegian certificates
			
Public listed
4,142.9
4,142.5
Government and state-guaranteed bonds
Unlisted
75.0
75.0
Bonds issued by banks and financial institutions
4,217.9

4,217.4

Total Norwegian certificates

			Foreign bonds
Public listed
1,154.6
1,153.7
Government and state-guaranteed bonds
Unlisted
10.0
10.0
Government and state-guaranteed bonds
1,164.7

1,163.8

Total foreign bonds

			Foreign certificates
Public listed
2,137.4
2,176.4
Government and state-guaranteed bonds
Unlisted
1,579.8
1,578.2
Government and state-guaranteed bonds

2,411.4

2,407.6

4,142.9

4,142.5

75.0

75.0

4,217.9

4,217.4

1,154.6

1,153.7

10.0

10.0

1,164.7

1,163.8

2,137.4

2,176.4

1,579.8

1,578.2

3,717.2

3,754.6

11,511.2

11,543.4

280.1

333.0

280.1

333.0

149.5
(0.6)
0.6

162.9
3.8
(92.1)

149.6

74.7

11,940.8

11,951.0

			
Bonds, certificates, funds and financial derivatives by currency 		
1,589.9
1,588.5	NOK
1,589.9
3,274.3
3,312.6
DKK
3,274.3
17.8
17.8
EUR	
17.8
280.1
333.0	USD
280.1

1,588.5
3,312.6
17.8
333.0

3,717.2

3,754.6

11,511.2

11,543.4

			

Total foreign certificates
Total bonds and certificates

280.1

333.0

Foreign commodity indexed bonds
Public listed
Bonds issued by banks and financial institutions

280.1

333.0

Total foreign commodity indexed bonds

			
Funds and financial derivatives
149.5
162.9
Bond funds
(0.6)
3.8	Norwegian financial derivatives
0.6
(92.1)
Foreign financial derivatives
149.6

74.7

11,940.8

11,951.0

5,162.0

Total funds and financial derivatives
Total bonds, certificates, funds and financial derivatives

5,251.9	Total

Effective yield
When calculating the effective yield, the portfolio has been weighted and the yield is calculated from 31.12.05 until maturity.
The calculation is based on US dollar duration and standard Norwegian interest rate convention.
Effective yield on Norwegian bonds/certificates is 3.04 %. Effective yield on foreign bonds/certificates is 2.67 %
GJENSIDIGE annual report 2005
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9 FINANcIal DERIVATivEs
NOK million

Gjensidige Forsikring		
Gjensidige Forsikring consolidated
Principal
Principal	Market		
Principal
Principal 	Market
31.12.05
average
value		
31.12.05
average
value
		
2005
31.12.05			
2005
31.12.05
				
Interest-related contracts
Maturity of less than one year
(4,500.0)
(2,250.0)
(0.1)
FRA options
(4,500.0)
(2,250.0)
(0.1)
6,804.0
7,014.5
2.2
FRA
6,804.0
7,014.5
2.2
				
Bond options
				
IRF options
3,395.5
906.5
117.4
Interest rate SWAP	
5,172.5
2,683.5
135.9
		
(137.1)		
Bond futures		
(137.1)
				
IRF
Maturity of more than one year
				
FRA
(122.0)
(232.5)
(115.7)
Interest rate SWAP	
(122.0)
(232.5)
(115.7)
				
689.3
3,510.1
6,294.0

663.7
2,342.2
4,820.8

Currency-related contracts
Maturity of less than one year
0.5	Currency options
(60.8)
Forward contracts
(49.4)	Currency SWAP	

				
500.0
75,250.0
36.1
				
		
(156.5)		

689.3
3,510.1
6,294.0

663.7
2,342.2
4,820.8

0.5
(60.8)
(49.4)

Equity-related contracts
Maturity of less than one year
Equity options
500.0
Equity SWAP
Equity futures		

75,250.0

36.1

(156.5)

Derivatives are used in accordance with the Norwegian Derivatives in Insurance
Regulations to make asset and risk management more efficient.

• Bond futures, which are agreements to purchase or sell bonds at a particular
price on a future date.

In each asset class the individual asset managers use derivatives suited to
that class, and most of the types of financial derivatives mentioned below are
used regularly. The use of derivatives is restricted by the agreement with the
individual manager, and requirements are made for approved product lists and
sufficient expertise and systems on the part of the manager. Short positions
(in other words undertakings to sell securities that the company does not
already own, or to purchase securities without having sufficient liquid funds to
complete the transaction) are not normally permitted.
The manager in each asset class may never expose the company to a greater
amount than specified in the management mandate.

Currency-related contracts consist mainly of:
•	Currency futures, which are agreements to purchase or sell a particular
amount of currency at a particular exchange rate at a future date.
•	Currency swaps, which are agreements with banks to swap particular
amounts of different currencies at a particular exchange rate and to pay
interest on these amounts for an agreed period.
•	Currency options, which are agreements giving the right/obligation to
purchase or sell currency at a particular exchange rate at a future date.

The company’s overall foreign exchange risk is hedged almost entirely using
currency futures. The overall level of risk in the equity portfolio was reduced
during the year by buying options on broad indices rather than buying shares.
Interest rate risk in respect of foreign bonds was reduced by selling interest
rate futures.
Interest-related contracts consist mainly of:
• Interest rate swaps, which are agreements to exchange interest terms on
nominal amounts with customers or banks.
• Forward rate agreements, which are agreements that set an interest rate on
a nominal amount for a future period.
• Interest rate futures, which are agreements that secure the buyer
a particular interest rate on an amount for a future period.
• Bond options, which are agreements giving the right/obligation to purchase
or sell bonds at a particular price on or before a future date.

Equity-related contracts consist mainly of:
• Equity options, which are agreements giving the right/obligation to buy or
sell equities at a particular price on or before a future date.
• Equity swaps, which are agreements to swap equities at a particular price at
a future date.
• Equity futures, which are agreements to buy or sell equities at a particular
price on a future date.
Commodity-related contracts consist mainly of:
•	Commodity options, which are agreements giving the right/obligation to buy
or sell commodity futures at a particular price on or before a future date.
These transactions are carried out mainly with banks as counterparties.
The credit risk from these activities is considered to be marginal. Both interestrelated and currency-related transactions are conducted within established
position limits.
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10 FINANcial risk
NOK million

A  LIQUIDITY RISK						Less than	Over	No
Duration of balance sheet components						
1 year
1 year
maturity	Total
Bank deposits trading		
227.8		
1,309.8
Bank deposits operation / cash 				
714.7
Foreign bonds and certificates		
4,900.5
1,143.2		
Norwegian bonds and certificates		
5,568.7
6,351.4
162.9
Foreign equities				
1,192.1
Norwegian equities				
4,260.5
Hedge funds				
2,319.1
Foreign interest-related derivatives		
(92.1)			
Norwegian interest-related derivatives		
119.5
(115.7)		
Foreign interest-related derivatives		
36.1			
Norwegian subordinated loans		
73.2
1.8		
Total		
10,833.7
7,380.7
9,959.2

1,537.6
714.7
6,043.7
12,083.0
1,192.1
4,260.5
2,319.1
(92.1)
3.8
36.1
75.0
28,173.6

B INTEREST RATE RISK
			Fixed interests	Derivatives	Total
Interest rate decrease 1 %
Interest rate risk % 	Norway		
0.64 %
-0.02 %
0.61 %
Abroad		
0.38 %
-0.01 %
0.37 %
	Total		
0.54 %
-0.02 %
0.52 %
Interest rate risk in NOK million	Norway		
Abroad		
	Total		

50.4
18.7
69.1

(2.0)
(0.4)
(2.4)

48.4
18.3
66.7

Interest rate increase 1 %			
	Norway		
Abroad		
	Total		
Interest rate risk in NOK million	Norway		
Abroad		

-0.64 %
-0.38 %
-0.54 %
(50.4)
(18.7)

0.02 %
0.01 %
0.02 %
2.0
0.4

-0.61 %
-0.37 %
-0.52 %
(48.4)
(18.3)

	Total		

(69.1)

2.4

(66.7)

Interest rate by maturity
Decrease
Increase

0-1 year

1-2 year

2-3 year

3-5 year

5-7 year

38.9
(38.9)

9.5
(9.5)

0.6
(0.6)

5.7
(5.7)

4.6
(4.6)

7-10 year	Total
7.4
(7.4)

66.7
(66.7)

Interest rate risk is kept within set limits. A 1 per cent decrease in interest rates will increase the value of the portfolio by NOK 66.7 million,
while a 1 per cent increase in interest rates will decrease the value of the portfolio by NOK 66.7 million.
C EXCHANGE RATE RISK
Foreign exchange transactions are conducted within strictly defined limits and used both for trading purposes and to hedge financial assets. The table
specifies gross and net positions in the major currencies and the total for all currencies. The net currency position is stated on the basis of the definition from
the Norwegian central bank, Norges Bank, and consists of net assets after deducting liabilities plus purchases and sales of currency on a forward basis.
Foreign exchange exposure as at 31.12.		Assets	Liabilities	Net
Exposure (NOK)				
currency
					
position
AUD			
CAD			
CHF			
DKK			
EUR			
GBP			
JPY			
SEK			
USD			
Other currencies			
Total			
GJENSIDIGE annual report 2005

57.6
101.6
130.9
4.2
501.0
316.0
290.3
344.7
4,542.2
31.2
6,319.6

54.1
96.5
123.8
3.9
478.3
301.2
277.3
325.2
4,298.4
29.4
5,988.0

3.5
5.0
7.1
0.2
22.7
14.9
13.0
19.5
243.9
1.9
331.6
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11 LOSSES AND PROVISIONS FOR LOSSES ON LOANS AND GUARANTEES
NOK million

	     	   Gjensidige Forsikring                         Gjensidige Forsikring consolidated
			
2004
2005		
2005
2004
			
			
			
			

2.2
3.7	Specific provisions as at 01.01.
(0.9)
(1.1)	Realised losses for which provisions were previously made
2.6
3.4	New specific provisions during the period
(0.2)		Reversal of specific provisions during the period

3.7
(1.1)
3.4
(0.2)

2.2
(0.9)
2.6

			

3.7

6.1

3.7

			
			

2.4
7.4
General provisions as at 01.01.
7.4
5.0		Provisions made during the period		

2.4
5.0

			

7.4

7.4

7.4

2005

2004

2003

2002

7.0
0.9

6.3
2.6

5.0
1.2

4.3
0.4

		
2002

2003

2004

4.3
0.4

5.0
1.2

6.3
2.6

12

6.1	Specific provisions as at 31.12

7.4

General provisions as at 31.12

2005		
7.0	Non-performing loans incl. interest before prov. for losses
0.9	Non-performing loans incl. interest after prov. for losses

loans and guarantees

NOK million

A LOANS			
	   Gjensidige Forsikring			
2004
2005		

Gjensidige Forsikring consolidated
2005
2004

1.2
742.2
164.1
(3.7)

4.1
Mortgage loans
704.2 	Other loans
74.9 	Subordinated loans
(6.1)	Specific provisions for losses

27.3
704.2
74.9
(6.1)

1.2
873.3
164.1
(3.7)

903.7

777.1

800.2

1,034.8

(7.4)

(7.4)

896.3

769.7

Total loans before general provisions for losses
General provisions for losses
Total loans

(7.4)

(7.4)

792.9

1,027.4

				
Other loans consist almost entirely of interest-free loans to agricultural customers granted exclusively for the installation of fire alarm systems by these customers. The loans are not secured, and the term varies from three to more than 20 years. Applications for these loans undergo normal credit assessment before
being granted. The default rate is around 0.86 per cent.		

B subordinated loans			
Gjensidige Forsikring			
			
Companies
Four Seasons Venture II 			
Four Seasons Venture III			
Sparebanken Midt-Norge			
Sparebanken Møre			
Vervet			

Par	Cost	Market
value		
value
0.0
2.4
20.0
28.0
24.0

0.0
2.4
20.0
28.0
24.0

0.0
1.6
20.6
28.7
24.0

Total			

74.3

74.3

74.9

The loans to Sparebanken Midt-Norge and Sparebanken Møre are all interest-bearing and have a term of ten years. The loan to Vervet is currently interest-free.
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13 buildings and real estate
NOK million

				
	Total			
area in sq.
Book	MarketReal estate
meters
value
value

		
Life of
contracts
in years

Average
rent per
sq.meter

Average
index
linked.	Own
contr.%
use

Offices
186,707
Stores
28,400
Others		

2,197.4
389.3
15.7

2,643.9
6.6
1,188
89 %
518.4
3.5
1,200
100 %
15.7				

45 %
0%

Total Gjensidige Forsikring

215,107

2,602.5

3,178.1

6.5

1,190

95 %

40 %

Offices
Stores
Hotel

224,545
33,705
14,970

4,192.5
494.1
298.4

3,950.6
513.1
358.2

4.0
4.5
19.0

1,317
925
1,460

98 %
100 %
100 %

0%
0%
0%

Total Gjensidige Forsikring cons.

488,327

7,587.6

8,000.1				

							
Geographical distributed
Oslo
106,010
1,463.3
1,755.0
8.8
1,115
97 %
Bergen
16,491
110.6
166.1
1.2
850
80 %
Trondheim
8,539
129.0
151.3
5.0
1,200
98 %
Stavanger
2,644
52.0
46.1
6.9
1,250
100 %
Other cities
66,368
740.7
926.4
4.0
1,010
90 %
Others
15,055
106.9
133.1
2.5
805
81 %

50 %
30 %
0%
95 %
30 %
30 %

Total Gjensidige Forsikring

215,107

2,602.5

3,178.1

6.5

1,190

95 %

40 %

Oslo
Stavanger
Other cities
Sweden

224,545
20,082
13,623
14,970

4,192.5
289.0
205.1
298.4

3,950.6
290.0
223.1
358.2

4.0
5.0
4.0
19.0

1,317
895
975
1,460

98 %
100 %
100 %
100 %

0%
0%
0%
0%

Total Gjensidige Forsikring cons.

488,327

7,587.6

8,000.1				

							
Areas used for parking and storage are included when calculating the average rent per square metre.
							
PROPERTIES FOR OWN USE
All properties for own use are leased at market rates. Own use includes tenants from all parts of the Gjensidige Forsikring group and the cooperating mutual
fire insurers.						
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14

tangible fixed assets, intangible assets and goodwill

NOK million

A  tangible fixed assets, intangible assets and goodwill
			
      Gjensidige Forsikring		                          Gjensidige Forsikring consolidated
		 Intang-		 Buildings		
Buildings		 Intangible	Fixed
& real		
& real	Fixed
ible
Goodwill
assets
assets
estate		
estate
assets
assets Goodwill
765.1
288.8
560.6
				
		
41.8
114.4
		
(88.6)
(27.8)
765.1

241.9

647.2

(421.0)
(122.4)
(395.2)
				
(130.7)
(50.7)
(55.5)
		
66.8
17.0
				
(551.6)

(106.3)

			
213.5

135.6

(433.6)

2,968.6	Cost as at 01.01.
66.5	Correction of cost as at 01.01
188.6
Additions during the year
(125.7)
Disposals during the year

3,301.4
41.1
480.1
4,312.6

566.6
6.2
160.4
(27.8)

296.7
0.3
42.2
(88.6)

788.1

3,098.0	Cost as at 31.12.

8,135.2

705.4

250.6

882.1

(420.8)
Accumulated depreciation and write-downs as at 01.01.
(66.5)	Correction of accumulated write-downs
(66.8)
Depreciation for the year
31.3
Disposals during the year
27.2	Previous write-ups

(420.8)
(80.7)
(104.6)
31.3
27.2

(396.8)
(24.4)
(64.1)
17.0

(130.0)
(0.3)
(50.8)
66.8

(422.7)
(0.9)
(157.3)

(495.5)	Accumulated depreciation and write-downs as at 31.12.

(547.6)

(468.3)

(114.4)

(580.9)

136.2

301.2

86.0		Uncompleted projects		
299.7

2,602.5

Book value as at 31.12.

7,587.6

94.0

86.0
323.1

			
	Str.-line	Str.-line	Str.-line	Str.-line
Depreciation method	Str.-line	Str.-line	Str.-line	Str.-line
4-10 12,5-20
10-33
2
Depreciation rate (per cent)
2-4
10-33 12,5-20
4-10
			
External assistance in development due to introduction or significant upgrade of EDP-software,
including adjustment of standard systems, is activated as intangible assets. 				
B

SPEcification of GOODWILL			

Gjensidige Forsikring			                           Gjensidige Forsikring consolidated
							Depreciat.
						Depreciation
for the
2004
2005				
period
year
2005
2004
46.1
30.8
		
73.6
55.2
		
44.3
35.5
		
180.0
92.0
		
				
344.1

213.5

Insurance portfolio – Occupational group life insurance
Insurance portfolio – Association group life insurance
Insurance portfolio – Credit life insurance
Insurance portfolio – Occ /personal group life insurance
Acquisition occupational health service – Glitne

10 år
15.4
10 år
18.4
10 år
8.9
5 år
88.0
4-7 år		

		Total goodwill		

130.7

30.8
55.2
35.5
92.0
87.7

46.1
73.6
44.3
180.0
21.3

301.2

365.4

The amortisation period for the insurance portfolios taken over and the acquisition is based on the anticipated time needed to realise the synergy effects and
the time frame on the insurance portfolios future earnings.

15 additions and disposals of buildings and real estate
NOK million

        Gjensidige Forsikring	                             Gjensidige Forsikring consolidated
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005		
2005
2004
2003
2002
675.5
14.8

272.6
233.1

303.7
533.5

15.4
162.4

188.6
72.8

Additions
Disposals

3,943.2
72.8

339.2
171.7

303.7
605.0

393.3
291.8

2001
710.3
14.8
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16 pension expenses and pension liabilities
NOK million

Gjensidige Forsikring operates a occupational pension insurance scheme (TPES)
with a standard retirement age of 67 (65 for insurance agents). The retirement
pension constitutes 70 per cent of the pension base, based on the number of
years of service and final salary. The scheme also includes a pension for surviving
spouse, children and a disability pension subject to specific rules. In addition,
Gjensidige Forsikring has pension liabilities for some employees with a lower
retirement age, employees with salaries above 12 times the social security base
amount, and supplementary pensions.
Employees are entitled to apply for an AFP contractual pension from the age
of 62. AFP is classified as an unfunded scheme. The impact of the introduction
of the scheme on 1 January 1999 is being amortised over the average remaining service period. Pension liabilities are valued at the present value of future
pension benefits accrued by the balance sheet date for accounting purposes.
Future pension benefits are calculated on the basis of expected final salary.
When measuring accrued pension liabilities, estimated values on the balance

sheet date are used. The discount rate is based on the ten-year government
bond yield with a supplement to reflect the average time remaining to the payment of benefits. Pension funds are valued at market value (transfer value). When
valuing pension funds, estimated values on the balance sheet date are used.
Differences between estimated pension liabilities/estimated value of pension
funds at the end of the previous financial year and actuarially calculated pension liabilities/actual value of pension funds at the beginning of the following
year are amortised over the average remaining service period.
 Net pension liabilities are the difference between the present value of gross
pension liabilities and the value of the pension funds, taking account of amortisation of actuarial gains/losses and scheme amendments. In accordance with
the Norwegian standard, employer’s contributions are taken into account in periods of underfunding. Net pension liabilities for funded and unfunded schemes
are shown in the balance sheet under other assets in the case of overfunding
and under provisions for other risks and liabilities in the case of underfunding.

Assumption on which the calculations are based:				
2005
2004
Discount rate (01.01/31.12)			 5.0 %/5.0 % 5.5 %/6.0 %
Expected return			
6.0 %
7.0 %
Salary adjustment			
2.5 %
3.0 %
Change in social security base amount			
2.5 %
3.0 %
Pension adjustment 			
2.0 %
2.5 %
Employer’s contribution rate			
14.1 %
14.1 %
Staff turnover before/after 40 years			Ladder	Ladder
Probability of AFP early retirement			
40.0 %
40.0 %
     Gjensidige Forsikring		                             Gjensidige Forsikring consolidated
	Funds-	Non funds-			Funds-	Non funds-		
based
based	Total		
based
based	Total
				
Pension liabilities 2004
1,808.4
259.2
2,067.6
Accrued pension liabilities
1,813.5
260.3
2,073.7
(1,626.2)
0.0
(1,626.2)
Value of pension funds
(1,632.2)
0.0
(1,632.2)
0.0
(47.5)
(47.5)	Changes to schemes
0.0
(47.5)
(47.5)
(679.8)
(87.6)
(767.4)
Actuarial gains/losses
(681.1)
(87.8)
(768.8)
(497.7)
124.1
(373.6)	Net pension liabilities
(499.8)
125.0
(374.8)
(21.0)
16.0
(5.0)
Accrued employer’s contributions
(21.0)
16.2
(4.9)
(518.7)
140.1
(378.6)	Net pension liabilities incl. employer’s contribution *
(520.8)
141.1
(379.7)
				
Pension liabilities 2005
2,058.9
258.0
2,316.9
Accrued pension liabilities
2,126.1
260.8
2,386.9
(1,813.7)		
(1,813.7)
Value of pension funds
(1,873.7)
0.0
(1,873.7)
		
(40.9)
(40.9)	Changes to schemes
(0.8)
(41.3)
(42.1)
(738.1)
(93.1)
(831.2)
Actuarial gains/losses
(745.1)
(93.0)
(838.0)
(492.8)
123.9
(368.9)	Net pension liabilities
(493.4)
126.5
(366.9)
(22.6)
16.5
(6.2)
Accrued employer’s contributions
(21.6)
16.8
(4.7)
(515.4)
140.4
(375.0)	Net pension liabilities incl. employer’s contribution *
(515.0)
143.3
(371.7)
				
Pension liabilities 2005
89.3
13.6
102.9 	Pension benefits accrued during the year
96.9
13.9
110.8
95.2
13.6
108.7
Interest on pension liabilities
97.9
13.7
111.6
(100.4)
0.0
(100.4)
Estimated return on pension funds
(103.6)
0.0
(103.6)
3.2
0.0
3.2
Administration costs
3.2
0.0
3.2
55.4
16.8
72.2
Amortisation of actuarial gains/losses
55.0
16.9
71.9
142.7
44.0
186.7 	Net pension expenses
149.4
44.4
193.9
18.2
6.2
24.4
Accrued employer’s contributions
19.2
6.2
25.5
160.9
50.2
211.1 	Total pension expenses incl employer’s contribution
168.6
50.7
219.3
				Number of members
2,375
1,885 		Number of employees covered by schemes
2,693
1,910
758
234 		Number of pensioners covered by schemes
780
235
3,133
2,119 		Total number of members
3,473
2,145
*)	  When a funds based scheme has been overfunded, the balance booking is limited to the amount that most probably will be used over time.
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17 tax
NOK million

    Gjensidige Forsikring		                             Gjensidige Forsikring consolidated
Positive temporary timing differences
2005
2004
2004
2005
5.4 		Shares, bonds and other securities		
11.4
10.9 	Other financial assets
29.8
518.7
516.7 	Pension funds
517.6
127.2
21.0 	Capital gains/losses
29.1

5.4
11.4
518.7
127.2

662.7

548.7

Total positive temporary timing differences

576.5

662.7

			
Negative temporary timing differences
(170.6)
(145.4)	Real estate
		
(0.0)	Shares, bonds and other securities
(98.8)
(67.3)	Tangible fixed assets
(149.1)
(123.0)	Receivables/provisions required by GAAP etc
(140.1)
(138.9)	Pension liabilities

(65.3)
(5.9)
(72.8)
(130.7)
(148.6)

(170.6)
(5.8)
(103.9)
(180.5)
(141.8)

(423.3)

(602.5)

576.5
(423.3)
10.3

662.7
(602.5)
(29.9)

163.6

30.4

(558.6)

(474.5)

662.7
(558.6)
(29.9)

548.7 	Total positive temporary timing differences
(474.5)	Total negative temporary timing differences
10.3 	Tax-free share of temporary timing differences

74.2

Total negative temporary timing differences

84.5 	Total

0.0
(569.2)

0.0 	Tax losses brought forward and adjustment-related income
(599.8)	Tax credits brought forward *

(75.3)
(599.8)

(10.1)
(569.2)

(495.0)

(515.3)

(511.5)

(548.8)

Net temporary timing differences ***

			
Timing differences that cannot be assessed
(495.0)
(515.3)	Net temporary timing differences (tax rate 28%)

(511.5)

(548.8)

(143.2)

(153.7)

			Income tax expense
			Taxes payable – Norway
8.7
(2.0)
(6.0)
Wealth tax
(6.0)
(62.3)		Tax from group contributions		
(5.0)		
Adjustments for previous years		
222.0
5.7	Change in deferred tax
(10.5)
			
Adjustments for companies partly owned during the year
0.4

(3.8)
(2.0)
2.7
12.6
138.4

(138.6)

(144.3)

Deferred tax / (tax benefit)

			
Calculation of taxable income
1,562.2
3,398.5 	Profit before tax
(36.1)
(11.2)
Adjustments in respect of equity method
14.0
5.4
Group contributions received
(228.5)
(5.2)
Group contributions paid
(961.4)
(3,096.5)	Permanent timing differences **
(7.8)
(34.0)	Change in temporary timing differences **
(54.1)		
Adjustments for previous years
288.3

152.7

256.9

(0.3)

Taxable income ***

Income tax expense (-)

(7.4)

147.8

*)		Amount restated as tax loss brought forward
**)
Taxable part
***) Utilisation of credits brought forward does not result in tax payable
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18 change in equity
NOK million

    Gjensidige Forsikring		                             Gjensidige Forsikring consolidated
2004
2005		
2005
2004
7,388.7
1,714.9
		
5.6
9,109.2

9,109.2
Equity as at 01.01.
3,398.2 	Profit for the year
(22.2)	Conversion differences
1.9
Adjustments for previous years
12,487.1 	Equity as at 31.12.

9,109.2
3,398.2
(22.2)
1.9

7,388.7
1,714.9

12,487.1

9,109.2

5.6

19 capital ratio
NOK million

    Gjensidige Forsikring		                             Gjensidige Forsikring consolidated
2004
2005		
2005
2004
9,109.2
(417.0)
(344.1)
(138.6)
(166.3)

12,487.1
Equity
(415.4)	Overfunded pension liabilities after tax
(213.5)
Goodwill
(144.3)
Deferred tax benefit
(135.6)	Other intangible assets

12,487.1
(416.2)
(301.2)
(143.2)
(136.2)

8,043.1

11,578.3

11,490.4

8,004.7

0.0

(1,309.0)

11,490.4

6,695.7

11,006.0
266.3
8,338.5
531.9
20,653.2

10,439.9
1,513.3
7,295.6
1,008.8
11,524.0

301.2
143.2
136.2
(13.5)
(76.6)

365.4
153.7
166.7
(11.2)
142.9

(1,309.0)
6,734.1

11,578.3

10,403.9
1,513.3
7,544.0
767.3
11,555.1

11,005.1
266.3
8,281.4
458.5
18,035.5

344.1
138.6
166.3
(11.2)
143.9

Core capital

0.0 	Primary capital in other financial institutions
Net primary capital (A)

Assets with a 0% risk weight
Assets with a 10% risk weight
Assets with a 20% risk weight
Assets with a 50% risk weight
Assets with a 100% risk weight
Other non-weighted assets
213.5
Goodwill
144.3
Deferred tax benefit
135.6 	Other intangible assets
(13.5)	Loss provisions
(76.6)
Derivatives

9,109.2
(418.7)
(365.4)
(153.7)
(166.7)

32,565.3

38,450.0

Total assets

41,286.3

32,599.1

0.0
151.3
1,508.8
383.6
11,555.1

0.0 	Risk weighted assets – 0%
26.6 	Risk weighted assets – 10%
1,656.3 	Risk weighted assets – 20%
229.2 	Risk weighted assets – 50%
18,035.5 	Risk weighted assets – 100%

0.0
26.6
1,667.7
265.9
20,653.2

0.0
151.3
1,459.1
504.4
11,524.0

13,598.9

19,947.7

22,613.5

13,638.9

25.7
0.0
(13.5)

25.2
(1,309.0)
(11.2)

22,625.7

12,343.8

50.8 %
8.0 %

54.2 %
8.0 %

24.9
(1,309.0)
(11.2)
12,303.6
54.7 %
8.0 %

Weighted total assets

25.7
Weighted reinvestment cost derivatives
0.0 	Primary capital in other financial institutions
(13.5)	Loss provisions
19,959.9

Risk weighted calculation base (B)

58.0 %
Capital ratio (A/B)
8.0 %	NFSA minimum requirement
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solvency margin

NOK million

		 Gjensidige Forsikring
2004
2005
6,734.1
812.5
0.0
1,851.4
9,398.0
2,042.7

11,578.3 	Net primary capital
917.4 	Proportion of security provision
42.7 	Proportion of reinsurance provision
1,463.2 	Natural perils fund (for 2005 only 75 % of the natural peril fund is included)
14,001.7 	Solvency margin capital
2,256.6 	Solvency margin minimum requirement

7,355.2

11,745.1

460.1 %

21

In excess of requirement

620.5 %	Solvency margin capital in percent of requirement			

salaries and general administration expenses

NOK million

    Gjensidige Forsikring		                             Gjensidige Forsikring consolidated
2004
2005		
2005
2004
2.254

2.272

Average number of employees

2.611

2.448

1.8
0.0

1.5
1.4

0.5

4.3

			
Remuneration of:
1.7
1.7
Board of directors
0.2
0.2 	Control Committee
0.5
0.7 	Supervisory board of Gjensidige Forsikring
			
Auditor’s fees (incl. VAT)
1.1
1.0
Audit
0.0
0.0 	Consultancy – technical account support and legal consultancy
0.1
0.1 	Consultancy – tax
5.3
0.4 	Consultancy – other
	No agreements have been entered into on special severance payments for the chairmen of the board of directors or supervisory board.
Nor have any such agreements been entered into with other senior executive officers.
The Chief Executive Officer received a salary for the year of NOK 2 951 365 and estimated benefits in kind of NOK 197 701.
The Chief Executive Officer has an early retirement agreement entitling him to retire on 100% of his final salary at age 62, reduced to 70% of his final salary at
age 67. Should he or the board so wish, it is also possible for him to retire at age 60.

22 BLOCKED FUNDS
NOK million

    Gjensidige Forsikring		                             Gjensidige Forsikring consolidated
2004
2005		
2005
2004
			
Blocked bank deposits
59.8
61.3 	Source-deductible tax accounts

67.5

62.6

			
18.4
17.8

55.6

51.0

40.5
0.0

36.2
33.2

Securities placed as security for
Insurance operations

			
Deposits placed as security for
36.2
40.5
Insurance operations
33.2
0.0 	Securities trading
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23 Off balance liabilities
NOK million

Guarantees
    Gjensidige Forsikring		                             Gjensidige Forsikring consolidated
2004
2005		
2005
2004
			
Gross guarantee liabilities		
			Liabilities, reinsurance share		
0.0

0.0

Guarantee liabilities, net of reinsurance

0.0

			
Guarantee liabilities, net of reinsurance, broken down
			Loan guarantees		
			Contract guarantees		
0.0

0.0 	Total guarantees, net of reinsurance

0.0

			Of which related to credit insurance		

68.3
(21.4)
46.9
45.0
1.9
46.9
46.9

See note 3 for information on related party guarantees for the group and cooperating companies. As part of its ordinary asset management the company has
undertaken to invest up to NOK 378,8 millions in private equty investments in excess of the amount recorded in the accounts.

24 BALANCE SHEET COMPONENTS
NOK million

    Gjensidige Forsikring		                             Gjensidige Forsikring consolidated
2004
2005		
2005
2004
			Receivables in connection with insurance
1,815.6
2,001.2 	Receivables in connection with direct insurance
158.6
215.1 	Receivables in connection with reinsurance
1,974.2
2,216.3
Total
			Other receivables
4.3
17.3 	Receivables in connection with real estate
26.8
7.5 	Receivables in connection with asset management
28.5
225.5 	Other receivables
59.6
250.3 	Total
			
Prepaid expenses and accrued interests
187.1
257.8
Accrued, not received rental income and interests
4.1
6.4 	Other prepaid expenses and accrued interests
191.2
264.2 	Total
			Other provisions
26.5
50.0 	Non-recurring payment to employees
81.1
71.8 	Restructuring costs
107.6
121.8 	Total
			Liabilities in connection with insurance
183.5
169.4 	Liabilities in connection with direct insurance
61.0
51.5 	Liabilities in connection with reinsurance
244.5
220.9 	Total
			Other liabilities
48.2
0.0 	Operating outstanding amounts DnB NOR	
138.8
130.3 	Oustanding accounts fire mutuals
78.6
133.8
Accounts payable
77.5
27.9 	Liabilities real estate
18.2
15.0 	Liabilities asset management
245.6
249.1 	Liabilities public authorities
43.1
53.1 	Other liabilities
650.0
609.3 	Total
			Accrued expenses and prepaid income
142.3
139.1 	Unpaid government fees
40.9
0.0
Deferred revenue recognition, sales compensation Gjensidige NOR Datadrift
0.0
0.0 	Other accrued expenses and prepaid income
183.2
139.1 	Total
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2,006.0
215.5
2,221.5

1,825.5
174.4
1,999.9

17.3
7.5
298.9
323.8

4.3
26.8
36.2
67.3

257.8
6.4
264.2

187.4
4.0
191.4

50.0
71.8
121.8

26.5
81.1
107.6

169.4
53.3
222.8

183.4
69.5
252.9

0.0
130.3
133.8
27.9
15.0
249.1
199.7
755.9

48.2
138.8
78.6
77.5
18.2
245.6
77.0
683.9

139.4
0.0
0.0
139.4

142.3
40.9
0.9
184.1
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25 Amounts owed to credit institutions
NOK million

    Gjensidige Forsikring		                             Gjensidige Forsikring consolidated
2004
2005		
2005
2004
			

Recognised value in the balance sheet
Liabilities to financial institutions
			
Mortgage loans
			Sellers credit
0.0

0.0 	Liabilities to financial institutions

			Fair value
Liabilities to financial institutions
			
Mortgage loans
			Sellers credit
0.0

0.0 	Liabilities to financial institutions

2.665.6
7.4

0.0
0.0

2.673.0

0.0

2.662.0
7.4

0.0
0.0

2.669.4

0.0

			
In July 2005 Oslo Areal ASA entered into an agreement on new long-term financing with an international bank syndicate arranged by SEB Merchant Banking
with a maturity of eight years. The credit limit at 31 December 2005 was NOK 2.750 million, equivalent to a 75 per cent mortgage, and serves as a drawdown
facility where the amount of credit available is reduced over the life of the loan. The balance outstanding at 31 December 2005 was NOK 2.666 million.
The loan is secured against investment properties held by subsidiaries and against the shares in the subsidiaries. There are also charges against claims under
intercompany loans, claims under hedging arrangements, and all bank accounts and insurances. Oslo Areal has additionally guaranteed all credit obligations,
and the company’s subsidiaries have issued guarantees for the company’s obligations under these credit facilities to the extent permitted by the Norwegian
Companies Act. 					
The consolidated group is exposed for interests changes on the loans based on following terms						
				
2005
12 months or less					
1-5 years					
More than 5 years					

901.0
1,344.0
421.0

Total					

2,666.0

Terms on long term loans:			
Between 1-2 years					
Between 2-5 years					
More than 5 years					

63.0
115.0
2,488.0

Total					

2,666.0

			
The effective interest on the balance date was:			
Mortgage loan					
3.90 %
Sellers credit					
3.00 %
			
	The consolidated group has unused credit line of NOK 44,7 million which will expire after more than one year.			

26 Contingent liabilities
NOK m

Gjensidige Forsikring
In some years Gjensidige has purchased reinsurance cover for its occupational injury and casualty portfolio from Cigna Re. Cigna Re has filed a claim based on
the provision of incorrect and/or incomplete information in connection with this reinsurance, and requested arbitration under the contracts’ arbitration clause
in October 2004. Cigna Re filed its writ of summons in this arbitration case on 15 July 2005, and the main arbitration proceedings will probably take place in
autumn 2006. Gjensidige contests the claim.
Gjensidige Forsikring group
Oslo Areal ASA has received a writ of summons from the company’s manager, Newsec Asset Management. The background to this is Oslo Areal’s rejection of
Newsec’s claim for the payment of a success fee in connection with Gjensidige’s purchase of shares in the company. The board of directors of Oslo Areal is of
the opinion that such payment is not warranted. The claim amounts to NOK 76.2 million.
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Transition to International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
Unaudited

Gjensidige’s consolidated financial statements have
been prepared in accordance with the Norwegian
Financial Reporting Act, the Norwegian Financial
Reporting Regulations for Insurance Companies,
and Norwegian generally accepted accounting
principles (NGAAP). With effect from 2005 all
listed companies must prepare their consolidated
financial statements on the basis of EU-approved
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).
Gjensidige plans to implement IFRS once this is
also permitted for its parent company financial
statements, or once the Norwegian Financial Reporting Regulations for Insurance Companies have
been harmonised with IFRS valuation rules. This will
probably take place with effect from 2007. The implementation of IFRS from the 2007 financial year
requires the restatement of the opening balance at
1 January 2006. The following presents the most
significant consequences of implementing IFRS
based on current rules and interpretations.
A. Insurance contracts
IFRS 4 “Insurance contracts” is an important
standard for Gjensidige as its insurance products
are covered by this standard. International work on
this standard has been divided into two phases.
In the first phase, current accounting policies for
insurance contracts can essentially be retained.
However, the standard does require that reinsurers’
share (reinsurance) of insurance liabilities no longer
be offset but instead be classified as an asset.
Reinsurers’ share of Gjensidige’s insurance liabilities
amounted to NOK 369.4 million at 1 January 2006.
This amount has been reduced by the reinsurance
provisions of NOK 47.3 million recognised at 31
December 2005. Under current rules, these reinsurance provisions are to be used to cover the costs
incurred if one or more of the company’s reinsurers
fails to meet its share of total claims liabilities. The
reinsurance provisions serve to reduce the amount
receivable from reinsurers in the draft opening
balance sheet.
The offsetting of reinsurance has no impact on equity, and the reclassification has been implemented
in the draft opening balance sheet. Work on IFRS
4 is ongoing, and the second phase is expected to
result in substantial changes to the standard, but
probably not until at least 2010.
B. Security provisions in the broad sense
Security provisions in the broad sense comprise
Gjensidige’s security provisions, reinsurance provi-
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sions, administrative provisions, natural perils fund
and guarantee scheme provisions. Under current
financial reporting legislation, security provisions are
classified as technical provisions between liabilities
and equity. Some of these schemes are unique to
Norway, and IFRS provides no specific guidelines
for how these are to be classified in IFRS financial
statements. Until such guidelines are in place, the
current accounting policies will be retained in the
draft opening balance sheet, with the exception of
reinsurance provisions as discussed above. (Unexpired risk provisions are expected to be included in
premium provisions in IFRS financial statements.)
C. Pension liabilities
The accounting treatment of pensions under
NGAAP differs from IFRS in two main ways: the
treatment of actuarial gains in the opening balance
sheet, and the discount rate applied. IFRS 1 “Firsttime adoption of International Financial Reporting
Standards” contains a transitional rule which allows
the recognition of actuarial gains in equity in the
opening balance sheet rather than retrospective
calculation of what the assets and liabilities would
have been had IFRS been applied since the start of
the pension scheme. Gjensidige has opted to apply
this transitional rule. IFRS also requires the discount
rate to be based on the market yield on the balance sheet date on a very high-quality corporate
bond with approximately the same maturity as the
group’s liabilities. As there are no such bonds in
Norway, the discount rate corresponds to the tenyear government bond yield with a supplement to
reflect the average time remaining to the payment
of benefits. The discount rate at 1 January 2006
under IFRS has been calculated at 4.0 per cent. The
impact on equity amounts to NOK 1,379 million.
D. Real estate
Gjensidige carries its real estate at historical cost in
line with NGAAP. IAS 40 allows investment properties to be carried at fair value, and Gjensidige plans
to value its investment properties on the basis of
this standard. Fair value is determined internally and
is to be based on a long-term assessment of the
properties’ standard, location, cash flows, development potential and potential realisable value.
On transition to IFRS, all investment properties will
be adjusted to fair value, and this will have a positive impact on consolidated equity of NOK 165.4
million. Changes in value in subsequent periods will
be recognised in profit/loss.

Properties for own use must be valued in accordance with IAS 16. These are properties which
Gjensidige has at its own disposal, and will continue
to be carried at historical cost.
E. Goodwill
IFRS 3 “Business combinations” prohibits the amortisation of goodwill. Instead there is to be an annual impairment test to ensure that any diminution
in value is recognised. Gjensidige’s consolidated
profit for 2005 was stated after goodwill amortisation charges of NOK 157.3 million. Such charges
will not be recognised in IFRS financial statements.
F. Financial instruments
Financial assets are currently carried mainly at fair
value or amortised cost. This can be continued under IAS 39 “Financial instruments”. Gjensidige’s 2.2
per cent holding in DnB NOR is currently classified
as a fixed asset and carried at historical cost. On
transition to IFRS, it will instead be carried at fair
value, and this will have a positive impact on equity
of NOK 1,186.4 million. Subsequent changes in
value will be recognised in profit/loss.
G. Loans
Under IFRS, loans are to be carried at amortised
cost and accrued using the effective interest rate
method. Impairment losses are to be recognised in
the event of objective evidence. Implementation
of IFRS will not entail any major changes in the
valuation of loans. With effect from 1 January
2006 the parent company financial statements
will recognise loans on the basis of Norway’s new
Accounting for Loans and Guarantees Regulations
for Financial Institutions. These require loans to be
carried at amortised cost, which is in line with IFRS.
The accounting treatment of loans will therefore be
the same under NGAAP and IFRS.
H. Accounting provisions
Accounting provisions made under NGAAP need
to be reviewed against the definition of liabilities
under IFRS. Items which do not meet this definition must be reversed and recognised in equity.
Provisions of NOK 55 million have been reversed in
the opening balance sheet as a result of them not
being deemed to meet the definition of a liability
under IFRS.
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NOK million

Gjensidige Forsikring consolidated				
			
			
Balance
BALANCE SHEET		Note
sheet
ASSETS
Intangible assets		
E
580.5
Financial assets				
Buildings and real estate		
D
6,634.6
Properties for own use			
953.0
Shares in assosiates			
7.5
Financial fixed assets except group
Shares and similar interests		
F
1,151.6
Bonds held to maturity			
6,087.5
Loans		
G
792.9
Other financial fixed assets			
18.5
Financial current assets
Shares and other similar interests			
6,796.6
Bonds and other fixed interest securities			
11,951.0
Deposits with financial institutions			
1,575.4
Reinsurance deposits			
1.6
Total financial assets			
35,970.1
Receiveables				
Reinsurance assets		
A
0.0
Receiveables arising out of direct insurance operations 			
2,221.5
Other receiveables			
323.8
Total receiveables			
2,545.2
Other assets				
Total other assets			
1,928.7
Prepaid expences and accrued interests			
264.2
TOTAL ASSETS			
14,288.8
EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity fund			
12,478.1
Technical provisions				
Provision for premium, gross			
5,253.8
Reinsurers' share		
A
(9.0)
Provisions for premium, net of reinsurance			
5,244.8
Claims provisions, gross			
14,502.6
Reinsurers' share		
A
(407.7)
Claims provisions, net of reinsurance			
14,095.0
Provision for premium discounts			
6.2
Security provisions etc				
Provisions for insufficient premium level			
0.1
Security provision			
2,041.6
Reinsurance provision		
A
47.3
Administration provision			
871.4
Natural perils fund provision			
1,950.9
Guarantee scheme			
483.6
Total security provision etc		
B
5,394.9
Total technical provisions, net of reinsurance			
24,740.9
Provisions for other risks and liabilities				
Pension liabilities		C	
148.6
Other provisions		
H
121.8
Total provisions for other risks and liabilities			
270.4
Liabilities				
Liabilities arising out of direct insurance operations			
222.8
Amounts owed to credit institutions			
2,672.5
Other liabilities			
755.9
Total liabilities			
3,651.1
Accrued expences and prepaid income			
139.4
TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES			
41,288.8

Draft Implembalance entation
sheet
effect
IFRS	IFRS
580.5
6,800.0
165.4
953.0
7.5 		
2,338.0
1,186.4
6,087.5 		
792.9 		
18.5 		
6,796.6 		
11,951.0 		
1,575.4 		
1.6 		
37,321.9
1,351.8
369.4
369.4
2,221.5 		
323.8 		
2,914.6
369.4
1,928.7 		
264.2 		
43,010.0
1,721.2
12,514.7

27.6

5,253.8 		
(0.0)
9.0
5,244.8 		
14,502.6 		
0.0
407.7
14,095.0 		
6.2 		
0.1 		
2,041.6 		
(0.0)
(47.3)
871.4 		
1,950.9 		
483.6
5,347.6
(47.3)
25,110.3

369.4

1,527.8
66.8
1,594.6

1,379.2
(55.0)
1,324.2

222.8 		
2,672.5 		
700.9 		
3,651.1
139.4 		
43,010.0
1,721.2
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auditors’ report for 2005

gjensidige forsikring and consolidated

TO THE SUPERVISORY BOARD AND THE GENERAL MEETING OF GJENSIDIGE FORSIKRING

Auditors’ report for 2005
We have audited the annual financial statements of Gjensidige Forsikring as of December 31, 2005, showing a profit of NOK 3 398 million for the parent
company and a profit of NOK 3 398 million for the group. We have also audited the information in the directors’ report concerning the financial statements,
the going concern assumption, and the proposal for the allocation of the profit. The annual financial statements comprise the balance sheet, the statements
of income and cash flows, the accompanying notes and the group accounts. The regulations of the Norwegian accounting act and accounting standards,
principles and practices generally accepted in Norway have been applied in the preparation of the financial statements. These financial statements are the
responsibility of the Company’s Board of Directors and President & CEO. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements and on other
information according to the requirements of the Norwegian Act on Auditing and Auditors.
We conducted our audit in accordance with the laws, regulations and auditing standards and practices generally accepted in Norway, including standards
on auditing adopted by The Norwegian Institute of Public Accountants. These auditing standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates
made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. To the extent required by law and auditing standards an audit also
comprises a review of the management of the Company’s financial affairs and its accounting and internal control systems. We believe that our audit provides
a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion,
• the financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the law and regulations and give a true and fair view of the financial position of the
company and the group as of December 31, 2005, and the results of its operations and its cash flows for the year then ended, in accordance with
accounting standards, principles and practices generally accepted in Norway
• the company's management has fulfilled its duty to produce a proper and clearly set out registration and documentation of accounting information in
accordance with the law and good bookkeeping practice in Norway
• the information in the directors' report concerning the financial statements, the going concern assumption, and the proposal for the allocation of the profit
are consistent with the financial statements and comply with the law and regulations
Oslo, 8 March 2006

PricewaterhouseCoopers AS

Geir Julsvoll
State Authorised Public Accountant (Norway)

Note: This translation from Norwegian has been prepared for information purposes only.
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Statement by the control commitee
gjensidige forsikring and consolidated

To the general meeting and committee of representatives of Gjensidige Forsikring
Together with the auditor, actuary and Chief Financial Officer, the audit committee has, in accordance with its standing instructions, reviewed the report of the
board of directors, the annual accounts and the auditor’s report for Gjensidige Forsikring and the Gjensidige Forsikring group for the year 2005.
The committee has received all documents and information requested.
The committee recommends the adoption of the accounts presented as the accounts of Gjensidige Forsikring and the Gjensidige Forsikring group for the year 2005.

Oslo, 9 March 2006

Kåre Lund	Tove Melgård

Marit Tønsberg

Chairman

Statement by the Committee of Representatives
gjensidige forsikring and consolidated

At the meeting of 22 March 2006 the Committee of Representatives has reviewed the report of the board of directors and the accounts for 2005
for Gjensidige Forsikring and Gjensidige Forsikring Group, including the proposal for the distribution of the net profit.
The Committee of Representatives recommends the general meeting to approve the report of the Board of Directors and the accounts.
The Committee of Representatives recommends the general meeting to approve that the net profit of the year of NOK 3.398 to be distributed as follows:
To equity NOK 3.398 million
The Committee of Representatives acknowledge the accounts for the Gjensidige Forsikringsgruppen.

Oslo, 22 March 2006

          Randi Braathe
    Chairman of the Committee of Representatives
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profit and loss account
gjensidige forsikringsgruppen*
NOK million
TECHNICAL ACCOUNT GENERAL INSURANCE			

2005		

2004

Premiums
Gross premiums written			
Outward reinsurance premiums			

13,882.7 		
(353.3)		

12,920.1
(391.1)

Premiums written, net of reinsurance			

13,529.4 		

12,529.0

Change in the gross provison for unearned premiums			
Change in the provision for unearned premiums, reinsurers’ share			

(163.6)		
(7.9)		

(167.3)
(16.4)

Earned premiums, net of reinsurance			

13,357.9 		

12,345.2

Allocated return on investments transferred from the non-technical account			

714.4 		

633.9

Claims
Gross paid claims			
Paid claims, reinsurers’ share 			
Change in the provision for claims, gross			
Change in the provision for claims, reinsurers’ share			

(7,481.3)		
153.9 		
(1,994.2)		
(151.2)		

(7,398.1)
202.5
(1,104.5)
(220.9)

Claims incurred, net of reinsurance			

(9,472.8)		

(8,521.0)

Premium discounts and other profit agreements			

(4.2)		

(7.8)

Operating expenses
Administrative expenses including sales expenses			
Reinsurance commission			

(2,763.5)		
5.5 		

(2,498.2)
5.8

Net operating expenses			

(2,758.0)		

(2,492.4)

Underwriting result before changes in security provision etc.			

1,837.2 		

1,957.9

Change in security provision etc.
Change in provision for insufficient premium level			
Change in security provision			
Change in reinsurance provision			
Change in administration provision			
Change in natural perils fund			
Change in guarantee scheme			

9.8 		
(227.5)		
(28.6)		
(119.5)		
(109.7)		
12.5 		

7.4
(178.5)
20.8
(54.3)
(337.8)
(44.9)

Total changes in security provision etc			

(463.1)		

(587.3)

Balance on the technical account, general insurance			

1,374.1 		

1,370.6

* Gjensidige Forsikringsgruppen includes Gjensidige Forsikring and 20 fire mutuals.
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NON-TECHNICAL ACCOUNT GENERAL INSURANCE			

2005		

2004

Financial income
Income from shares in subsidiaries			
Income from shares in associates			
Income from buildings and real estate			
Income from other financial assets			
Unrealised gains and reversal of unrealised losses on financial assets			
Reversal of depreciations on other financial assets			
Income on sale of securities			

5.8 		
5.0 		
250.1 		
1,241.8 		
537.3 		
0.1 		
2,014.1 		

-3.7
6.8
273.6
1,147.7
38.2
0.1
1,415.0

Total financial income			

4,054.2 		

2,877.7

Financial costs
Administration costs on buildings and real estate			
Other administration costs			
Interest costs			
Other costs related to financial assets			
Unrealised losses and reversal of unrealised gains on financial assets			
Write-downs of financial assets			
Loss on sale of securities			

(101.3)		
(19.4)		
(586.9)		
(104.8)		
0.0 		
(14.3)		
(275.0)		

(109.7)
(13.0)
(441.8)
(136.3)
(411.2)
(1.2)
(784.6)

Total financial costs			

(1,101.6)		

(1,898.0)

Allocated return on investments transferred to the technical account			

(714.4)		

(633.9)

Other income			
Other costs			

0.0 		
(4.0)		

0.0
0.0

Balance on the non-technical account			

2,234.1 		

345.9

Profit before tax			

3,608.3 		

1,716.5

Tax			

(0.5)		

139.8

PROFIT FOR THE YEAR			

3,607.8 		

1,856.3
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balanCe sheet

gjensidige forsikringsgruppen
NOK million

			
ASSETS

2005		

2004

Intangible assets
Goodwill			
Deferred tax benefit			
Other intangible assets			

213.5 		
145.8 		
135.6 		

344.1
138.7
166.3

Total intangible assets			

494.9 		

649.1

Financial assets
Buildings and real estate			
Shares in subsidiaries			
Group receivables			
Shares in associates			

2,766.8 		
2,575.4 		
5.6 		
7.5 		

2,716.9
496.1
328.2
3.2

Group receivables
Shares and similar interests			
Bonds held to maturity			
Loans			
Other financial fixed assets			

1,025.0 		
6,087.5 		
836.1 		
9.9 		

2,318.9
4,767.0
960.5
0.0

Financial current assets
Shares and similar interests			
Bonds and other fixed-interest securities			
Deposits with financial institutions			
Other financial current assets			
Deposits with reinsurer companies			

7,255.5 		
12,374.7 		
1,719.8 		
5.0 		
1.6 		

1,762.3
14,855.3
1,185.5
5.0
1.5

Total financial assets			

34,670.2 		

29,400.3

Receivables
Direct insurance receivables			
Reinsurance receivables			
Short term group receivables			
Other receivables			

2,001.2 		
215.1 		
273.1 		
254.0 		

1,818.6
173.8
16.8
63.7

Total receivables			

2,743.3 		

2,072.9

Other assets
Tangible fixed assets other than buildings and real estate			
Cash and cash equivalents			
Pension funds			

305.5 		
841.3 		
569.5 		

261.8
665.5
560.3

Total other assets			

1,716.4 		

1,487.6

Prepaid expenses and accrued interest			

269.8		

193.1

TOTAL ASSETS			

39,894.6		

33,803.1
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2005		

2004

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Earned equity
Equity fund			

13,521.2 		

9,934.1

Total equity			

13,521.2 		

9,934.1

5,355.3 		
14,218.3 		
6.2 		

5,188.2
12,199.7
9.7

0.1 		
2,070.3 		
47.4 		
883.2 		
2,182.1 		
494.1 		
5,677.3 		
25,257.2 		

9.9
1,842.8
22.3
763.7
2,072.4
506.6
5,217.6
22,615.3

Provisions for other risks and liabilities
Pension liabilities			
Other provisions			

160.7 		
121.8 		

162.9
107.6

Total provisions for other risks and liabilities			

282.5 		

270.4

Liabilities
Liabilities arising out of direct insurance operations			
Reinsurance liabilities			
Other liabilities			
Total liabilities			

169.4 		
51.5 		
464.9 		
685.8 		

183.5
67.6
539.9
791.0

Technical reserves
Provision for unearned premium, net of reinsurance			
Claims provisions, net of reinsurance			
Provision for premium discounts			
Security provision etc.
Provision for insufficient premium level			
Security provision			
Reinsurance provision			
Administration provision			
Natural perils fund			
Guarantee scheme			
Total security provision etc.			
Total technical provisions, net of reinsurance			

Incurred expenses and prepaid income			

147.9		

192.3

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES			

39,894.6 		

33,803.1
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Key figures

gjensidige forsikringsgruppen
2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

Change in gross premiums written
7.5 %
9.7 %
16.8 %
5.4 %
8.9 %
Premiums, net of reinsurance
97.5 %
97.0 %
94.3 %
92.9 %
94.0 %
Gross loss ratio
69.1 %
66.7 %
74.6 %
78.6 %
86.9 %
Loss ratio, net of reinsurance
70.9 %
69.0 %
78.3 %
78.2 %
84.8 %
Cost ratio, net of reinsurance
20.4 %
19.9 %
21.5 %
23.7 %
23.5 %
Combined ratio, net of reinsurance
91.3 %
88.9 %
99.8 %
101.9 %
108.3 %
Combined ratio, net of reinsurance, last year
91.1 %
88.4 %
97.9 %
100.7 %
108.5 %
Return on assets
8.0 %
3.1 %
14.3 %
1.8 %
-0.7 %
Profit margin
29.7 %
16.0 %
31.8 %
-1.0 %
-13.3 %
Return on equity
26.3 %
16.4 %
35.7 %
-1.2 %
-13.4 %
Solvency margin
141.9 %
120.9 %
114.2 %
100.1 %
102.7 %
Solvency sensitivity
102.0 %
114.8 %
116.9 %
138.9 %
133.0 %
Liquidity ratio
73.7 %
74.8 %
84.9 %
97.0 %
95.1 %
NFSA capital ratio
60.1 %
58.2 %
41.5 %
21.1 %
28.9 %
			
Premiums, net of reinsurance	Premiums written, net of reinsurance / premiums written gross
Gross loss ratio	Claims incurred gross / premiums earned gross
Loss ratio, net of reinsurance	Claims incurred, net of reinsurance / premiums earned, net of reinsurance
Cost ratio, net of reinsurance	Total operating expenses / premiums written, net of reinsurance
Combined ratio, net of reinsurance	Loss ratio, net of reinsurance + cost ratio, net of reinsurance
Combined ratio, net of reinsurance, last year	Loss ratio, net of reinsurance adjusted for claims incurred from previous years
+ cost ratio, net of reinsurance
Return on assets	Net income from financial assets / average total assets
Profit margin 	Operating profit to owners / premiums earned, net of reinsurance
Return on equity	Operating profit to owners / average adjusted equity
Solvency margin	Solvency capital / premiums written, net of reinsurance
Solvency sensitivity
(Premium provisions + claims provisions) / solvency capital
Liquidity ratio
(Premium provisions + claims provisions) / liquid assets
Solvency capital
Equity + subordinated loan capital + security provision + reinsurance provision
+ administration provision + natural perils fund + guarantee scheme provision
Average adjusted equity
(Solvency capital - subordinated loan capital - natural perils fund) last 2 years / 2
Liquid assets	Shares and similar interests + bonds, incl. held to maturity + certificates + bank deposits			
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NOK million
2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

Gross premiums written
Outward reinsurance premiums
Gross earned premiums

13,883
13,529
13,719

12,920
12,529
12,753

11,777
11,109
11,251

10,083
9,368
9,848

9,562
8,987
9,233

Earned premium, net of reinsurance
Gross claims incurred
Claims incurred, net of reinsurance
– of which claims incurred from previous years
Total operating expenses
Net income from financial assets
Operating profit
Elimination result Natural perils fund
Operating profit to owners

13,358
9,476
9,473
21
2,758
2,944
4,072
(110)
3,962

12,345
8,503
8,521
64
2,492
980
2,312
(338)
1,974

10,594
8,398
8,298
198
2,385
3,780
3,691
(318)
3,373

9,124
7,743
7,131
102
2,220
417
190
(284)
(94)

8,639
8,026
7,325
(23)
2,110
(169)
(965)
(181)
(1,146)

Equity
Subordinated loan capital
Security provision
Reinsurance provision
Administration provision
Natural perils fund
Guarantee scheme provision
Solvency capital
Average adjusted equity
Provision for unearned premium, net of reinsurance
Unpaid claims provision, net of reinsurance
Shares and similar interests
Bonds, including those held to maturity
Certificates
Bank deposits

13,521
0
2,070
47
883
2,182
494
19,198
15,047
5,355
14,218
7,256
10,490
7,972
841

9,933
0
1,853
22
764
2,072
507
15,151
12,012
5,188
12,200
1,762
10,114
9,508
1,851

8,080
0
1,682
43
680
1,735
462
12,681
9,451
4,757
10,068
2,625
7,632
4,388
2,815

5,348
0
1,538
62
599
1,417
411
9,373
8,025
4,241
8,774
978
8,727
2,022
1,697

5,646
0
1,429
86
562
1,133
370
9,226
8,579
4,032
8,238
5,574
4,474
1,397
1,457

Total liquid assets

26,559

23,236

17,460

13,423

12,901

Total assets

39,895

33,803

28,977

23,764

23,500

Average total assets

36,849

31,390

26,371

23,632

23,284

Key figures drawn up in conjunction with the Norwegian Financial Services Association and The Assosiation of Norwegian Financial Managers in the Finance Sector.
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Governing bodies and management
board of directors
Jørgen Tømmerås, chairman
Jorund Stellberg, Region Vestlandet, deputy chairman
Magnhild Egge, employee
Sverre Groven, Region Syd
Odd Kristian Hamborg, employee
Marit Lund, employee
Magne Revheim, NAF
Einar Rist, employee
Marthe Sondov, Region Øst
Randi B. Sætershagen, Region Innlandet
Hans Ellef Wettre, Norges Bondelag
Tor Øwre, Region Nord
Deputies for Sætershagen, Groven, Sondov,
Stellberg, Tømmerås and Øwre:
1. Jonfinn Fløtre,
Gjensidige Forsikring Nordmøre og Romsdal
2. Tove Jebens, Region Nord
Deputies for Egge, Hamborg, Lund og Rist:
1. Magnar Kvalvåg
2. Inger Elton
Personal deputy for Revheim:
Odd Samuelsen
Personal deputy for Wettre:
Harald Milli
Committee of representatives
Gjensidige Forsikring
Randi Braathe, chairman
Trond Bakke, deputy chairman
Customer representatives from
election districts:
Region Øst
Håvard Hynne
Rolf Ole Tomter, personal deputy
Randi Braathe
Helene Dreyer, personal deputy
Svein-Håkon Bottolfsen
Erik Balling Sievers, personal deputy
Wenche Celiussen
Anne Marie Storli, personal deputy
Sissel Markhus
Marit Frogner, personal deputy
Region Innlandet
Clara Eline Faraasen
Tone Merete Lauten Skaar, personal deputy
Trond Bakke
Ola Qvale, personal deputy
Margrete Ruud Skjeseth
Asbjørn Sand, personal deputy
Trygve Belsvik
Eva Krageberg, personal deputy
Region Syd
Anlaug Hoen
Helge Carlsen, personal deputy
Hans Petter Pedersen
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Terje Borsheim, personal deputy
Ingunn Vik Helle
Tone Standal, personal deputy
Ivar Kvinlaug
Jon Magnus Berg, personal deputy
Region Vestlandet
Ernst A. Eik
Astri Vadla Ravnås, personal deputy
Ragnhild Skjerveggen
Helga A. Byrkjeland, personal deputy
Rasmus Atle Dalen
Asle Hindenes, personal deputy
Kirsti Wold Hosøy
Astrid Grimstvedt, personal deputy
Oddbjørn Svarthumle
Oddhild Løbø, personal deputy
Per Arne Bjørge
Anne Lise Hessen Følsvik, personal deputy
Region Nord
Jon Viktor Aslaksen
Per Martin Haugen, personal deputy
Berit Tiller
Liv Kjelstad Sundal, personal deputy
Trine Vekseth
Gørill Jenssen, personal deputy
Jon Øverås
Ronald Søbstad, personal deputy
Fire Mutuals
Jørgen Sveen,Valdres Gjensidige Brannkasse
Tore Holt, Hadeland Gjensidige Brannkasse,
personal deputy
Svein Mellem, Hobøl Gjensidige Brandkasse
Jan Skaug, Andebu Gjensidige Brannkasse,
personal deputy
Ola Skålvik, Halsa Gjensidige Brannkasse
Lars Muribø, Indre Sunnmøre Gjensidige
Branntrygdelag, personal deputy
Customer representatives from
cooperate organizations:
Norges Automobil-Forbund
Vidar Eidem, 2005
Hans Jørgen Nordskogen, personal deputy
Else Larsen
Jarl E. Jakobsen , personal deputy
Kåre Offerdal
Astrid Hogseth, personal deputy
Pål Krantz, Kjersti Løge, personal deputy
Norges Bondelag
Odd Harald Reve
Kjell Høyvik, personal deputy
Knut Hoff
Veronica Andersen, personal deputy
Kari Redse Håskjold
Agnar Hansen, personal deputy
Ole Martin Pettersen
Svein Guldal, personal deputy

NITO
Erik Prytz
Odd Brede Gundersen, personal deputy
Norsk Bonde- og Småbrukarlag
Anne-Lise Aass
John Petter Løvstad, personal deputy
YS
Randi Bjørgen
Wenche Paulsrud, personal deputy
Tore Holme
Bjørn Tore Stølen, personal deputy
Employee representatives:
Members:
Unni Aalberg, Torvet
Petter Aasen, Region Øst
Gunnhild Andersen, Region Øst
Arne Borring, Sollerud
Jon Aniksdal, Torvet
Linda Sem Berre, Sollerud
Grete Bratbakk, Region Nord
Bjørn Alex Buhs, Sollerud
Morten Eriksen, Sollerud
Nils-Ola Halvorsen, Sollerud
Anne Morken Hassel, Torvet
Harry Helmersen, Region Innlandet
Harald Kilvær, Region Innlandet
Gunnar Mjåtvedt, Region Vestlandet
Rita Karina Møller, Region Nord
Tor Ingar Nordby, Sollerud
Margrete Rutledal, Region Vestlandet
Tore Vågsmyr, Region Syd
Roger Warud, Region Syd
Deputy members:
1. Morten Dahlsbakken, Region Innlandet
2. Bente Stub Aune, Sollerud
3. Gerd Husås, Region Innlandet
4. Ove Siristuen, Region Innlandet
5. Gerd Haugvik, Tingvoll Branntrygdelag Gjensidige
management Gjensidige ForsikRing
Chief Executive Officer/President Helge Leiro Baastad
Deputy Chief Executive Officer Tor Magne Lønnum
Senior Vice President Jørgen Inge Ringdal, Finance
Senior Vice President Jan Asker, Group staff
Senior Vice President Petter Bøhler, Product claims
Senior Vice President Geir Bergskaug, Marketing
Senior Vice President Trond Delbekk, Region Øst
Senior Vice President Odd Røste, Region Innlandet
Senior Vice President Bjørn Walle, Region Syd
Senior Vice President Ove Ådland, Region Vestlandet
Senior Vice President Hege Toft Karlsen, Region Nord
Senior Vice President Bjørn Asp,
Gjensidige Pensjon og Sparing
Director of audit Trygve Sørlie

Sustainability

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Gjensidige’s corporate social responsibility (CSR) covers the management and governance of
the company (group and subsidiaries), people and skills, administration, operations and
business development. Activities relating to loss prevention, sponsorship, alliances and
collaborations with various organisations are also defined as part of our CSR.

Gjensidige is reporting on its performance on the
basis of the Triple Bottom Line for the first time in
this annual report. The aim is to present the value
created by the company over and above its financial results more completely than before, and to
report on social and environmental value creation
as well as economic impacts.

This report covers topics on the basis of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) guidelines for the
financial services sector. Gjensidige aims to move
towards this international standard, but this year’s
report does not provide a full GRI index. The GRI
guidelines have recently been revised, and Gjensidige aims to comply with the new standard in
future annual reports.
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Corporate social
responsibility

Gjensidige has a tradition of being involved, and
currently contributes particularly to social value
creation. The company also wishes to document
financial initiatives and positive environmental impacts as a large service company and asset
manager.

Economic performance
The company’s CSR/sustainability reporting has
been integrated with its ordinary annual report.
This is a natural choice given that CSR is an integral part of Gjensidige’s everyday operations.
According to the European Commission’s Green
Paper, CSR is “a concept whereby companies integrate social and environmental concerns in
their business operations and in their interaction
with their stakeholders on a voluntary basis”.
This entails specific activities and commitments
over and above legal requirements and contractual
obligations, and participation in networks which
the company itself chooses to join.

The sustainability report also includes elements
of the company’s intellectual capital report, which
provides further information on non-financial
value creation at Gjensidige. The intellectual capital report is also produced as a separate publication. The reports are also available on Gjensidige’s
website.
Gjensidige’s social responsibility
Gjensidige is Norway’s largest insurance company,
and one in three Norwegians is a customer. This
means that we have accepted responsibility for a
vast number of people’s financial security following accidents and injuries.
The company’s principal role is to carry on insurance business profitably and skilfully in both the
short and the long term by offering insurance and
security products and services needed by society.

We also have a role over and above the purely
economic. We are an organisation with an important social duty. This means that the company’s
managers and specialists get involved in the development of society and play an active part in shaping it. In particular Gjensidige has been involved in
matters concerning business ethics and developments in the labour market, where we are concerned about growing disability rates.
Developments in 2005
•	The group management adopted a CSR policy.
Work in 2005 focused on building an understanding of what this means for the individual
employee’s everyday work. It has been rolled
out primarily in the central specialist departments.
•	The company introduced ethical criteria for its
equity portfolio, worth around NOK 10 billion. Gjensidige has opted for negative screening, which means that we do not invest in companies which do not meet our criteria. These
criteria are grouped into human rights and
labour standards, the environment, anti-corruption and the manufacture of certain types of
weapon. At the beginning of 2006 a total of 27
companies had been excluded, none of them
Norwegian. The most frequent basis for exclusion is breaches of human rights and labour
standards.
•	The company joined Transparency International
and signed up to the UN Global Compact.
•	There are strong ties between the company
and organisations working to promote security
and safety. Besides financial and technical
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initiatives, the company helped to develop new
security products. See article on page 89.
•	Openness and simplicity are important at Gjensidige. The aim is for our products and behaviour to conform to the general perception of
what is reasonable and just. Work on ensuring that this is the case was a priority throughout 2005 and will continue in the year ahead.
We are committed to making insurance a more
transparent industry with straightforward and
comprehensible products.
The future
Gjensidige will be taking its work on CSR even further in 2006. The idea is for the entire organisation to adopt an active stance on what it means
for their particular work. We will continue to
strengthen the company’s position as a consultative body for the authorities and other decisionmakers in areas such as health and business ethics.
Gjensidige increased its share of the Norwegian
insurance market in 2005 and also aims to grow
through new business areas and geographical
expansion outside Norway. This requires vigilance
so that we never lose sight of the challenges in
the markets we enter. To this end we will be working on contingency plans in 2006 to ensure that

2003

2004

0

2005

we identify ethical problems and deal with them
appropriately before committing to new business.
The company’s key challenges and initiatives
Gjensidige aims to be a pioneer and trendsetter in the insurance business. We aim to influence both our own industry and decision-makers
in value-related issues by raising specific matters ourselves or supplementing others where we
believe that our knowledge is relevant. Insurance is
a closely regulated business where laws and regulations provide clear guidance on how players are
to behave in the market, in society and in relation
to the individual customer. Nevertheless each individual player has an independent responsibility for
listening to signals and accepting that society is
evolving and that expectations of the industry are
changing all the time.
Gjensidige scores well in attitude surveys relative
to the rest of the insurance industry, but we still
want to improve our reputation. We are working
on this, partly by having our employees play a very
high-profile role in the local business community
and in the local media right across Norway. We
believe that a better understanding of both the
company and insurance in general will strengthen
our reputation.

PEOPLE AND
SKILLS1

CUSTOMERS AND
RELATIONSHIPS1
1) See economical performence
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In 2005 we carried out a great deal of work within
our own organisation. In 2006 we will also be
strengthening contact with the world around us.
Organisation and reporting
Gjensidige’s CSR strategy has been decided on by
the group management. Day-to-day work is a line
management responsibility in the same way as
work in other commercial and strategic areas, and
technical responsibility is held by a separate central unit.
Overall quality assurance of CSR work at Gjensidige takes the form of semi-annual reports to the
central board of directors. See the separate section on corporate governance on page 22 for further information.
Social PERFORMANCE
Gjensidige’s social performance covers the skills
and values of the people in the company (human
capital), customers and relationships (customer
capital), structures and processes (structural capital), and change and innovation (change capital). Social performance also includes the company’s cooperation with and contributions to various
external organisations, and a set of values which
contributes positively to welfare and development.
People and skills
Demographics
At the end of 2005 Gjensidige had 2,282 employees (1,135 men and 1,147 women).

COMPANY
ASSETS

INTELLECTUAL
CAPITAL

Managers female

60

40

30

2005

45.3
43.8

Male Female
Managers male

%

65.4

%

Male

34.6

80

AVERAGE AGE

49.7
50.3

EVALUATION MANAGER PTU/
EMPLOYEE PTI

EMPLOYEES
Men/women
Average years of service
Average age
Average age, men
Average age, women
Men under 40
Women under 40

FINANCIAL
CAPITAL

STRUCTURES AND
PROCESSES2
2) See social performence

CHANGES AND
INNIVATIONS1

2005
50/50
12
44.9
46
43.8
27.8%
37%

2004
50/50
11.3
44.6
45.8
43.4
27.3%
39.5%
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The increase in average age was lower than in
recent years. The average age of new recruits during the year was relatively low at 33.3, and 42 of
them were under 30.
A total of 115 employees left the company in
2005, giving staff turnover of 5.0 per cent, against
4.7 per cent in 2004. The annual employee satis
faction survey revealed that 2.3 per cent of
employees were actively looking for work outside
the company.
Management and managerial recruitment
Gjensidige had 255 employees in managerial positions at the end of the year, breaking down into
the four management tiers as follows
(tier 1 = CEO, 2004 figures in brackets):
Tier		Total
1 		
1 (1)
2 		
11 (11)
3 		
68 (70)
4		
175 (161)

Men
1 (1)
11 (11)
52 (54)
103 (103)

Women
0 (0)
0 (0)
16 (16)
72 (58)

Total 255 (243)

167 (169)

88 (74)

The total number of managers increased by 12
during the year, and the number of female managers by 14 or around 5.5 per cent. Gjensidige’s
active recruitment policy to increase the proportion of female managers is working. The increase
was limited to junior management.

Educational standards

Educational standards at Gjensidige are below the
Norwegian average. Data from the 2005 employee
satisfaction survey suggest that 53.8 per cent of
employees had been through higher education,
compared with 51.5 per cent in 2004. An active
recruitment policy whereby all new recruits must
in principle have completed at least two years of
higher education is having a positive impact on
these figures.
The data in the table come from the annual
employee satisfaction survey. The response rate
in 2005 was 90 per cent, but is still a source of
uncertainty as we do not know whether the same
people responded each year.
			

2005 2004 2003

5 or more years of
higher education
11.8 11.1 11.3
3-4 years of higher education 18.2 18.7 18.0
1-2 years of higher education 23.8 21.7 22.1
3 years of further education 32.0 32.8 34.0
1-2 years of further education 9.5 10.6
9.5
No further or higher education 4.7
5.1 5.1

and more than 22,000 hours were spent on our
courses in 2005, an average of around 9.7 hours
per employee.
Professionalisation programme

In 2004 a professionalisation programme was
launched for employees working with large business customers and SMEs, and in 2005 the programme was continued for both this and new
groups. The success of the programmes on the
business side means that in 2006 corresponding
programmes will be introduced for both household
(local offices and call centres) and settlement staff.
Sickness absence

Sickness absence totalled 5.2 per cent in 2005, an
increase of 0.1 percentage points on 2004.
The company actively follows up cases of longterm sick leave. Cases of sick leave longer than 16
days fell from 4.6 per cent in the fourth quarter
of 2004 to 3.8 per cent in the fourth quarter of
2005. The company is working actively to identify
how it can achieve its overall 4 per cent target for
sickness absence.

e-learning

Gjensidige has come further than any other business in Norway in the use of e-learning for internal training purposes. We have a portfolio of
around 50 courses, and three people working fulltime on the development of e-learning. The use
of e-learning for skills development is growing,

Time-change

In 2005 Gjensidige enlisted the women’s national
handball team to motivate and inspire increased
energy and health in the workforce. The Timechange programme was an internal drive to get
people into better shape. National team coach
Marit Breivik gave advice on exercise and diet.
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Internal health GAINS TRANSLATE
INTO vaccines
Employees at Gjensidige walked thousands
of kilometres in 2005, and for every 20
kilometres a vaccine was donated to a child
in Nepal via UNICEF.
The story behind employees walking, running, cycling and swimming their way “to
the Moon” was part of an internal change
process called Time-change. It began with
all employees effectively walking or running from office to office the length and
breadth of Norway. With 182 offices, this
made a total of around 4,000 kilometres.
Everybody could register each kilometre
they walked on the Internet. It was estimated that this distance would take around
four months, but in fact we hit the target
within ten days.
Employees were glad to do this exercise.
Around 1,300 employees regularly registered the distance they walked. This level of
commitment led the chief executive officer
to raise the bar: now we wanted to make
the long trip all the way to the Moon, a distance of 380,000 kilometres. Departments
started up keep-fit sessions, while others
exercised with their family or alone. The
final number of kilometres registered by the
closing day was 297,000. Not quite as far
as the moon, but we still achieved our aim
of combining a humanitarian commitment
with a sharper focus on our own health.

0

100
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2003
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2005

Internal irregularities
Gjensidige’s employees are loyal and dependable.
Nevertheless, to ensure that we have good contingency levels, the company began work in 2005
on identifying how to deal with suspected internal irregularities. This work is to result in a policy
document with procedures and processes to prevent internal irregularities and state how to identify and investigate suspected infringements. This
work is also to help reduce tolerance of all forms
of irregularity. The document will be available in
spring 2006 and will then be rolled out across the
organisation.
Society

2002

2003

2004

2005

chasing responsibilities and dealings with suppliers. The guidelines will be ready for use in all relevant departments in spring 2006.
Dialogue AND knowledge-sharing

Gjensidige possesses a great deal of knowledge
about the Norwegian people, acquired principally
because it is important for our own business.
But this knowledge can also be useful for others,
and so we spend a lot of time sharing it. Our top
executives hold regular meetings with large customers, politicians and other decision-makers
across Norway on topics of mutual interest. This
work will continue nationwide.

Ethics and social responsibility

In the wake of the company adopting a new CSR
policy in 2005, a need has arisen to discuss consequences, ambiguities and ethical dilemmas. The
company’s board wants to see a dynamic debate
about Gjensidige’s social responsibilities. In 2005
almost 200 employees discussed CSR and ethical
dilemmas.
These discussions took place primarily at organised meetings and seminars, but also through an
electronic mailbox on the intranet. These are areas
with few absolutes, and discussion is important to
create a common understanding of what the overall policy means when it comes to terms of insurance, product development, marketing and claims
settlement practice.
Purchasing

Gjensidige is one of Norway’s largest buyers of
goods and services, spending a total of almost
NOK 6 billion in 2005. Over the last year the company has built up its own professional purchasing
organisation at group level to manage an extensive portfolio of suppliers and contracts, and to
develop guidelines for employees with purchasing
and supplier responsibilities.
Besides the company’s universal ethical guidelines
which apply to all employees, a particular focus on
ethical issues is required of employees with pur-
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Loss prevention

Gjensidige spends around NOK 30 million on loss
prevention each year. Around 20 employees both
centrally and locally arrange various activities
under the company’s own name or together with
various partners, such as the Norwegian Automobile Association, the Norwegian Fire Protection Association, and the Norwegian Council for
Road Safety.
Transparency International NORWAY

Gjensidige joined Transparency International in
2005, an international anti-corruption coalition. It
was founded internationally in 1993 and the Norwegian branch was opened in 1999. Its employees
have made valuable contributions to our own work
through talks, discussions and guidance. See also
www.transparency.org.
Global Compact

Gjensidige signed up to the UN Global Compact
in October 2005. Out of a total of 16 Norwegian
companies and organisations supporting this initiative, four are in the financial services sector (KLP,
Storebrand, DnB NOR and Gjensidige).
The Global Compact was set up at the initiative of
UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan in 1999 in a bid
to involve industry more closely in the UN’s work.
Companies signing up to the Global Compact
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agree to support ten principles covering human
rights, labour standards, the environment and
anti-corruption. See www.globalcompact.org.

New PC platform

ticipants an insight into modern innovation theory, with a particular emphasis on opportunities
for and restrictions on innovation in established
organisations. This was considered in the light of
the latest organisation and management theories.
Nine employees from Gjensidige took part.

In 2005 Gjensidige switched to a new PC platform
called Mistral with the following benefits:
•	Faster and more powerful PCs
•	Increased availability through mobile platform
•	Fewer version problems, making it easier to deal
with the outside world
•	Increased line capacity regionally
• More users of laptop PCs
•	Better control of software
•	Increased security

In 2005 Gjensidige set up an innovation committee to serve as a discussion and advisory body for
the company. The committee is to concentrate
on our core business and consider, among other
things, the following:
•	Proposals for new insurance products at
	Product/Claims
•	Proposals for new customer concepts at
Marketing

Structures and processes

This has made our work “simpler, quicker, better”.
Change and innovation

Besides the chief executive officer and five
vice presidents from Gjensidige, the committee
includes two external representatives.

Skills LIft

The Skills Lift project was launched at Gjensidige
in 2005 as a development initiative to enhance
the skills of both the individual employee and the
company as a whole. The project is due to run
until 2007.
The aim is to raise performance levels in the
organisation by setting out what is required and
expected of each individual employee. By the end
of 2005 all employees had a personal scorecard.
Minimum requirements have been defined for big
professional groups, such as sales staff at Business and Household/Agriculture and settlement
staff. Any gaps with respect to these minimum
requirements are reported to the project.
The next phase will involve measures to develop
individual employees on the basis of the targets
on the scorecards.
Innovation

In association with DnB NOR, Gjensidige organised an accredited course in innovation at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology in
Trondheim. The aim of the course was to give par-

The global compact
– THE TEN PRINCIPLES
HUMAN RIGHTS

1	Businesses should support and respect
the protection of internationally
proclaimed human rights; and
2 make sure that they are not complicit in
human rights abuses.
LABOUR STANDARDS
3 	Businesses should uphold the freedom
of association and the effective recognition of the right to collective bargaining;
4 the elimination of all forms of forced
and compulsory labour;
5 the effective abolition of child labour;
and
6 the elimination of discrimination in
respect of employment and occupation.

Mobility

To make everyday working life more efficient,
Gjensidige is continuing its alliance with Move,
a company working on mobility in working life
and how to tap the potential of new technology, organisational forms and physical layouts in a
department.
The steps that can be taken to improve the working day are considered from two different perspectives:
•	The employer’s role: good working conditions
(technology, premises, terms of employment)
•	The employee’s role: efficient ways of working
(mobility, cooperation, availability)

ENVIRONMENT
7	Businesses should support a precautionary approach to environmental
challenges;
8 undertake initiatives to promote greater
environmental responsibility; and
9 encourage the development and
diffusion of environmentally friendly
technologies.
Anti-CORRUPTION
10	Businesses should work against all
forms of corruption, including extortion
and bribery.

Based on these perspectives, the business can
derive benefits in the form of an efficient and productive working day. Trials carried out in three different departments have revealed opportunities
and areas for improvement. In some areas changes
have also been made with good results, such as
cost reductions and increased satisfaction/motivation. Benefits include a better work-life balance,
less downtime, better interdisciplinary/interdepartGJENSIDIGE annual report 2005
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Norge 2005
Gjensidige was one of the main sponsors of
the Norge 2005 celebrations of 100 years
of Norwegian independence. The festivities across the country tied in well with the
company’s local presence. As a large Norwegian company it was only natural to want to
contribute to such a magnificent celebration
of Norway’s independence.
The sponsorship arrangement helped to profile Gjensidige as a player that has contributed to society over many years. We showed
both customers and employees that we have
a history to be proud of.
Norwegian handball Association
Gjensidige has been main sponsor of the
Norwegian national women’s handball team
since 1992. The sponsorship deal is used
for external profiling and also extensively as
inspiration for internal processes.
Tusse HÅNDBALL
Tusse Håndball is a recruitment project for
the Norwegian Handball Association. In
2005 no fewer than 35,000 children attended handball schools or tournaments around
the country.

Motor/Home Agriculture

Business

mental collaboration, greater job satisfaction and
increased customer satisfaction. Measurements
and follow-up will continue in 2006.
ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE
Besides its ordinary financial results (see page 42),
Gjensidige contributes to society by creating value
as a major employer across Norway, as a sponsor, through its involvement in business development, and as an active promoter of innovation and
development.
Business development

Gjensidige is involved in business development
across Norway. Its involvement generally falls into
one of two categories:
• Direct investments (around NOK 100 million)
•	Actively promoting innovation and development
through networks, knowledge parks, seed companies, investment funds, etc
Investing in Norwegian art

In 2005 Gjensidige decided to invest systematically in Norwegian contemporary art. The aim is to
build up a “professional” collection over a threeyear period which reflects the diversity of Norwegian art today. We regard this as a safe investment
financially and also consider it only natural for
Norwegian artists to be represented at important
players in Norwegian industry.
Investment policy

Gjensidige manages more than NOK 40 billion on
behalf of its customers and owners.
Its overall aim is to generate the best possible financial return within acceptable risk limits.
We are a customer-owned company, and so our
responsibility is first and foremost to ensure that
customers’ needs for insurance are met as best
possible, and that there is an efficient, competitive
market. We have also chosen a set of ethical criteria specifying what the companies in which we
invest must not be involved in.
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Together with other large investors we can help to
turn the spotlight onto companies which do not
satisfy our requirements for ethical conduct, and
give them an incentive to change their behaviour.
This is also based on an acknowledgement that
our customers and owners expect Gjensidige to
shoulder its social responsibility in this way. Gjensidige’s portfolio of equities and equity funds is
worth NOK 5.4 billion, which is around 16 per cent
of its total investments.
We also work actively with the asset managers to
which we award mandates. Our criteria are presented and explained as necessary, and our criteria are an absolute requirement for all discretionary mandates (where Gjensidige’s investments are
managed in a separate portfolio).
Where Gjensidige invests in an existing fund
together with other investors, we do not have the
same power to shape the investment mandate. In
such cases we aim to use our influence to bring
about change, and in some cases we may choose
to use a different manager.
Monitoring companies to ensure that they do not
violate our ethical investment criteria is a highly
time-consuming process. Gjensidige has therefore
chosen not to carry out this monitoring itself. We
have long worked with GES Investment Services
in Stockholm, an internationally recognised ethical screening consultant. In 2005 we chose Storebrand Kapitalforvaltning as our lead manager, and
we now also use its resources in this field. GES
and Storebrand Kapitalforvaltning together cover
our entire investment universe, from Norwegian
equities to investments in emerging markets. Gjensidige sets the criteria to be applied for the exclusion of companies, and decides for itself which
shares to avoid on the basis of advice from these
two suppliers.
Gjensidige’s ethical investment criteria are grouped
into human rights and labour standards, the environment, anti-corruption and the manufacture of
certain types of weapon. The criteria in the first
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category are based primarily on the UN’s Universal Declaration of Human Rights, related UN conventions and ILO conventions in areas such as the
rights of the child, sexual and racial discrimination
in the workplace, child labour, freedom of association, and the right to collective bargaining.
The environmental criteria cover areas such as
the dumping of hazardous waste and responsible
transportation of this waste, and the minimisation
of environmental impacts, for example from large
development projects. The corruption criteria concern mainly active corruption of the public sector,
such as bribery of civil servants. In the arms industry, the production of anti-personnel land mines,
cluster bombs and nuclear weapons are excluded.
Sponsorship and partnerships

In 2005 Gjensidige invested NOK 30 million in
sponsorship activities. These divide into a handful
of central projects and a large number of smaller
regional projects. The company also has a series
of cooperation agreements with industry-related
technical environments under both public bodies
and NGOs. These activities amounted to more
than NOK 40 million in 2005.
The sponsorship strategy focuses on activities for
children related to our primary areas of operation
(security, safety and health) and our values.
Customers and relationships
In 2005 there was a major increase in customer
satisfaction and loyalty in all age groups. According
to an EPSI Rating survey during the year, Gjensidige

lives up to customers’ expectations, and loyalty is
on the up. This is a marked improvement on 2004
when Gjensidige scored “average” throughout.
The reason for the improvement may be better
communication than at the time of the last survey. Proximity to the customer and a growing proportion of positive media coverage probably also
played a role.
Selected data from the survey:

Customer satisfaction index 2004 2005 Change
Gjensidige
65.0 71.9
+6.9
Vesta
62.9 69.1
+6.2
If		
62.9 67.2
+4.3
Others (incl SpareBank 1) 71.4 70.5
-0.9
Sector average
65.0 69.6
+4.6

Loyalty			
Gjensidige
66.5 75.1

+8.6

Vesta
If		
Others (incl SpareBank 1)
Sector average

+5.7
+3.5
-2.5
+5,0

62.9
62.8
76.9
66.0

68.6
66.3
74.4
71.0

Gjensidige obtains feedback on household customers’ satisfaction with the company through EPSI
Rating, an international alliance which measures
and analyses customer satisfaction and developments in satisfaction with players in the business
sector. These measurements have been carried out
in Europe since 1999.
Customer complaints

A further 1,000 complaints are made to the Norwegian Bureau for Insurance Disputes. Some people complain to both. We aim to deal with complaints in a professional and customer-friendly
way.
Complaints serve as an important source of feedback from customers. Each complaint represents
an opportunity to put right possible errors and
misunderstandings, and to ensure an appropriate and improved solution. Around 30 per cent
of complaints received by Gjensidige are resolved
in the complainant’s favour. Where we choose
to stand our ground and reject a complaint, it
nevertheless provides an opportunity to present
and explain our standpoint in more detail.
Complaints may reveal shortcomings or ambiguities in our terms. They may also reveal inopportune outcomes in individual cases which may go
against people’s perception of what is reasonable
and just. Complaints can also highlight the need
for new skills in our workforce, in which case training modules are developed and offered to the
relevant units both centrally and in the regions.
For the last year all complaints have been registered systematically. This gives the company a better opportunity to analyse the information contained in them, and so means that situations which
might initially be seen as negative can be translated into actions which benefit customer and company alike.

The number of complaints received by the company has been stable in recent years at 800-900.
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Media coverage

Gjensidige maintains a high media profile. Active
media work has increased our exposure considerably in recent years. The company brings matters
to the media’s attention where we believe them to
be of interest to consumers. Media coverage creates value for our insurance business, and leads
to a better understanding of our industry and our
operations.
Employee SATISFACTION and
customer satisfaction

Since 2004 Gjensidige has been working with
TNS-Gallup on exploring possible relationships
between its internal employee satisfaction surveys
and customer satisfaction surveys.
The data for 2004 suggested that the following
factors in the employee satisfaction survey impact
on customer satisfaction:
• Employees feel that they have control over their
work situation
• Employees feel that everyone is focusing on
quality
• Employees are satisfied overall
• Employees feel that they have opportunities for
variation in their work
• Employees are motivated to go that little bit
further in their work
• Employees are not worn out and do not feel
stressed in their work
In the light of these findings, the 2005 employee
satisfaction survey included questions to test the
hypothesis of these relationships in more detail.
GJENSIDIGE annual report 2005

The measurement was carried out looking at
customer satisfaction on the basis of employee
satisfaction. In other words, the average perception of Gjensidige as a set of satisfaction-related
factors among all customer-facing staff in a given
unit (household, agriculture, business and settlement) relative to the average perception of Gjensidige as a set of service/product/image factors
among all customers linked to the same unit.
These analyses show that there must be some
form of energy surplus in the customer-facing unit
for it to have satisfied customers. This is found in
environments characterised by:
•	A freedom which unleashes creativity
•	A good balance between work and play
•	A sense of being looked after by one’s manager
(or others)
• Enough time to give customers the service they
want
• Customer-facing staff feeling that they have
opportunities for advancement in the company
These findings will, among other things, be
reflected in the steps taken in our professionalisation programme, which is working on both managers’ and other employees’ autonomy over their
working day.
The results of the survey were also analysed
with respect to sickness absence in each department. This revealed that low sickness absence in
a department is related to employees not feeling worn out, coupled with positive environmental
factors such as:

•	Others spreading positivity
•	Feeling appreciated
•	Positive environment
•	Necessary control and opportunities for influence
Here too we can see the importance of autonomy
over one’s own working day, an opportunity which
we must look to provide even in a world of ever
increasing measurement and benchmarking. The
connections between employee and customer satisfaction will be explored further in 2006.
EnvironmentAL PERFORMANCE
Gjensidige’s environmental strategy covers the oper
ation of its buildings, environmental requirements
for suppliers, and internal environmental initiatives.
Energy
Gjensidige owns office buildings, shopping centres and hotels across Norway. For many years the
company has invested actively in long-term energy
efficiency measures. In 1998 Gjensidige brought in
an external energy consulting firm to help reduce
energy consumption and evaluate a series of environmental factors affecting both the internal and
the external environment.
Gjensidige helped to develop a tool for classifying buildings according to energy consumption and
environmental impact. This is now managed by the
Norwegian Building Research Institute.
Energy network
In 2004 Gjensidige was awarded funding by Norwegian energy efficiency body Enova to reduce
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energy consumption by including 30 of its largest commercial buildings in an energy network.
Through this network Gjensidige has undertaken
to reduce energy consumption in these buildings
by a minimum of 15 per cent by 2008. This corresponds to total energy savings of at least 5.7
MWh over a three-year period.
Systematic energy monitoring and several other
initiatives were introduced in the period 19982005. The buildings in Gjensidige’s portfolio span
a total of 80,100 square metres. Energy consumption has been reduced by 8.7 MWh or 31 per cent.
Average energy consumption is now 191 kWh/m2,
down from 292 kWh/m2. The average for all office
buildings in Norway in 2004 was 233 kWh/m2.
Annual energy consumption at Gjensidige’s head
office in Oslo has been reduced by 4.6 MWh or 36
per cent since 1998, from 315 kWh/m2 in 1998 to
196 kWh/m2 in 2005.
The environmental benefits of this reduction in
energy consumption were equivalent to around
6,525 tonnes of carbon dioxide in 2005 based on
Markedskraft’s emissions factor.
In 2006 buildings will be assessed individually with
a view to identifying which measures will result in
cost-effective energy savings, whether these be
improvements to the carcass, technical facilities
and/or operation of the buildings. Consideration is
also to be given to converting from oil-fired heating to other energy sources, and from electric to
water-borne heating.
Gjensidige’s tenants are also made aware of their
energy consumption through the energy network,
and also benefit from the measures implemented
and results achieved.

In the summer and autumn, the building is cooled
exclusively with seawater through exchangers.
Only the energy needed to operate the pumps is
used.
We are working constantly on measures to reduce
our energy consumption. This applies to all our
properties.
Environmental requirements for suppliers

We require all of our suppliers to meet or exceed
official environmental standards at all times. Suppliers are to use their expertise to recommend
environmentally friendly solutions to Gjensidige.
Internal initiatives

Gjensidige has offices across Norway, which
means that many employees have traditionally
had to travel extensively to meet their colleagues.
Over the last two years the company has installed
videoconferencing facilities at 23 offices. These
are used for contact between the chief executive
officer and his managers, by the regional management groups, and by other employees. Videoconferencing has a number of advantages, including a
positive environmental impact in the form of savings on travel. Based on a conservative estimate of
five participants in each videoconference, this corresponds to almost 7,000 journeys saved in 2005.
In 2005 the company replaced all of its PCs, printers, copiers and fax machines. A total of 2,750
PCs were retired; those which were suitable were
readied for re-use, while others were disposed
of in accordance with the guidelines for this type
of waste. A total of 1,200 old printers, copiers
and fax machines were replaced with 340 multipurpose machines which use less energy and
also print on both sides of the paper as standard,
which reduces paper consumption.

OVERALLS that save lives
Gjensidige has developed new overalls with
floating properties for fishermen in association with the Norwegian Fishermen’s Union.
The goal is to reduce the number of fatalities.
Between 1998 and 2005 an average of 1011 fishermen lost their lives each year. Besides this high number of fatal accidents, there
are also injuries on board when handling fishing tackle and processing the catch. This
makes professional fishermen the most highrisk group in Norway for occupational injuries.
Gjensidige has been instrumental in the
development of equipment to reduce the
number and severity of both injuries to crew
and damage to vessels. In November 2005
new overalls with floating properties were
launched. This was the result of a development project in association with the Foundation for Scientific and Industrial Research at
the Norwegian Institute of Technology, the
Norwegian Fishermen’s Union and equipment
supplier Regatta AS.
Gjensidige has also helped to develop an
emergency stop system which fishermen
must always carry with them when working
on deck. The E-stop system is a simple and
robust emergency stop system which works
remotely using radio signals.
Since 1 May 2005 Gjensidige has supplied Estop systems for all boats below 12 metres
insured directly with the company.

Heating/Cooling

Our head office of 55,000 square metres has a
heat pump which uses seawater for heating and
cooling, and an oil-fired boiler to provide heating
when temperatures fall below -3°C.
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Results FOR 2005
and targets for 2006

Customers/owners

Social performance

Status 2005

TARGET FOR 2006

SRI criteria for group

Introduced

Follow up

Customer complaints to company

70 per cent settled internally

70 per cent settled internally

Customer complaints to Norwegian Bureau for Insurance Disputes referred to Insurance Agreements Board

Approx 20 per cent
60-70 per cent correctly settled internally

70 per cent correctly settled internally

Anti-corruption strategy

Started

Complete

Loss prevention measures: flood control

Two projects under way

TBA

Extra lessons for learner drivers: discount on insurance
for those completing at least 2,000 km with instructor
prior to driving test

–

Further development of concept with Norwegian Automobile Association

–

Training up regional resources

Employee satisfaction index
Sickness absence
Proportion of female employees
Proportion of female managers
Female members of central board of directors

75
5.2 per cent
50 per cent
34 per cent
42 per cent

More than 70
4 per cent
50 per cent
50 per cent
Unchanged

Ethical rules

Revised

Consideration by board of directors/rollout
across organisation

Collaboration with Kirkens SOS helpline

Two key employees given training

Invitation to own staff/early retirement policy

CSR policy

Formulated
Rolled out in central specialist departments

Rollout across organisation

Ethical guidelines for all employees with purchasing
responsibilities/dealings with suppliers

Formulated

Consideration by group management/rollout
across organisation

Society

Staff

Collaboration with Norwegian Automobile Association and Norwegian Association of Authorised Driving
Schools on “Road safety in your business”

Dealing with internal irregularities

Policy document completed

Guidelines for customer care and relations

Project implemented

CSR as topic on Internet

Website up

Ethical requirements for contractors: requirement for
OH&S plan + termination clause for use of illegal labour
for contract work (also applies to subcontractors)
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Introduced

Continue

Sustainability

TARGET FOR 2006

Environmental requirements for suppliers

Meet or exceed official standards, actively
use environmental expertise to recommend
solutions to Gjensidige

Continue

Consumption kWh/m2 1998-2005
Consumption kWh/m2

-31 per cent (8,700,000 kWh)
191

-15 per cent in 2008
(5,690,000 kWh)

Energy savings at own large commercial buildings
(166,000 m2)

-1,000,000 kWh

Individual assessment of each building, consider
converting to heating other than oil and electric

1,200 units disposed of in line with waste
Reduced consumption of energy and paper
management guidelines and replaced with
Stipulated 10 per cent saving: NOK 100,000
340 new multipurpose machines with print- Total paper consumption down 5 per cent
ing on both sides of the paper as standard

Recycling rate

262 tonnes – 49.48 per cent

Raise

22,572 m3

Reduce to pre-2003 levels

Web-based solutions developed

All documentation for own buildings registered

1,500

10 per cent increase

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE*

Status 2005

TARGET FOR 2006

SRI criteria for investments in equities
New policy for distribution of profits

Negative screening

Continue
Adopt

Employee satisfaction index
Sickness absence

75
5.2 per cent

More than 70
4 per cent

Waste

Products

Printers/copiers/fax machines

Owners

Status 2005

Staff

Energy

Suppliers

Environmental performance

Water consumption at head office

Staff

Safety manuals and documentation (fire, electrics)
Videoconferences:
Environmental benefit: 0.05 tonnes of carbon dioxide
saved per flight

*) See accounts and notes page 41
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